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Dotes confirmed

Candidates to visit
MSU near March 3
By CHARLES HONEY
Staff Writer
['less the schedule is changed.
Murray State UniYersity
presidential candidates will begin
visiting campus -around \larch
3." according to board of regents
Itictuird Fr mniri'
‘'isitanini dates have been confirmed for all but one of the canAlUbitisi.. and -it is hoped all can".
diddles "will have visited MSL
the end of March,.Frytnire said
F;rirlay
Having weeded through a list of
more than .:t00 applicants to
replace l'resident Constantine
Curtis at OW end of June, a
screening committee of re-gents
and faculty, has 'mi iter! fewer than
20 candirlites to campus The
presidential aspirants will meet
with regents, vice president,.
deans, and students. iind have an

QUEEN AND HER COURT-Jill Johnson,senior, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Am Johnson, was crowned Calloway County High School's
Basketball Homecoming Queen Friday night before the game with
Lone Oak. She was crowned by.the 1962 queen, Christy Hale,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie'Hale, now a freshman at Murray
State University. Included in the court were (from left, seated)
Janee Sims, junior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Sims; Jill

open ineeting
Lilly
merrilm•rs
Fry mit e said he doesiist want to
sat. eNdet

Mall% c.
,11114tState%

are visiting airiptis, though'fewer
than 20 is .1 cood herrn- for how
many we !Live linktet .111,ittera
titiri If he K.1% e
is,. t number
and one 1.1
I •ifilliilateN
‘IN
'
iLN. it inig111 be'
diffit nit to eNcilaut
the
number
v isitors hail r hanged.
Fr y nure expl.imed
Far ulty Senate Prescient
Way,
Bell last lue.sAllay • saki he
IA as told the presidential
diddles will he brtiu1.itt .11
at the I ate fif one pei a
Identities of the andirl:ites %%di
riot is; 411N. Insert until the day
is-lore their visits. Fr% nitre tlaN
Naltt ealittlitates
e requested
the utmost sel re. %. possible in
order to proter t their current job
security . accordine Fry mire '
''

Childress, junior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Childress; (standing) Hale; Christy McCallon, daughter of Joe Pat McCallon
Johnson; Regina Morris, senior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs Max E
Morris; and Erin Burke, junior, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Burke.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Funding formula public hearings to be set
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer,
LOUISVILLE, Ky (AP) -Three public hearings will be
scheduled next month on a revised
formula for distributing state
funds to Kentucky's institutions of
higher learning, officials said.
Presidents at the state's colleges and universities have
agreed to support the new plan,

Northern Kentucky -University
A system to determine how KenPresident A.D. Albright told the tucky's higher education dollars'
exetutiire COMmlftee Of the Nun:- - are spread among the eight public
cil on Higher Education.
universities was first used during
Albright said Friday that the the 1982 General Assembly.
leaders had already voted to supThe university presidents,
port the formula.
unhappy with the changes in their
"We have agreed and now can appropriations created by the forsupport the formula use policy to mula. fell into open disagreement
be prepared by the council staff," and individually lobbied the
Albright said.
legislators during the session
before a compromise was reached.
A special committee composed
of the presidents. state Finance
Secretary Hobert Warren and
council staff began reviewing the
formula last summer in an effort
to avert such division in the
future.
"This shows a new level of
maturity," council chairman
David Grissom said. "It is exciting and a giant step forward."
"I think this is a refreshing
development for higher education." Albright said.
University of Louisville President Donald Swain said the
presidents had their
disagreements during the process, "But we have ironed them
out
•'The formula is one we can support and go to the legislature
with," Swain said. "We can do'
more for ourselves and the public
good with that strategy than any

Thurman attributes
success to university

(EDITOR'S NOTE - The
following story is part of a series
concerning the thoughts and opinions of Murray State University
Century Club members during the
organization's fund drive which
benefits higher education. I
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
"I appreciate Murray State
University for both its educational
and its econbmical impact on the
community," says Galen Thurman,a Murray business man.
And he shows his appreciation
through support of the Alumni
Association-sponsored Century
Club scholarship fund
"I feel that Murray has grown
because of Murray State and we
should support it in any way we
can," he says.
Galen Thurman
Thurman, who finished two scholarship fund," she added
years at the university, quit to
The matching funds are also
Tonight will be clear with
start his own business, Thurman available to regular contributors
lows in the low 40s. inds
Furniture. He attributes the suc- if they choose to donate more than
becoming light and variable.
cess of his business to Murray $100 this year. She explains that if
Sunday will be partly cloudy
State's economic impact.
and warmer, with a slight
a .regular 2100 donor gives $175
The Century Club scholarship this year. that additional $75 will
chance of a shower by evening.
program is supported by a group
be matched through the Hurley
of individuals who contribute $100 Fund.
or more per year to scholarships
For those who cannot give 8100
for incoming college freshmen.
at one time but would be inTwo Sections-M Pages
"These scholarships provide op- terested in becoming a member of
Classifieds
10. 11
portunities to many students who the club and supporting the
Comics
10
might not otherwise have a scholarship fund, Herndon exCrosswords
10
chance to attend college," Thur- plains. monthly giving system,
Dear Abby
10
man added.
new to the program this year.
Pim)h Feathers
Thurman, a native of Calloway
"Pre-authorized monthly giving
Horoscope . ...........
4. 10
County, has two brothers, two allows the contributor to
Murray Today
4.5
sisters and three children who are designate a certain amount of
Perspective
3
all Murray State graduates.
money to be withdrawn from his
9
SPbr14
Thurman says he has been a
or her bank account on the same
Shop Talk
.6
nsember of the Century Club for 10 day each month to be paid to the
16 Pages
TV Week
to 12 years and is also an active
Owitury Club,"says Herndon.
MiSS
supporter of the university's
Anyone interested
making.
PAPER!
YOUR
M& programs.
contribution to the in:scholarship
Subscribers
who ho,.e riot
fund is urged. 4.7 7- itact any
.0Pna Herndon. dlre&.:7
home ,ie efed
received
their
Ames Affairs, explains that conmember of the club or the Alumni
of
The
copy
lodger & Hines
*arm
triblidelis to the club from new
Affairs office at 71134737.
members will be equally matched
Herndon stresses that all dona- by 5 30 p m Mondov F r,(iov or
by the Harley Legate Fund
tions are need for scholarships by33Opm Saturdays ore urged
through the university board of
with administrative costs being to coil 753-1116 between 5131
p.m. wid 6 s.s.,411eaday An* Friregents.
...paid by the Alumni Aseociation.
-So tf.1 new contributor gives
Century Club scholarships are -,sr 3:30 p.m. sod 4 p.m. flow
am".
SIN, actually POO will go to the
awarded in amounts of WO.

clear tonight

today's index

other"
Staff windier Ed Carter. who
Was primarily responsible for
developing the new formula, said
(-turners were made in the formula
The Juilliard uortet
to respond to specifw concerns
raised by the presidents last year
Ile said Ow revised formula better addresses tvvo of the key msues
in the last dispute adequacy arid
equity in the appropriations
There will be three public heal ings next month on the formula
Stradivarius instruments willed to
before it is presented to Ow full
The Juilliard Quartet, that
'• first family of chamber music,•• thopeople of the United States by
council fur approval.
Gertrude Clarks Whittall Among
Harry - Snyder. executive direc- continues in the tradition which
cities on its transcontinental
tor of the council, said the has made it a touchstone of
'residents • and the council musical' -excellence. - with yet "North American itinerary are
Austin. Boulder. Chicago,
members will have LO OM/alley another_ completely sold-out,
Jacksonville, Louisville. Lubbock.
legislators of the formula's value continent-crossing, ocean Miami, Minneapolis. Pittsburgh,
spanning season of concerts durand their sincerity
Salt Lake. City, San Diego. San
''It is extremely important that ing the 1982-83 season_
ay , Toronto anti
we send a message to the General
Ever since its inception in 1946. Francisc
Vancouver As in prior years.
itsembly of our agreement on the Juilliard Quartet has had a
Quartet will
this," Snyder said
perform on a
unique quality that sets it apart
multitude of college campu.ses.
"We have some people who a fresh sense of discovery always
The Quartet tours Europe in the
remember the, last tune and are present in its playing. A simple
fall. presenting concerts in
going to be hard to convince that yet revealing self-analysis came
we have made changes and reach- .forth in an internationallyV France. Germany, the
Netherlands and Spain.
ed agreement."Snyder said.
televised interview -We play
To date, the Juilliard Quartet
Albright said that while the contemporary music as if it were
has played more than 3.IXXi cot14presidents will support the for- the classic and we play the
yetis around the globe and must
mula, they also want it studied classics as if they were contemtake as large share of credit for the
further. "We believe it can be im- porary.''
burgeoning of chamber music auproved In the future." he said Among the highlights of the
dience everywheri Wherever it
Albright said in a later inter- Juilluird Quartet's 191241 season
view that he thinks the presidents are nine New York appearances. plays, it Is recognized not Only as
will stick with their commitments. • including three Carnegie Hall con- "America's archetypal quartet"
but also as one of the great
certs. Alice Tully Hall and the
quartets of history Under al
Metropolitan Museum of Art
headline that read. -Juilhard's
They will perform in Boston for
their ninth consecutive year on the Quartet Has World on its String •"
the Tulsa World summed up the
Boston University Celebrity
Juilliard's rank todayn "mention
Series Juilliard Quartet's world
famous performances coMplete chorus lines and you think of the
Rockettes; mention champagne
Beethoven string quartet cycle
The Murray Post Office will
it's Don Perignon, mention
place
Francisco
in
San
takes
as
be closed Monday in observapart of the San Francisco Sym- chamber music and it's. the
tion of George Washington's
Juilliard Quartet."
Beethoven Festival.
phony's
and Abraham Lincoln's birDonal Hensan of The New York
since
quartet-in-residence
As
thdays.
TIMM has well defined the
Congress
of
Library
in
at
the
1962
TV V/1SEK, the weekly televiWashington. D.0 , the Juilliard Quartet's unique sound and4.144e
sion magazine of the Murray
Quartet
plays its annual fall and -The listener could have been Wd
Ledger 111 nines, was to have
series
spring
on the priceless into the hall blindfolded and would
been included in Friday's edihave had no hesitation in identifytion to ensure that all
ing the group in action. All the
newspaper subscribers by mail
Juilliard characteristics over the
would receive their copies prior
years could be heard: the biting .
to the start of Monday's TV
rhythms, the scrupulous attention
listings. However, the listings
-to the score's directions, the
were not received until Friday
A poundage quota referendum phenomenal tautness of line, the
afternoon because of a delay in
meeting to discuss all available in- concentrated energy."
shipping. The Ledger Times
Recent critical appraisal conformation
pertaining to poundage
apologises for any inconvein the superlative.
tinue
quotas will be at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
nience this may cause.
• The first ma* American string
the
West
Kentucky
Livestock
and
Also. Library Director
quite to makes wholly convIncExposition Center,
Margaret Trevathan announctog case to the workl abroad that
pros
and
this
cons
prip
of
ed that the Calloway County
grain will be presented so pro- an American ensemble could
Public Library will be closed
ducers can make a decision on meet the highest possibie musical
Monday: She said normal
whether they want to stay on standards. the Juilliard Quartet
weekend hours - 9 a.m. to 5
acreage
or go on a poundage has performed to cheering -aup.m. Saturday and 1 p.m. to 5
quota. The referendum will be diences in more than 40 countries.
Sunday - will be observed. The
In 1961. it was the first American
Feb. 26-March 3
Library will reopen at 9 a.m.
All dark tobacco producers are string quartet to visit the Soviet
Tuesday.
urged to attend this meeting
—
Continued On Pap3)

Famed Juilliard Quartet
to perform in Murray

Post office, library
to IN closed Monday.

Poundage quota
to be discussed
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State climate document
available through WKU
BOWLING GREEN
Residents of Murray interested in
climate statistics for the city can
now obtain a copy of a new &etarnent entitled "The Climate of
Murray, Kentucky." from the
Kentucky Climate Center at
Western Kentucky University
The publication is one of the
Climatology of -Kentucky series
being prepared for several cities
In Kentucky by State
Clanstoloinat Glen Conner and
members of the center's staff
.•The Climate of Murray. Kentucky" contains a clunatological
summary for the city for thi
period 1951 through 1980 which includes temperature and precipitation means and extremes for each
month
It also contains growing season

History week observed

information, monthly highest,
lowest and mean temperatures,
monthly precipitation totals,
greatest daily precipitation for
each month and monthly total
snowfall.
• The Kentucky Climate Center is
the archive of Kentucky's weather
records and provides climate information to the public upon request
Persons wising a free coa of
"The Climate of Murray. Kenlucky'• may write to the Kentucky
Climate Center. Department of
Geography and Geology, Western
Kentucky University. Bowling
Green. K% 42101. or call 15021 7454555
Multiple
opies are also
available

-As
AT RECEPTION — Looking at the schedule al events for Black
History Week Program are (from Wt,Jmuited ) Dr. Marvin Mills.
Jeanette Williams, HUI Welk, (seseding Eli Alexander, Georg*
Weaks, Valerie Currey,LP.saner and Robert Glin Jeffrey.

PIK program benefits may be
noticed by grain farmers now
WASHINGTON Al',
Feed
gram farmers may already be
reaping the benefits of President
Reagan's program to cut crop
surpluses, even though they' still
have three weeks to decide
.whether they'll take part
Agriculture Department
analysts say that since, Reagan
announced the payment-in-kind.
or PIK. program on Jan 11 corn
prices have jumped 30 cents to :15
( emits a bushel
Much of that IIII•rrase. they said
in a report issued Friday , is due to
'ex pectatouis that participation
in the acreage reduction and PIK
programs for feed grains IA ill be
moderate to heavy "
Farmers also seem to be pulling
noire corn off the open market. insulating it from immediate sale by
putting it under restrictive loan
contrai ts. the analysis said Those
moves are further tightening supplies available, or free, for iniinvliate sale and subsequently
pushing prices higher.
..I'nless actual participation I in
which will be reported
22. proves these expectations wrong, cash corn and
sorghum cash prices should continue to rise during the spring and
summer." the analysts said

a,uk. another
Earlier
USDA report gave a preliminary
indication of fernier participation
in the PIK program! showing that
producers now intend to make
substantial reductions in planted
acres this year just as Reagan has
called lot.
In another report•issued Frida',.
the department said the outlook
for the critical Western water supply appears g,00d to excellent. Recent storms along the coast havc
made up for below normal overall
snowfall, which provides 75 percent of the western water supply
If the West experiences near
normal weather through the rest
of winter and spring. only Colorado, Montana. Wyoming and
possibly Utah will see below normal water conditions. the report
said
As foc supplies of corn, the major livestock feed, the amount as
of Jan 1 that was available for immediate sale
stocks not under
government control through
either ownership or restrictive,
long-tertn loan agreements
totaled 5.9 billion bu.sheLs, 131
million less than a year earlier,
according to USDA analyst Larry
Van Meir

Spring Bible conference set to
begin Sunday at local church
A !nail regarded by many as one
of the foremost advocates of personal spiritual formation in the
church today will conduct a spring
Bible conference Sunday through
Tuesday at First United Methodist
(litirch
l)r Maxie !William. senior
pastor Of Christ United Methodist
Church. Memphis, Tenn .will conduct the conference entitled
"Christians Under Construction"
Ephesians and Philippians will
be the scriptures focused on in the
conference which begins at 7 p.m
each evening
A reception in his honor will
precede the first session Sunday
night and will be(ruin 5 30 to 6 30
Dunnam will also be leading a
seminar on prayer from 10 to 11
a tn. Monday and Tuesday
All sessions will be in the social
hall of the church, located at 503
Maple St.
Dunnam served as World Editor
of the Upper Room Devotional
from 1975-82 Prior to that he was
director of The Upper Boom
Prayer Fellowship Department
from 1973-75
He is a native of Mississippi and
has served United Methodist congregations in Mississippi, Georgia

KING AND QUEEN CANDIDATES — The Medi History Week
King and Queen candidates were (from left, seated) Kim Cokolow,
Shenta Greer, Susie Tharpe, ("tending ) Al Wells, David McCuiston
and Terrance Seyrnore.
•

MCMk...
Continued From Page Ii
Union "Magnificent harmony
-and purity of sound and deep
penetration into the conceptions of
the composers," wrote the "Tess
News Agency" of the Juilliard's
first Moscow concert which ended
with four encores and a standing
ovation
As for the reacton of Russian
Fellow musicians, the director of
the Moscow Coneiervatory exclaimed,"They played as if Itlie instruments . were part of their
bodies." The,Quartet returned to
the Soviet Union for another
triumphant tour in 1965. Later, it
performed in Australia, New
Zealand and the Near and Far
East. In 1967 it made its South
American debute in Buenos Aires,
and since then has repeatedly
toured the southern continent.

County school board
sets special session
The Callaway County School
Board will meet in special session
at 6 p.rn Monday
Items on the agenda include
discussion of utility tax escrow account, 1983-64 calendar. curriculum review and an executive
session to discuss personnel
Dr. Maxie Dunnarn
and California
He has authored 10 books, three
Lenten devotionals, and has written a volume of the recently
released Communicator Commentary of the Bible, which focuses on
Galatians, Ephesians, Colossians,
Philippuuui and Philemon.
Other works written by Dunnarn
include "Dancing At My
Funeral," "The Workbook of Living Prayer." "Barefoot Days of
the Soul" and "Alive in Christ."

KING AND QUEEN — David McClinton and Sherita Greer were
named King and Queen of Black History Week at Murray High
School.
Carter Studio photos

City school board
faces short agenda
The Murray Independent School
Board will have a short agenda at
its 5.30 p.m. Tuesday meeting.
The agenda includes personnel
items, correspondence, activity
account report and Murray Middle School staff report from Principal John Hine.

In its multiple world tours the
Juilliard has played in every
musical capital and major music
festival Internatonal accolades
continue to pour in' from "Le
Figaro" of Paris. "Assured and
deservedly the Juilliard Quartet is
one of the most famous quartets in
the world," from the Berlin "Der
Abend": "Unequalled artistic unity, Weller-Nal concentration and
technical perfection aroused the
full hqnse to cheers; from_ the
Tokyo "Asahi": "The best string
quartet of all the contemporary
world."
The vast repertoire of the
Juilliard Quartet comprises nearly 600 works, over 150 of them by
20th-century composers. The
Juilliard's immense authority in
the literature of its repertoire goes
beyond the technical expertise,
musical sensitivity and stylistic
discriminaion one could expect
from any major string quartet; it
resembles more a kind of spontaeous combustion. Yet it is
always tempered by poetry, Un-petuousness balanced by reflection.
Critics abroad echo the same
accolades. In London, the "Daily
Telegraph" wrote that "if some
ninny were to ask me what was
the most exciting musical event of
my year, I should for once have no
hesitation in answering. It was
yesterday afternoon's performance by the Juilliard
Quaint."
A champion of American composer, the Juilliard Quartet has
premiered nearly 40 of their
works. Besides the Pulitzer Prizewinning Second and Third String
Quartets of Elliott Carter. the
ensemble has given first performances of works by Milton
Babbitt, Aaron Copland. Lukas
Foss, Leon Kirchner, Peter Mennin, Walter Piston, William

Schuman and Roger Session,
among others.
The Juilliard Quartet has made
over 100 recordings and it continues actively to record the entire
gamut of string guartet literature.
- The numerous television performances of the Juilliard Quarter
include an all-Beethoven program
on the National Educational
Television Greet Performances
series and a collaborative concert
with the Modern Jazz Quartet on
the CBS national.
Althouth the personnel of the
quartet, with the exception of
Robert Mann, has change through
the years. the Juilliard has maintained and even enhanced its
original excellence. As described
by the critic in The Boston Globe:
"It is like a renascence. The
Juilliard has never sounded quite
like this before. The present combination appears to be the finest
Juilliard yet. You get their famous
vitality and intelligence, all of it.
but projected with a new relaxation and with a new finestof sound
and =force deftness of ensemble."
All the members of the Juilliard
Quartet are American born and
American trained..
The contribution of first violinist
Robert Mann to the Juilliard
Quartet is well documented by
The Louisville Courier-Journal:
"It's about time to pay recognition
to Mann as one of the magnificent
artists of his generation. He has
been the Quartet's guiding light
and spiritual mentor. As other
members resigned and were
replaced. the Juilitard has remauled a remarkably cohesive
unit, ever growing, ever probing
more deeply into the music it performs. Surely, Mann is responsible for maintaining the group's
stadards so high. The world of
chamber music has no room for

star performers, and Mann would
probably deny that he is any more
responsible for the Juilliard's excellence than he is any of his colleagues. Still, one senses that it is
his intellect and his devotion that
molds the Juilliard and inspires
the kind of trascendent playing it
so often achieves."
A spokesman for Murray Civic
Music Association said, "We
recognize the many tastes of our
audience and consider that fact in
programming. However, it is likely that the majority consider this
concert the highligh' of the 198283, There is no mia..king the
Julliards String Quartet is the
most widely acclaimed of all the
excellent artists presented this
season.
As one might expect, the local
program will span the centuries
with the oldest a brilliant quartet
by Haydn composed .in 790. The
most recent composition is a
special qua rted composed by
Subotnik for this ensemble.
Don't miss it."
The performance will begin at 8
p.m. at the Lovett Auditorium on
the Murray State University Campus. It is co-sponsored by MCMA
and MSU and is funded in part by
the Kentucky Arts Council and the
Natoruil Endowment for the Arts.
Admission is by season membership card or MSU ID card.

Shooting leaves 13 dead
SEATTLE i APt
Thirteen
people died in a mass shooting
during an apparent robbery at a
private club in the city's International District, police said today.
Twelve bodies were found inside
the club and two wounded victims
were taken to Harborview
Medical Center where one later
died, said police spokesman Gary
Flynn..

Kentucky Dam installs
solar heating system
Beginning this month, a solar heating system at TVA'. Kefthicky
Dam will provide approximately 30 percent of the annual heating requirements for the plant's control building
The solar system is one of several installed at TVA facilities across
the Tennessee Valley under a demonstration project funded by the
Department of Energy DOE,.
"We're using our own facilities to demonstrate the many ways that
polar energy can reduce the use of electricity in commercial
buildings." said Patricia H. Harris. Chief of TVA's Solar Applications Branch
The system uses the sun's energy to hest water circulating through
61 solar collectors on the roof of the control building This solar'
heated water flows through a series of "heat exchangers" that
transfer the best from the water to the coils in the air handling unit.
The warm air is then distributed through existing duct work to heat
offices and reception areas. When needed, existing electric
resistance heaters in the duct work supplement the solar heating.
"TVA has installed continuous manacling equipment to determine
If the system is perfect:11dg properly,"
no ere"-enont is
linked by telephone lines to a central computer in Knoxville where
performance data will be stored and analysed.
The demonstration Project was funded by DOE under the Solar in
Federal &aiding' Program The DOE program also provided funds
to design, obtain, and install 10 other systems on TVA-owned,
buildings.
Kentucy Dam is located approximately 22 miles above the mouth
01 the Tennessee River in Gilbertsville

COW:MRS — Solar collectors atop be coNtrol MINN
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Fair trade efforts
Japan may be shifting its gears both forward and
in reverse on the issue of easing harmful trade barriers with the United States.
On the positive side is the impending agreement
between General Motors Corp. and Toyota Motor
Co., the two largest car manufacturers in the two
respective countries, to establish joint production of
a new small car at GM's vacant Fremont. Calif..
assembly plant
More disturbing is Japan's possible lifting of selfImposed limits to export no more than 1.68 million
cars annually to the United States. While some
Japanese newspapers have said the Ministry of International Trade and Industry will offer to extend
the voluntary curbs when its officials meet with U.S
special trade envoy William Brock, a ministry
spokesman also has said quotas will end in 1984.
The joint auto venture, if it withstands reviews
for possible antitrust law violations, could solve a
number of problems. Most immediately, it would
. result in the re-employment of 3,000 autoworkers
who lost their jobs when GM folded up shop there
last year.
The new vehicle, based on the popular Toyota
Corolla model but carrying the Chevrolet
nameplate, would enable GM to produce a small
car competitive with foreign imports
• It also would be one more step toward the U.S.
auto industry survival through international
cooperation. Several European automakers
already are involved in similar ventures with the
Japanese. The French automaker, Renault, and
American Motors Corp. now jointly produce the
Alliance.
Whether the timing of the GM-Toyota announcement can help Japanese rarmakers.avoid any congressional criticism if the export quotas are lifted is
another matter.
The announcement to end the curbs may have
merely been for bargaining purposes. If so, it was
unfortunate, considering bipartisan sentiment in
Congress for domestic content legislation that
would effectively bar most Japanese imports by regutting a high percentage of -U.S. parts in vehicles
before they could be imported., President Reagan, with good reason, has opposed
such protectionist measures because they could,
embroil the two countries in a destructie trade war.
But one form of domestic content legislation passed
the House last year. And with potential Democratic
rivals already embracing the domestic-content
cause, it is becoming more difficult-for the Reagan
administration to defend its advocacy of free trade.
Voluntary quotas are no panacea for American
automaker's woes. Because they restrict a product
sought by American consumers, they tend to raise
prices on both Japanese and American-made
vehicles.
But as a temporary measure, they also give
Alltericart manufacturers breathing room in their
efforts to revive the depressed domestic auto industry. Now that the Americans are starting to go
back to auto showrooms and the domestic industry
Is recovering, a sudden Japanese attempt to grab a
larger share of the market would be ill-timed and
dangerous.
It could easily destroy the new spirit of cooperation embodied by the GM-Toyota agreement before
a "Tyrolet" or "Chevroyota" ever gets off the
assembly line.

Miirray Ledger & Times

southern seen

by lorry mcgehee

America — still on the move
The term. "mobile society."
almost sounds contradictor).
A society is a settled gathering, a
stationary congregationof people. To
talk of a -mobile society elicits Images of gypsy caravans or western
wagon trains or Puritans on the

Mayflower
The expression first became
popular in the early 1950's when
David Reisman wrote "The Lonely
CroWd." and when he and other
sociologists were describing an
American society in which seven out.
of ten people move each ten years.
We all remain parts of the greater
American whole, but within the ,
greater society, we tend to Move
quickly and easily. Our jobs demand
it. and our vast array of planes and
automobiles make it possible.'
Mobility of whole scientists is a idtle harder to picture than is mobility
of people within a society. For images of whole societies on the move.
'one has to think of the Exodus led by
Moses out of Egypt, or of slaveships
out of Africa or concentration camp
boxcars in Hitler's Europe
Most travel is in smaller groups,
usually with a home base to which to
return, and often by individuals.
Journeying is second only to,settling
down as a major theme in history and
fiction.
Muchof the Old Teritament is about

traveling
into Egypt. out again, into Israel. and out again during the
Inspersion. The theme appears again
in :The Aeratol'' and in 'The
klyssey
The romances of the.
Crusades and of King Arthur's roundtable knights carry on the motif, as
do Voltaire's adventures of Candide.
1)i-intl.'s • - 1 hvine Comedy'', Bunyan%
"Pilgram's Progress". Daniel Boone
anti Davy Crockett tales, the explorer stories of English and Spanish
expansionism. Marco Polo's travels.
Huck and Tom's Mississippi raft trip.
anti today's bestselling James
Michener novel. "Space", for which
Star Trek had been preparing us
The tourist industry today is a
multi-billion-dollar enterprise that
thrives on the innate restlessness of
the .hintian spaces Do the Japanese,
find us as amusing as we find them,
when our American tour groups meet
theirs and pass each other in the -airports, one. going and the other reem-Mg, but each moving like a covey of
quail with cameras strung around
necks"
The' nineteeth century. was fire •
great century of travel in the l'mted
States, mobile as we may be today
Eastern seaboard families were
moving -west, and new masses of immigrants were- moving into the
vacancies- they left, as wave's of
Irishmen and Hungarians and other

L

.lisplaced Europeans crossed the \Iliadic Armies %ere moving. east
tithe' Mississippi leer a Civil War and
west of that river fres-the settling
the west
Whole shelvt'N of aur publo
libraries are filled w ith tra% el books
written during the nineteenth century Ntany ref them were- written by
northerners venturing south, suet] as
Frederick Olmstead and.. Whitelaw
Reid Exiled potentates Mettle grand
tours the. he's' LI the French throne,
General I .afay ette. and others'-Newspapers filled columns with impressions of touring writers or
foreign edema les Women w ere.% en luring out, tore. Mal - Many eel them,
such as Mrs Trollope and France's
Wright. wrote. traval thanes that
were published as newspaper or
and as books Lord Bryce or
England addlest his comprehensive
study Of the United States late' in the
- centurs.
It tuts always been a rarity In
America to find someone living in the
sierr1&! tienise his or.her parents lived
in. particularly in cities and increas
ingly on -family farms " Mavernent
Is an American way of life. and [mete:11)1y the symbol of our modern
societ% . is either the mobile home
one out eel three' VW% thanes la mato,
see irons of the South are mobile
homes ( or the. camper vehicles. if not
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men
Powerful, nerd., thr Ka%
The answer is .!e% en bi the Jew ish
writer Isaac Basler% is Singer; who
first heard it freini
gr andfather a
Polish rabbi
God does not need praise by
men. but he knows from
experience., that when
men cvase to praise Him, they
begin tee praise one another excessively He IS also aware that
when men do not pray tee Hun.
they indulge more arid more in
currying favors and privilege's
from the- rich and the strong
In his short article entitled simpl%
Pray er" in the( Edema 1.‘ 1 18.1

APPEALED*
Pitft

.1 hose. 10.

of GEO. Singer .01.1S

Gild are biellnel tee 1.0*.ttlelA .111 cii

attributes ati flesh and blood "
Do y ou think Singer 1st r eri "".

Cockroach wars
That cousin to the cricket and the grasshopper.
the lowly cockroach; is a loathsome creature but a
tough customer.
He and his kind have roamed the earth for
millions of years, somehow managing to survive
their enemies, including man.
There are 2.000 species of roaches hiding away
under the cupboards and stoves and refrigerators of
the world. They pester restaurants, hotels, office
buildings and homes, slipping out of their hiding
places at night to feast on crumbs and leftovers.
They grow and reproduce best where there is dirt,
grease and moisture. They spread germs. They
develop resistances to poisons used to destroy
them. They are the tough survivors of the
cockroach wars.
But now, the U.S. Army says it posesses the
ultimte weapon against the cockroach. It is called
"Max Force," a chemical product that is to be placed on the market before the end of February.
Max Force has been tested extensively at Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland. It fools roaches
by not killing them quickly. They eat it, wander
away and then die three or four days later. The
developers believe if the roaches were to die quickly,there is a possibility they would develop some
kind of behavioral tactic to avoid the poison.
Thus the Army takes the field against the
cockroach,confident of ultimate victory.
The unconquered cockroach smiles to himself.
twitches his feelers and nibbles on a bit of cake
crumb. Ready on the right. Ready on the left. Let
the brittle begin.

moving %rens
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looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
The two-story log house, owned by
the Dickerson family, on Highway
641 North, was destroyed by fire this
morning about 1.30.
Deaths reported include Mrs W E.
( Genia Crosse Wyatt,76,
The Mothers March for Polio col-

lected $2,189.49 and the Business and
Industry Drive received $1,279, according to Mrs. Kent Forrester,
chairman of the Calloway County
March of Dimes Campaign.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Wiggins Brooks,
Feb. 15, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs
Paul Thomas Clark, Feb. 17.
Only half of the vehicles in
Calloway County have.been licensed
so far, according to ktarvin Harris,
County Court Clerk. The deadline for
purchase is March 1.
Twenty years ago
Enrollment at Murray State College for the second sernster is a
record 3,505 students. 140 more than
ever enrolled before.
Alfred 0. Ward. electronics technician second class, USN, son of Mr
and Mrs. Charles E. Ward, is serving
aboard the tank landing ship. IISS
Snohomish County now at San Diego,
Calif. It has been in Pacific Area
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Campbell.
Fred Schultz, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, spoke about

Martha Carter, state manager.
Mary I.ouise Baker, Gladys Hale and
Ruth Lassiter attended the banquet
and district convention of Supreme
Forrest Woodmen Circle at Fulton
Births reported include a boy tee
Mr and Mrs Ilewlettl'ooper, a boy
to Mr and Mrs Bobby Mohler and a
boy to Mr. anti Mrs Gerald Ed
Raspberry,all on Feb 14
Mesdames Robert Hatis, Rupert
Parks, Arlo Sprunger, llie Adair.
H.B. Bailey, Jr. Ray Munday, M C
Ellis, 'Alton Rogers and Wilbert
Outland of Murray Girl Scout
Association will attend a special
workshop at Paducah on Feb. 23. to-cording to Mrs. E.S. Ferguson, consint/sooner.._

Forty years ago

The February' Draft Call by Selective Service includes 65 from
Calloway County. Included are five
l8-year-olds who volunteered They
will go to Evansville. Ind on Feb 23
for physical examinations
Deaths reported include Pvt
Dewey O'Neal, Cyrus Rupert Orr,57,
Mrs. Opal Lee, Barney Edward
Lawrence, 69, Roger Blackwood, 25,
and Mrs. Nancy Elisabeth Hargrove,
70.
Registration for War Ration Book
No. 2 will be at the high schools in
Calloway County Feb.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. end Mrs. Terry Lee Ray, Feb.
12; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Van
"Americanism" at dinner meeting of
Bolding, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ray
American Legion and Auxiliary at
Walker Chumbler and a boy to Mr.
South Side restaurant,
and Mrs. Coy Leon Hale, all on Feb.
Cloys Hobbs, manager of Jackson
13; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Purchase Production Credit AssociaSamuel Hargis, Feb. 14; a girl to Mr.
tion, showed slides of his tour of
and Mrs. Jesse Bawdily,
16; a
Russia at banquet of Sigma Departgirl to Mr. and Mrs. O.T. Eldridge,.
ment of Murray Woman's Club
Feb. 17.
Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. A.H. Wilda* fella
The Murrily _Reach, Squad has
been requested to trailenstrate me -^#0sitie at Five Pointe Celebrated their
67th wedding anniversary on Feb. 17.
rescue operatiOn before Western
He is 90 and shit is IL They have 10
Kentucky Firemen's Training
children, 26 grandchildren and 11
Association meeting in May at
great-grandchildren Wing.
Princeton, according to John Shroat.
Officers of Sigma Sigma Sigma
aqued chief.
Social Sorority at Murray State ColDeaths reported include A.C. King.
lege are Betty Phillips, Martha Bell
96.

22-r7.

Feb.

Hood and Martha Robertson, all of
Murray. Jean Perdue of Paducah.
Jeanne Beth Gasser of Owensboro.
Billie • -Jeati Weldon eel Dyersburg-.
Tenn . anti Evelyn Waller of Collierville. Tenn
Mrs Tellus Howard, Mrs Del
Jones, Mrs C II Jones and Mrs Carl
Imekhart presented program at
meeting of Lynn' Grove School
Parent-Teacher Association
Fifty years ago
The Calloway. County Health
Department is making an effort tee
secure passing of a city ordinance. to
compel all milk retailers to register
with Calloway County Health Department This is so-they may be graded
and to force labeling milk so the. conaumer may know the conditions
-under which Milk is handled, according to Dr. J A Outland, county
health officer.

Plum currently are. taleleThity Feet' a
second 'printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season,'' a paperback
collection of the author's columns
which have appeared in the- Murray
Ledger & Times There will have to
be 350 requests leer the book tee warrant a second printing Those wanting tee order the book, at $5 per copy
for advance. orders. should contact
one of the following people Marti Erwin, Irma LaFollette, SUNall• Hart,
/theta Graves, Euple Ward, Clara
Humphrey. Alice When, Gerry
Heed, David Roos, Max Hurt, Betty
•
Lowry or Ken Wolf

today in history
Tuda is Saturdas Feb

the At

day of 1983 There are 3lj 1a$,• kit in
the year
-Today's highlight in history
On Feb 19, 1878, Thomas Edison
was granted a patent for the
phonograph
On this dale
In 1924, Shah Atunad of Pei-sui me ass
deposed
Murray State College has opened
Its spring semester -with an enroll- " .,,In 1942, Japanese bombers carried
out their first attack against
ment expected to pass the 1,000
Australia during World Watt II
mark, exclusive of Murray Training
In 1959. Britain, Greece and
School Dr J.W. Carr said this is the
Turkey signed an agreement for the
second largest enrollment. in Ow
.'
independence of Cyprus 4
history of the school. The Training
In 1981, the postal rate. commission
School already has 277 enrolled.
approved an increase in the price of at
The Coaches of Calloway County
first-class stamp from Iola cents
High Schools dra wed for positions in
Ten years ago A Soviet ielliner

is

the Eighth District Basketball Tournament to be played at Murray High
School March 3 and 4
Harvey W Riggs is minister of the
Murray Church of Christ.
Hafford Parker and J.D Sexton attended. a truck and implement
dealers convention of West Kentucky
.and Tennessee at Union City,Tenn.
Mrs. Herbert Drennon is president
and Mrs. A.F. Doran is vice presiL
dent of Mothers Club of MUrrar

crashed in Prague. Czechoslovakia.
killing 77 of the 99 people aboard
Five years ago Egyptian commandos flew to Cyprus and attacked
a jetliner at an airport near Nirtraa.
to free hostages held by two Arab
guerrillas The hostages were freed.
but 15 commandos were lulled.
One year ago - Pope John Paul 11
indicated he opposed the U.S. unposison of sanctions against Poland in
response to the martial- law

. ielybhdev
bear'':4—r- ada..:6
mat" rt-gen'.Eddie Arearo is 67 Actor tee Marvin

Ffigh.
Urra:Chali
-7:"I
itining
Paducah Tilghman 23 to 19 in a
basketball game. High team scorers
were Starks for Murray and Hughes
for Tilghman.
Sugar is listed as selling for 42'
cents for ID pounds in the ad for Plgg11 Mier-

is 59. Actress Ma Farrow is 37 BritaM's Prince Andrew 1s22.
Thought for today "Charity is the
perfection and ornament- of
religion." - Joseph Addison. English
writer-flatcar= 11672-1719

murray today
Mirrray Ledger & Times
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Newborn admissions and dismissals released by hospital officials

MR.PHA — Matt Harrington was crowned as Mr.
FHA of Murray High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America at homecoming basketball dance.
Photo by Carter Studio

'Mr. FHA'named
fic

Nlorra%

llih
of the
Future Homemakers of
Ainero a elebrated National 1. IlA Week Feh I.
13 is ith .o to. dies featured
throughout the. %seek
sfrotheis started the.
eck
ulth
Tea. (iii Appre• 1.1(1.41
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t, a.. crow o.
ed at the basketball
home, toning dance on
Sat unfa% night. Feb 12
Enda) night N a, the
Daddy!Lite Night Banquet 'Dos ee, era is held
e%ery )car for the
members to honor their
fathers

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday.
Feb. 12. was 130 adults
and 10in nursery
Newborn admissions
were as follows
Sandy Watsn and baby
boy, Mt 7
Patty Mahoney and
baby boy, 2201 Quail
Creek Dr
Regina Manis and baby
boy. Rt. 1
Dismissals were as
follows
Mrs ('arol)n A
Garland and baby boy.
Hardin: Michael Parm.
333 Willow, Mayfield.
Mrs Robbm Brandon and
baby girl. Rt 3. Mrs
Martha Wrablik, Rt 6.
Brett Harcourt, 1005 College Cts. Jatnes Hendrick. Rt 1, Kirksey.
Noble Bray, 306 South
Third St ; Dale 0 Baker.
lit 1, Mayfield, Mrs
Sara Marlon Waldrop.
Rt I, Sedalia; Jackie
Thorn, Fit 1, Altn0; Mrs
Betty Underhill. Rt 3.
Mrs Tina Mattns. Kt 3:
Mrs. Pauline McGinnis, fit 2; Roger Dille
Outland, 215 South 13th
St ; Billy Bruce Wilson.
lit 2, Hazel. Mrs Anne.
Beane, Rt 5, Mrs Diane
Underwood. 1531 Oxford.
Roger F:dwards. Itt 3.
Miss Frankie Sims.
1621", Farmer. Mrs
Juanita Prit(hett, Itt I.
()ester, Miss Donna Ogg,
Ill 2. Wingo. Michael I)
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Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Sunday. Feb.
13, was 134 adults and 11
in nursery.
Newborn . admissions
were as follows
Susan Smith and baby
boy.505 South Sixth St.
Twyla Hopkins and
baby girl. Rt. 2.
Betty Walker and,baby
boy. 617 Cooper. Paris,
Tenn
Dismissals were as
follows
Mrs Janet Schecter
and baby boy. Rt. 6; Miss
Mary (;ardner and baby
girl. 1114 South 10th St.;
Mrs Eleanor Miller. Rt.

Book fair featured at PEO meeting

%tr. John Gregory's George T Ferns and
14,41.
11111i 1
part in the hook fair pro- published by I) Appleton
111 14 111110!
gram In the recent & Co ,in 1882
thr
1,f fi, cis
met for meeting of Chapter M of
In a medium brown,
breakf.e.1 :et irk r)-, P E
stole the show. ac- embossed with wheat and
I ...dui 1.i.a iIs ii Denise cording to chapter 'cotton patterns, hardKonberE% so lever
I.'mbers
backed cover, its pages
1) 0Ies officers.•••ere ocMrs Alfred Lindsey. are edged in gold. It is iltei‘lcueed on WtiliS's Jr
i hairman id the lustrated and divided into
kireakfast Shou
e%ent, led the showing of sectiona of the United
; Also un Wednesday the favorite books that had States and the one shown
Contest ri'i \It FHA va, been read to members. by Mrs (:regory was
started vith tote. twin,: along with a collection of about Kentucky
lair I rot rillIi arid an) neu books from
Calloway
One paragraph in the
,It \Torr.,. High 1.-inv Public !Abner) she had Kentucky division said,
brought
-There is no more
\Litt Harrington
as
as Mrs beautiful land, no finer
named
Mr FHA vith John E ()linen who was specimen of people than
Jon.ftlian
erl,ey' as assisted by Mrs Maurice in Kentucky." The writer
first runner-up and Joe) P Christopher in serving attnbuted lime water as
Resroat as see ond run- ref restunents
txong responsible for the
nen'', 'I he. anioilfil of St,
one book that attracted population gorwing into
%teas raised for the state special attention was Our outstanding people
Si 1,1,1m-ship fund in the Native Land edited by
Further quotes. -There
.
is probably nostate in the
Union more agreeable in
itsittialT SPICIAL
its climate; more favored
GRASS QOM
in the rictviess and diverSAMPLI
sity of its soil; in the
distribution of mountains
NU
and streams, forests and
eliovevf
*lipase,
open lands than in Kenslips**,
"v1100Ser
tucky."
3504 Lase 0,1 Rd
3514 Lam Oak Rd.
The book belonged to
Poiledal DO Mill*
PADUCAN 501 Sid 0150
Mrs. Gregory's grandfather and is perfectly
preserved.
Mrs. John Twomey.
president, presided. Mrs.
William S. Major gave
the devotion. Reports
were by Mrs NT. Beal,
secretary, Mrs. Edward
M. Nunnelee, corresponding secretary, Mrs.
James M
Parker,
treasurer, Mrs. Lindsey,
Am.-wan and International Ira ve,tinir
acting guard, and Mrs.
Olga Freeman, by-laws
chairman.
thq.

McCoy. Rt 3; Miss Donna Jeannette William, 301
I. P Miller; Miss Teresa
Gray, NX. 11138 Woods;
Miss Allison Haugh,
1109 South 16th St.; Mrs.
Lube Wrather, 1318 Olive
Blvd.; Mrs. Mary G.
Murphey, 2071 Marion
Circle, Mayfield; Mrs.
Eva Erwin, Rt 1. Hazel;
Louis Fry, 240 Lake.
Camden, Tenn.; Mrs.
Zelpha Murphy, Dover,
Term ;
I. W Paschall. 1421
Vine St.; Mrs. Eva
Hooks, Rt 2. Cadiz; Lynn
Dale Burkeen. Rt. 3; Mrs.
Ida F: McDougal. Rt. 8;
Mrs Alice Parker. Rt. 1,
Paris, Tenn ; Mrs.
Myrtelle Futrell, 605
Meadow Lane. •

the
tiit

\'41L1
•

Mrs John Quertermous, co-chairman with
Mrs. Parker, reported on
the progress in preparation for the state convention scheduled May 17-19
at Lake Barkley Lodge.
The local Chapter M is to
be host for this event.
The president said a
yellow rose had been
delivered to Mrs. Hugh L
Oakley, member, following her recent surgery.
Miss Ann Herron, International Peace
Scholarship chairman,
said she had written to
three foreign students in
universities in the United
States She read a letter
in reply from a Thailand
student of Indiana
University.
Mrs. I..J. ifortin, chairMan of the Contuturnig
Education for Women,
said that former recipient
of this loan. Mrs. Tern
MrCullar, has been appointed to a graduate
assistantship at Murray
State, assigned to the
Small Business Association.
The members heard
Mrs. Twomey read her
president's letter and approved it.
The chapter will have a
salad luncheon Feb. 19 at
the home of Mrs Lindsey.
If a Chocolate Peanut
Butter Milk Shake con
tains your favorite
flavors, you'll want to
make it: To try four cups,
place in your blender one
pint of softened vanilla
ice cream and Is cup
creamy peanut butter
and blend until smooth.
Gradually add 2 cups cold
milk and Ls cup instant
chocolate flavored
Blend and serve.

1; Mrs Lillian Holland.
Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.; Jerry
Barber, Rt. 1. Sedalia;
Miss Barbara Robertson,
Rt. 2;
Mrs Susan Phillips, Rt.
1; Mrs. Lillian Almeda
Boas, 907 Vine St.,
Fulton; David Large, 109
Mott, South Fulton.
Tenn.; Mrs Gladys
Spann. 1509 Sycamore
St.; Miss Gracie Duncan,
1006 South Sixth St.,
Mayfield, Miss Lucy E.
Garland expired Rt.6

Census at Murray
Calloway Counly
Hospital for Monday.
Feb. 14. was 159 adults
and six in nursery.
A newborn admission
was as follows
Rita Stutler and baby
boy. Rt I. Benton.•
Dismissals were as
follows
Miss Amanda Dowdy.
313 Chestnut St.; Miss
Amanda Galindo, Rt. 1,
Paris, Tenn.; Bradley
Eldridge. Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Judy Black, Rt. 1,
Farmington; Miss Judith
Kuruck, Box 6134, Hester
Hall;
George Antonio Smith.
500 Gholson;Fulton ; Miss
Brandi Elkins, Hardin;
Mrs. Annie Ruberta Peal,
Rt. 2. Hazel; Denny Cope.
Rt. 4, Benton; Richard
Youngblood. Rt. 1, Paris.
Tenn.,
Mrs. Deborah Roberts
and baby girl, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Regina N Manis and
baby boy. Rt. 6; Mrs.
I.aRhea Stewart and
baby boy. Rt. 6; Mrs.
Mary M. Nesbitt and
baby boy: Rt. 1, Hazel;
Mrs. Margaret Phelan
and baby boy. 522 South
Sixth St.; Mrs. Sandy
Watson and baby boy, Rt.
7; Pat Walks, 500 South
Sixth St.; Pat Rowland,
317 Woodlawn; Mrs.
Freda Butterworth, 706
Olive St.; Lee Wilson, Rt.
1, Farmington.

Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Tuesday,
Feb. 15, is 173 adults and
seven in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows.
Shirley Warren and
baby girl. Rt. 6.
Beth Henderson and
baby girl. Rt. 1, Hardin.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Susan K. Smith
and baby boy, 505 South
Sixth St.; Mrs. Patty
Mahoney and baby boy,
2201 Quail Creek Dr.;
David Lessman, Rt.
Cottage Grove, Tenn.;
Mrs. Annie Grooms, Rt.
1, Mayfield; Marty
Bohannon, Rt. 1,
Kirksey;
Mrs Eloise E; Ratliff,
New Concord; Dwight
David Howell, Rt. 1,
Almo; Charlie D. Provine, Hazel; David Webb,
Mansfield; Mrs.
Elizabeth Hart, 101 North
Eighth St.; Miss Marcie
Sykes. Box 935, Paris,
Tenn.;
Miss Charlotte Austin,
Rt. 2, Mayfield; Mrs.
Carla Hudson, Rt. 1, Dexter. Paul Woodard, Rt. 1,
Gleason, Tenn.; Mrs.
Eufaula Sanders. Rt. 4;
Mrs. Helen Wall Rt, 2,
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Census at MurrayCallowa.y County
Hospital for Wednesday,
Feb. 16. was 159 adults
and four in nursery. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Paul Holland, Jr.. Rt. 5,
Mayfield; Mrs. Twyla
Hopkins and baby girl.
Rt. 2; Mrs. Betty Cogdell
and baby boy, 711 Back;
Mrs Betty Walker and
baby boy. 617 Cooper.
Paris, Tenn ; Jeffrey
Dowdy. 914 Bagwell;
Mrs. Theresa Starnes,
Rt. 2, Benton;
Mrs. Carolyn Green.
Rt. I. Hardin; Michael

Rhodes, Rt. 1; Mrs. Abbie
Herndon, Rt. 4; Mrs.
Susan Harrison, Como,
Tenn.; Miss Doris Larson, Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.;
William D. Cox, Rt. 7;
Mrs. Glinda Sharp. 1414
Calloway;
Samuel Greer, Box 385,
Paris, Tenn.; Rexie
Jackson. Rt, 1, Hardin;
Mrs. Paula Baker. Rt. 2,
Springville, Tenn.;
Harold Dunn, 1702
Calloway; Mrs. Eva Mitchell, Fern Terrace
Lodge; Mrs. Mayfeen
Gibson, Rt. 2, Benton;
Jacob Claude Gooch, Rt.
4;
Mrs. Catherine
Garland, Rt. 2, Hickory;
J.D. Dellinger, Gleason,
Tenn.; Mrs. Virginia

Mary
lisodlasa
Sm.
7534475

Heath, Rt. 5; Mrs. Mary
Louise Bailey.- Rt. • 2;
James B. Wilson, 305
North Sixth St.; Lemon
McDougal. Dills Trailer
Cl.:
Mrs. Henrietta Nibbler.
Rt. 1, Palmersville,
Tenn.; Mrs. Rine Pittman, Box 33, New Concord; Mrs_ Lillian Estelle
Adams. 811 North 17th
St.; Hobart Hudson, 524
Whitnell; Commie E.
Cain, Rt. 1. Almo; Mrs.'
Irene Allen. Rt. 1, Pans.
Term.

Your Individual
Horoscope

datebook
Exhibition to be shown
"Caffeine, Nicotine and Video," an art exhibition
by John Bradley, a Paducah senior at Murray State
Frames Drake
University. will be displayed in the upper level of
FOR MONDAY,
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery Feb. 28 through March
FEBRUARY 21.1983
10. The show will consist of two bronze sculptures,
three wood pieces, a painting, three prints and apWhat kind of day itW tomorrow be? To find out what the
proximately 25 drawings.
The gallery is located on the fourth floor of the stars say, read the forecast
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center on campus. Gallery given-for your birth sign.
hours are 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday and 1 to 4 p.m. on
ARID;
Sunday.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 VA
Group activities are
favored, but not
especially
"A Thief In the Night," a motion picture about Biwill
ble prophecy from Mark IV Pictures of Iowa, will everyone you meet today
promises. Try to sort
fulfill
be shown Monday, Feb. 21, at 8 p.m. on third floor of
fact from fiction.
University Center, Murray State University.
TAURUS
The public is invited to attend and there will be no
Apr. 20 to May 201
admission charge. For information call 753-9386.
Schedule talks with higherups. Express your ideas and
ask for a raise. Financial matThe Dietary Department at West Kentucky State ters, though, require an,attenVocational-Technical School at Paducah will have tive eye.
special classes in areas of food service for the fall GEMINI
term. For information persons may call Mary 'May 21 to June 20)
You'll have luck with travel
Sanderson at the school, 1-554-4991.
Applications now are being received for fall term and educational matters. A
one, though, could build
in following areas: Food Service Supervisors, Fast loved
you up and then let you down.
Food Supervisors, Fast Food Cooks, Restaurant
CANCER
cooks, Dietary Cooks, Barge Line Cooks, Waiter/(June 21 toJuly22i
Waitress, Host/Hostess, Basic -and Advanced Cake
Despite interruptions, you'll
Decoration, Catering, Bartending, Microwave have a productive. .work day.
Cooking and Special Party Foods.
You'll be able to sow the seeds
for future gains.
•
LEO
A free film. • "The Candidate," showcasing (July 23 to Aug. 221
You can straighten out any
American political activities will be shown Tuesday, Feb.
at 7:30 p.m. in auditorium of Murray differences you have with
State University Center. Sponsored by Pi Sigma others now. Still, don't let peoAlpha, national political science honorary society, ple take advantage of your
the film will be introduced by Dr. Mark Wattier. good nature.
VIRGO
There is no admission charge and the public is inAug. 23 toSept. 22
vited.
New assignments are up
your alley, though you may be
troubled by a family
Colts and fillis 4-H Horse Club will meet Tuesday, member's excesses. Learn to
Feb.
at 7 p.m. at the Horse Barn of Murray State put your foot down.
University. Terry McCutcheon will be the guest LIBRA
speaker. This will be an Important meting and all +Sept. 23 toOct.
Aerie
members are asked to be present, a club
Don't let others keep you
spokesman said.
waiting; go right ahead with
your plans. A surge of creative
thinking leads to unportant
The Health Occupations Department of West new ideas.
Kentucky State Vocational Technical School now is SCORPIO
Nov. 21)
accepting applications for a five-week Geriatric ‘Oct. 23t0
You're shrewd now and will
Aide Class to begin March 7 and end April 5. This
make some excellent buys.
course is designed specifically to teach interested Still, you may have to curb the
persons in how to work effectively with the types of extravagance of another. Hold
clients occupying nursing homes. Hospital aide fast to budgets.
training is not included.
SAGITTARIUS
artiO
Applicants are asked to bring a small photograph Nov.2210 Dec. 21
and a copy of their high school transcript or G.E.D.
Be sure to follow through on
scores to the school's registrar's office from 8 a.m. commitments today. You'll
to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. Reference forms gain another's trust and you
can be obtained at that time. The first 20 qualified shouldn't let this person down.
CAPRICORN
applicants will be accepted.
Dec. to Jan. 19,
Socially, you need to use
Mr. and Mrs_ Kelley D.- Farris, 107 Brook SL, discretion, but in business
Paris. Tens'.., are the parents of a son, Justin David, you'll make important gains.
weighing eight pounds 12 ounces, born Thursday, You'll find ways to increase
Feb. 10, at Henry County General Hospital, Paris, Wane.
AQUARIUS
Tenn.
The mother is the former Wilma Jackaorl. Grand- ( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18
You may decide to )oin a
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Kelley W. Farris.,Paria,
or organization. You'll
-club
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. J.L. Jackson, Buchanan,
an understanding with a
reach
Tenn.
-child. Lack is with you in intellectual pursuits.
PISCES
•
:1
Feb.',to Mar. 281
You're in for a dies=
ment unless you do
-research about a career nutter. Don't let big talkers know
of your plans.
YOU BORN TODAY have
strong leanings toward an artistic career. Gifted in cornmeoication. you may be
drawn to acting. writing.
me*, dance, teaching or
At time4 you aw
ix) latrupective and
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to life to offset a tendency to
depression You do better in
business for yourself than
4DOW
working for oth
emt
chezd for
original •
lead
complishments in the field of
your choice. Avoid a tendency
to waste time or to scatter
your energies, Birthdete of
Nina Simone, singer; W.H.
Auden, poet; and Ann
Sheridan, actress
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Local students win honors
BOWLING GREEN
Hundreds of high school
students from Kentucky
and Tennessee ineltaitnig
MURRAY HIGH
SCHOOL and
CALLOWAY COUNTY
HIGH SCHOOL participated in Western Kentucky University's Forensics Union Invitational
Tournament Feb. 11 and
11. The only invitational
tournament in Kentucky
featured individual as
well as group events
Winners included the
following:
• DUET ACTING
Lora Roberts and Ann
Downing, Jessamine Co.
first; Harris and Neat,
Warren Central. second;
Adams and Bazzell.
Calloway Co.. third:
Stamm and Howard.
Jessamine Co., fourth:
Lee and Lass. Battle
Ground Academy.- fifth:
Miller and Mills,
Calloway Co.,sixth.
• _DRAMATIC INTERPRETATION Drew
Morris, Battle Ground
Academy, first;

Margaret Holt, North fifth. Jessamine Co
Hardin, second, Todd Merrie Sweezy. SprDowning. Jessamine Co.. ingfield High.sixth
third; Lisa Mikulcik,
• 1J NCOLN DOUGLAS
Murray High. fourth: DEBATE - Keith
Wesley Young, Warren Koteskey , first, and John
East, fifth; Bill Bossing, Sheffield. second.
Murray High,sixth
Jessanune Co Amadee
Pepper, North, Uardin.
• STORNIT.I.I.ING
Christine Moss. first.• third; E v y Jarrett.
and 13111 Murray.
.
Trina Bryant. second. fourth
and Sherman Bryant, fifth. Calloway Co.: Chris
third. .Jessamine Co , Henry,Trigg Co • sixth
Ir. EX TE
Steve Tyree. Warren
fourth; Nancy PORANEOU
East, fourth:
SPEAK:
Smith, Murray High, ING
Kenneth Futrell,
fifth; Paul Brown. Scott first. and Vincent Alton.
Co..sixth
second. Calloway Co..
• POETRY
Tun John Sheffield, third, and
Stamm, first; Chnstme Tony Howard, fourth,
Mims. second. and Lora
Roberts. third.
Jessamine Co.. Tim
Smith. Maplewood.
fourth: Jana Hopkins,

Calloway Co.. fifth:
Melvin 1.add, Trigg Co.,
-

sixth.

• PROSE
Todd
-Downing, first. and Ann
•Downing, seeond.
Jessamine,. Co.: Karen
Adams, third, and Liz
Bailey. fourth, Calloway
Co.:. SWIM

Blackford.

Coming events of community listed
&tawdry.Feb 19
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p m at western portion of
Livestock and Exposition

('enter.
Square and round dm,,
ing will be at 7- 30 in at
Woodmen of World Kill

Sunday,Feb 20
to 7 30 p in at church
Fund-raising dinner by
Aftwels Post 45 at Paris
Landing' will be served.
from 3 to 6 p m

Today is Heart Sunday
with girls from Nfurray
State Panhellenic Council
to be canvassing the
Chapter M of P
Sisterhood will hay e a neighborhoods for dona-salad luncheon at 11,min at tions
--the home of Mrs Alfred
Final performance of
Andsey Members mob.
Campus I.ights will be at
change of place.
p in. In Lovett
----Twin Leiters Recrea Auditorium. Nturray
tioruil Vehicle Chapter of State Universit% tickets
West Kentucky will meet are $2 each
at 6 30 p m
at
I .enten study of Hazel
Homeplace Restaurant
and Mason's Chapel
Jessamine 'Co., Ann
United Atettiodtst ChurRobertson. Paducah
Saturday School for ches will be at ; p in at
Tilghman. fifth. Patricia grades one through soc Haze: huri-11
Carnes. 'Jessamine Co . will be. from Ito 2 30 p
sixth
at University Church of
Re, eption for Dr %tax
• I.E. SWEEPSTAKES Christ.
1)111111.i111 will be from
Jeksamine Co., - first:"
J .10
p in in social
Military Ball .by RoTC haIrif First United
Calloway Co., second.
Battle Ground Academy. will be at Murray State- Methodist Church prior to
third. Murray High, l7niversity Ballroom at Spring Bible Study at ;
fourth.
• University Center pUI
Ballroom Receiving line
• G H A. N
will start at 6 P.M.
Monday, Feb 21
SW EE PST A K ES
Homemakers
Jessanune Co . first:
CatlIpLLS Lights will by
presented at 8 p.m...it Club will meet 44 at) Helen
Calloway Co..second
Cole at 1 p in
- Lovett Auditorium
Murray State Universit%
Forum on "Spouse
Valentine. dance for Abuse .•• sponsored by
Grades 7,8 and 9 will be A1orray 'alloway I &ague
begin March 2.
from 7 to 11 p.m. at Mur- Of Women Voters. will be
•Dancaerobics and ray
p TTI at Calloway
(iountry Club- Each :it
Coping with Math Anxie- member may invite three
1,1 brats
ty, both to begin March guests with cost being SI
21:
Theta I )e.partment of
per person.
'Women's Health, to
Murray Woman's i
begin March 23,
Uak Grove Cumberland will have potluck dinner
'Understanding and Presbyterian Church will with guests at 6 30 p in
Coping with Stress. to have a
potluck supper in at club house
begin March 24;
celebration of 108th birth•One-day workshop. day of church-at 6730 p iii
Bluegrass State tit
Money Management for in fellowship hall
Club will meet at 7 p m
Women, March 26.
a t 11 t, in eplaCe
Advanced registration
Second session of Restaurant
is required in all courses, Robert F. Alsup Lecture
according to Key. He add- and Workshop Reading
N1urray Lodge Ni 105
ed that enrollment in Series will start
at 9 a m . rev a midi A i•iepted
many classes is limited, in auditorium -on .upper-, Masons will meet at 7-30
therefore early registra- level of Murray State p in at lodge.hall
tion is advised.
University.Center.
Anyone interested in
Recovery.. -Inc .will
registering for a course
Indoor Midget Car meet at 7 30 p III at
or in obtaining a brochure Races, sponsored - by Health Center, North
listing and describing all Murray High Ban), Seventh and Olive
courses should call 15021 Boosters, will open at 6 Streets

Special courses scheduled
A variety of non-credit
continuing education
courses- have been
scheduled to begin in
February and March by
the Office of Conferences
and Continuing Education at Murray State
University.
Ranging in length from
one to 20 sessions, the
courses are offered to
—enable individuals to
develop notionally and
professionally without
meeting the re- quirements of traditional
.credit courses.
Stan Key, director of
conferences and continuing education, said the
classes, as a general rule,
do- not have entrance requirements and no examinations or grades are
given.'
Key listed these classes
to begin in February and
their starting dates as
r

follows'
*Parents in Charge
How to Keep Control of
Your Family and How To

Build a Kentucky Long
Rifle, both to begin Feb.
21:
*Organic Gardening.
West Kentucky Birds.
and Estate Planning, all
to begin Feb. 21:
•Beginning Marathoning. to begin Feb. 23:
*Racquetball, to begin
Feb. 26;
. *Tracing Your Family
- Methods and Sources.
Tole and Decorative
Painting. Ballroom :and

Western Dancing,
Beginning/ Refresher
Typing, and Securities
and Investing, all to begin
Feb. 28.
Classes to begin in
March and their starting
dates are as follows:
*Business English. to
begin Match 1:• *Logical Reasoning, to

762-2716 or write: Office p.m. at Murray State
of Coriferences and Conti- Livestock and Exposition
nuing Education. Murray Center.'
State - University. Murray, Ky.. 42071.

Mon collects from old businesses
DECATUR. III. I Al')

When old businesses die,
their furnishings can go
to heaven in John
Bailog's private
museum.
Ballog has made it his
business to save the interiors of failed enterpraes like Miehrs Cigar
Store ánd th e
Williamsville Barbershop
from the trash heap..
Then he restores the
look and feel of the old
companies in displays on
the second story of his office building.
His exhibits are complete with brass cash
registers, oak display
cases and dusty 60-yearold prescriptions.
"I just enjoy the
original beauty of old
things," said Ballog, who
began his collection in
1900.
Ballog, who sells office
furniture and business
machines for a living,
says restoration of five
businesses is nearly complete. But he has no
timetable.
"It is a labor of love.
and I haven't set any
deadlines because that
would make it work."
said Ballog, who has invested more than 1114,000
and 3,000 hours in the project.
The hallway where
Ballog rebuilds the
buminesses resembles a
turn-of-the-century
sidewalk, lined with nowdefunct Witnesses like
the cigar store and
barbershop.
Also out his restoration
list: the Hotel Orlando,
Roth Johnson Drugs and
the Willlarnrrille Barber- shop.
When the stores are
finished. Banc/ lays he
may rent them to people
whose!'endgame and cal!way tarn
meod
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Purchase Area Single
Society I PASS' will have
a potluck supper at 7 p.m
at Reidland Community
('enter

In an adjoining room,is
%chi's, founded in 1858.
It served as a recruiting a,,,three-chair barbershop

Hai& and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 -a.m. 16 7 p.m for activities by senior cititens" j

Tursday Feb.
Tuesday,Feb. M
Tuesday. Feb. r2
Murray Lions Club is pin in Mason Hall. MurFilm,
The Ca nscheduled to meet at 6 30 ray State University
&late," will be shown
p m at Murray Woman's
free of charge at 7:30
Club House
f ectiy e Business p in in auditorium of
Communic a t ions Murray State University
Tau Phi Lambda Seminar will be at 11 a m Center
- -Sorority of Woodmen of and 1_30 P m at Murray
Story Hours will be at
World is scheduled to State University Center
meet at 7pm al WOW For information call 10 Ai a in and 3 30 p iii
Chamber of COIllinerCe. at. Calloway Pubhc
hall
753-5171
LibraryColts and Fillies 4-11
PENNI; C-,P
".
Horse nub will meet at 7
-13 in at %Ifni) State
Grand Opening Week
University Horse Barn

Febwiary 21st 26th
Murray Star Chapter
No 433 Order id the
Eastern Star will have a
banquet at 6 p in at Colo n i a 1- House
Smorgasbord An inspection of the 1"hapter will
follow
Ladies Full Gospel
Fellowship Chapter will
meet at 10 30 it-in at
Gateway Steakhouse.
Draffenville .
Alcoholits Arlon% ii It
will ttlevt at 8 p In at
westen portron of
Livestock arid 1.:xposition
renter.
Murray TOPS take 40ft
pounds_ sensibly
Club
wilt meet at ; p in at
Health renter
Single's Class will meet
Sc'. enth ,inti
at p m
Poplar Church ,ir
Returning students
United is Si-6141111e'
meet al II 30 a
1.
was Hall, Murray State
University

Included with the purchase of Roth Johnson
Drugs were pill-making
devices, old chemicals
and medicines, and
drawers containing more
than 300 prescriptions
dating to the 1920s.

shave lotion
. . .
Ballog enjoys restoring
the big pieces of a
business, but his real love
are all the tiny details.
like the canceled checks
and bills that came with
Michl's.
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Open House Feb. 26th
F tee Retreshments Free cot.
Deo)/ Pr'les

MEMORIES
PARENTS IN CHARGL
How To Keep Control of Your Family
by Lawrence W. Marrs, Ph. D
Illustrated by Marjorie Hatton
Introducing a New Book and Series
of Parenting Seminars for Parents
of Children of Al! Ages
Back to Basics in Parenting
This hook onti ser it's of porenting
prov )cle cr store fire system
for estoblishing fornely shim-lords,
ond stir. I. in4 to therti
Lecirn how, 1c) instill softie%

I

Bethel Baptist Bible
Study will be at 6 p iii it
home of Day of and
Alestua Cunningham, Ut
terback Road
Meirray Dupli) ate
Brothel. Club will meet at 7
p m 'at Gleason Hall For
mformation call 489-2244
or 753-8345
Senior
twines will be at 9 30
am at Dexter -Center:
from 10 axi..to 2 p.m at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers. from 10 a in to 3
p m at Ellis Center

Movie. "A Thief In the
Prayer Seminar will tw
Night," will hw shown at 8 at 10 a in .mid Bible Conp in on third floor of ference at ; p in at First
Murray State University UrILteri Niettirodist ("hutch
renter

Computer showcase of
Inierel C0111various
center for Union soldiers that opened in the lobby
of a Chicago hotel, was puters. open to the public,
during the Civil War.
Mothers Morning I )nt
Prayer Seminar will be will be at 9 a rii at First
moved to Springfield, and will be from 9 a in. to 4
Except for its location. later to Williamsville, ;Lin, on third fluor of at 10 a.m . in social hall of -United Methodist ChUrch
Michl's still hasn'tchang- where it closed. The mir- Murray State University First United Methodist
ed. Ballog photographed, rors in etched glass ('enter
Church
Annual Research Eventhen disassembled frames reflect tall bottles
Conference will Ing of Sigma Theta Tau
Bible
Sunday,Feb. 20
everything at the store's of oily hair tonic and
Monthly smorgasbord- be at -7 p.m.' at First national hmmarv nursin_g
-o-rigin-aI downtown sweet-smelling afterby Calloway t'lumber United Methodist Church !w'it'ty will be from 7 to 9
Decatur location. Using

the pictures as...his
blueprint, he reassembled Michl's in a room just
six inches larger than the
original.
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The book Is now available in better
bookstores.
The Readmore Bookstore will be
hosting an author's autographing party in
their store on February 19, from 7:00 •
9:00 p.m.
A Series of Parenting Seminars will be
conducted beginning February 21, in the
Murray State University Special Education
Building in Room 210, beginning at 6:30
p.m. The public is invited to register for
these seminars through the Office of
Conferences and Continuing Education at
Murray State University or by calling
762-2716 for more information.

Boosters will be from
noon to 2 p.m in cafeteria
of Calloway County High
School..
Chili supper by UMYF'
of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
will be served. from 5 34)

"Some of the things
that are of the most inSage, known for its
terest to me." Ballog ad- sweet odor and flavor, is
mits, "are junk to other a relative of the mint
neon!.
family.

Bill Ligon
is now
associated with

Two For One Sale
Buy one Limited Edition print at regular price
and receive one free for the same value or
less. Large selection to choose free prints
from.

Headlines...
*Bill is from Murray
•Has an Associate of Arts Degree in
Science
*Course of Cosmetology and Coiffure Design
*Advanced Course of Cosmetology
and Hair Design
*Attended series of seminars on advanced perms and colors, Vidal
Sasson of Los Angeles
*Licensed Cosmetologist in the *
rn ae _I Ctuc
- ky
statesZi

OpenMon.Sat.
105:30
Dixieland Shopping Center 753- 0882 *
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20% off Custom Framing
on prints purchased during sale
Expires Saturday, February 26th.
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shop talk
Marray Ledger & Times

Nam Technologies
Associates. a new consuiting firm offering service in the areas of
business planning.
management systems.
cost management. computer applications program and manufacturing
technology is now
operating in Murray
Robert V J
Welch,

president of NTA says the
association provides expertise in the areas of
computer aided design
and computer aided
manufacturing, coding
and classification of parts
and tooling and in group
technology
He explains that group
technology is one of the
newer manufacturing ap-

proaches b> which
smaller operations may
achieve many of the cost
advantages usually
associated with large
volume production
They also provide
hands-on experience and
know-how in the planning, installation and
rnanagemeqi of capital
equipment, facilities and
energy management
s'sterns.
Services include industrial engineering and
materials management
ith'experience in labormanagement relations,
negotiations, job evaluation and wage incentive
systems

HOUSING RECOVERY
CLEARLY UNDER WAY
Continued improvement in the rote of existing home sales is evidence that the housing
depression is over and recovery is clearly
under woy. according to the Notional
Association of Realtors- resole report issued
lost week
-lower mortgage interest rates helped
soles of existing single family homes to ad
vance 2 8 percent to a seasonally odiusted
annual rote of 7.18 million units. This marks
the fourth consecutive monthly increase and
pushes Soles up 20 percent over the level at
mid year • the report said.
The National Association's report noted
that home sole ore improving in all regions
of the country and the level of resole activity
is higher than it was 12 months ago in every
region of the country except the West
Declining interest rotes and depressed real
estate prices ore creating the most favorable
combination of economic factors for smallscale real estate investment since the
1970's
In order to help more homebuyers qualify
for home mortagages. the foolarel Nowa Loss
Mario's., Coo,. (FREDDIE. MAC)- announced
last week that it hos amended its Residential
Report to allow mortgage lenders to. identify
energy efficient properties for sole to the
secondary mortgage market
According to the corporation, the new
energy addendum to the report will give
lenders the estimates they need to be more
flexible in evaluating o borrower's ability to
make monthly payments when the energy efficiency of the home requires less income to
be devoted to utility expenses
NAR analysts state the housing supply is
not expected to keep up with increasing de
mond and by 1984 home prices ore likely to
increase foster than overall inflation.
Closed Jan 1983
, brokeroged soles in Murray and Cc/Hi:way - County exceeded January
sales since January 1978. Housing recovery
is underway in Murray and Calloway. Sipe
your Real or

Robert V J. Welch
Weir h has beer'
associated with Ing4sollRand Company and has
over 16 years industrial
experience with management positions in labor
relations. manufacturing
systems, manufacturing
and industrial engmerrmg. quality. manufacturInv and operations

ths experience includes
installation of computercontrolled robots for
welding, development of
a corporate-wide coding.
claudication and group
technology program He
has been instrumental in
the design and implementation of several wage incentive plans with
various management and
union groups
•
Welch is • charter
member of the Western
Kentucky branch of the
American Production
and Inventory Control
Society. He has been involved in the negotiation
of long-term infernot
n a I purchasing
agreements and has
traveted throughout
eastern and western
Europe
Associate members of
NTA include several
highly qualified engineering, systems and
managerial experts
throughout the country
working on both a fulland part-time basis. This
expertise. 'according to
Welch, provides the firm

PSR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
for
Small Businesses & Professionals

Computer
prehensive, field-proven computer software, local support and service.

, PSRm--SOFTWARE + SYSTEMS + SUPPORT 1
'Accounting
*Payroll
•Inventory

SOFTWARE
*Word Processing/Mail List
*Electronic Spreadsheet _..., ...
'Specialized - CPA,Pharmacy,
Medical, Dental

SYSTEMS
*Single & Multi-user
'Leading in PricelPerformance
'Commerical Quality
'Supports Standard Software
`Advanced Design
•Growth Capability
On-site Service Available

Welch says the operations which will benefit
from the new firm are
large companies requiring expertise to compliment an existing or
developing in-house
capability, small
businesses and farms
that wish to increase productivity. control ii3sts
and increase profits
through use of modern
business management
equipment and
pracatices

HOGS FOR 'THE HOGS — Cheryl Reeves and Connie Angle of Old Kentucky
Pioneer Furniture Shoppe recently said pieces of Kentucky folk art shaped like
Welch is a giaduate of
hogs to members of the Super Bowl champion Washington Redskins' offensive
the State University of
Line. The deal was arranged through Cheryl's husband Ray and Brigg Owens, a
New York and eerned his
Washington player. The two attended college together former
master's of business administration degree at
Syracuse Unersity in
finance and in operations
management He and his
wife Veryl and their
Without much fanfare. of the five, the Special acquired
seven children are
by Mitsui & Co.
residents of Murray. He Japanese investment in Metals facility in and Nippon Steel
through
can be contacted at 759- Kentucky has been in- Princeton. also has been the purchase
of
creasing
1179
steadily in re- for sale for some months. Kawneer's parent
firm,
cent months
Other Kentucky plants Alumax; a number of
The latest potential ac- owned by Allegheny In- coal propertie
s and at
quisition of a Kentucky ternational Jeffer- least one
major horse
facility by the Japanese sontown and the Nelson farm.
is that of Tube Turns Inc. Co. in Lewisburg.
Most of the Kentucky
of Louisville, which
So while Allegheny In- busineses become part of
seems poised for pur- ternational seems poised the expansio
n plans of the
tana ranked first, with an chase by Sumitomo Metal to substantially reduce
its purchasing Japanese
increase- of 16 percent.
Industries. Ltd.. one of involvement in Kentucky. firm. Sumitom
o Metal.
Kentucky aLso paced Japan's largest steel the Japanese are increasfor t example, is the
the region with the companies.
ing their stake in the largest exporter of
highest value added by . Officials of both state. Other Japaneseseamless pipe from
manufacturing Sumitomo and of owned companies in the
Japan, and the Tube
employees per dollar of Allegheny International, Commonwealth - some
Turns acquisition would
production payroll. Ken- Tube Turns' parent com- of them quite recent acgive Sumitomo some
tucky employees added pany, are mum on the quisitions — include
manufacturing opera$4.19 in value per dollar of details for now, but they Yamazaki Machinery's
tions in the U.S. for buttproduction payroll.
have confirmed that Mazak Corp., Florence; alelding and
other pipe
Kentucky ranked at the negotiations are under ATR Wire & Cable Co.
fittings. Tube Turns curbottom of the region in way. Industry sources from Firestone; Nutrius
rently produces forgings
these categories
have placed the proposed Inc. in Louisville, ac- for the
automotive,
Highest state and purchase price at about quired by Mitsui & Co. aerospa
ce and offlocal government debt of $15 million.
from Diamond highway equipment
$2,042 per capita. A .
Tube Turns is the Shamrock; Maruri in markets, as
well as pipe
- Highest state and largest of five Allegheny Piorenee, which is owned fitting's
and - engineered
local government public International operations by K.K. Maruri Shokai;
products for the pipe and
welfare expenditure of in Kentucky. Another one Kawneer Co., Carrollton.
energy markets.
$201 per capita.
Highest maximum
weekly payment of 1254
for temporary total
disability under workers'
compensation insurance.
Rudolph Goodyear Tire
Highest annual and Alignment. 721 S.
average hourly manufac- 12th St., has added Steve
turing wages of $7.86
Sammons to the staff as
Lowest percentage service manager.
of population 25 years old
Sammons' duties as
and over who have com- service manager will be
pleted four years of high to oversee the service
school. 51.9 percent. This department, parts
was the lowest score na- department, scheduling,
tionally in this category.
customer service,service
Highest average department and retail
percentage of estimated sales.
non-agricultural working
Sammons and his wife
time lost due to work Susan reside at 304 S. 15th
stoppages over two St. and are the parents of
years, 0205.
percent
three children, Jason, 12;
Highest fuel and Stephanie, 10; and
electric energy costs of Vanessa,8.
$3.92 per million BTUs for
Sammons has been
manufacturers.
employed at the
Highest average Goodyear store in
unemployment compen- Mayfield for one year. He
sation benefits of $154 come to Murray to fill a
paid per covered worker vacancy left by Larry
per year.
Lovett who is now
- Highest level of non- manager at the new
agriculture labor union Rudolph Goodyear in
and associsUon member- Fulton.
ship per 100 nonLovett is the son of
agricultural workers, a 24 Damon and Bobbie
percent ratio:
Lovett, Murray.

State's business region
ranks first in the nation

Kentury had the ninthbest overall general
manufacturing business
climate in the nine-state
Southeast region. which
in turn ranked as the best
region in the United
States for manufacturing
in 1982 Among the 48 contiguous states. Kentucky
ranked 30th, up from 39th
in 1981
These results were
reported in a study in
Alexander Grant & Co., a
national accounting firm.
I he Calloway County conducted with the
Future Bu_siness Leaders cooperation of the Con.4 AllierIch chapter held ference of State Manufac:ts regular frionthly turers' Associations
:fleeting Feb 9in the high , COSMA t
The
si 1)4,4,1 cafeteria
Associated Industries of
Sr % yr a I camthittevs Kentucky • Louisville I.
eported on the activities the largest association in
planned for
week the state of employers
-Sills 'ties discussed with about 5.000
%.4i-re
recognizing members. and the local
teachers, conducting fr- COSMA affiliate, pars ice ptojects far the ticipated in the study.
school promoting FTILA
The Southeast region
through the lmwuhma and includes five of the top 16
Aso with a school display states and seven of the
and a hospitality room at top X) They are Alabama
a ball game
1231, Florida, which reThe meeting will con- tained as rank BA the
ducted by President state with the best overali
Shannon NI( Doug,a1 with manufacturing business
Vona Darnell leading the climate for the second
t•hapter in the
consecutive year.
pledge
Georgia 161, Mississippi
Sherri Coles and Deb- 9 i , North Carolina 3
bie Walker were awarded South Carolina 15i. Tendoor prizes
nessee >131. and Virginia
171
Kentucky ranked at the
top of the region in two of
the 22 measurement factors and was last in rune
categories.
Kentucky had the
region's smallest percentage change over three
years in annual average
,bourly manufaccturing
wage. up 28 percent. This
Featuring
was
the second smallest
system: from leading manufacturer: with comincrease nationally Mon-

Calloway club
discusses
FBLA Week

and its chentele with indepth and hands-on
capabilities in most areas
of business mafeigement
and manufacturing
technology

Sammons named manager

NEED NOSPITALIZATION
Our health insurance
policy provides the
following benefits.
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SUPPORT
`Consulting
',Requirements Review
*Systems Analysis
.

*System Installation
,
•Training & Usage Guidance
*Software Research Service—I'
. ,
•
- .:-. ' 75..
— PS*Compunrsaystems .
"Providing computer processing
104 N.54,6 street .
to west Kentucky for over
Murray, Iteettiocky 42071
10 yltors."
(S02)753-9694
,
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west kentucky outdoors

by jerry maupin

by wade bourne

When snowstorms blow in, it's a good time to take the dogs And head into the
thickets for cottontails.(Photo by Wade Bourne
It's what I call a "slow with my hands in my
day," one of those times , pockets.
The dogs are lying in
when the clock drags and
I can't seem to ac- the garage, content to
complish much. Oh. listen to the storm's blow.
theres plenty to do: But when I come out
answer letters, work on a they're quickly on their
magazine article, file feet and jumping in ansome photographs. But ticipation of what iny
my eyes keep drifting hunting clothes and
toward the window, and I shotgun mean.
The dogs. Luther the
think about what's hapLabrador and Scooter, a
pening outside.
A front is moving in. poodle-cocker cross.
Storm clouds have been Luther's supposed to
gathering all morning, hunt; and he does. But and the wind is pushing Scooter's a housedog with
a recently-discovered
from the west.
I face my typewriter. passion for rabbits. Two
"Dear Mr. Conley:" A years ago a truck reduclight sprinkle started ed him to three legs. Now
thrity minutes ago, and the only difference is that
now it's turning to snow. he hops instead of walks.
"I'm glad you're in- He hunts with great
terested in my article for desire, and I admire - his
OUTDOOR LIFE." It's toughness.
We leave the sanctuary
like a white fog filling the
air, but the ground is still of the garage and head
too warm for it to stick. for the back lot. The dogs
"Included is the contract are romping ahead. I lag
back and watch as they
you sent..."
Finally I quit and push sniff into the junkpile
the typewriter away. I around the tractor shed.
turn my chair to the win- We've jumped rabbits
dow. I remember days here before, and I'm
like this before, when ready if- a bunny breaks
snows started and quail from the cover.
The snow is heavier
and rabbits fed with
abandon, when setters now, and the wind is
found covey afer covey blowing it almost parallel
and beagles cottontails, to the ground. I pull the
one after the other. I'm stocking cap down over
sure the animals will be my ears and turn up my
feeding now, stocking up collar. I hope I've got on
before the snow stacks in. enough clothes. I'll have
Two hours. That should to walk faster to stay
be enough time, and then warm.
We kick around the
I'll come back to the
sinkhole, around the
typewriter.
Quickly I pull on my plant bed and up the
hunting clothes: chamois fencerow past the tobacshirt, briar pants, boots, co barn. The dogs undersdown vest, windbreaker. tand very well what I
I pull out my Norwegian want, and they burrow
stocking cap, a recent through the thick stuff.
The snow mushes into
Christmas gift. Then
comes the game vest, I my face, and while it's
- break open a box of 20 cold, it feels good. This is
guage shells and dump what I wanted, for some
them in the pockets. And reason to be outside when
last I fetch the little dou- most people are in. To be
ble barrel from under the out in the storm, where

hours are almost up, and
we turn back for the
This weather has been
house
fantastic'
If you don't get
Along the was one
more rabbit from a dead- a fever front the flue, you
fall, and he makes the surely will ceinte, down
mistake of cutting with a fishing version of
through an opening
This Ateat wave'
make a snap shot and
should
get some things
flow we have enough to ingoing for u.s providing the
vite compam to dinner
I'm breathing hard Fish aren't shut off from
drawdown
when I head up the far-- all of the
Yeti, they have had
mroad back t • the
garage The snow is let- several gates open at
ting up, but everything's Kentucky Dam and there
has been a very strong
white and unblemished
I'm reminded of Robert current on the main lake.
Try the deep drops and
Frost's poem, and like
him. I. too, have. pro- ledges, anyway if you're
mises to keep. Yo% I'll looking, for crappie or
get back to the sauger
You may find them
typewriter, to the letters
and the article But anywhere between 10-20
soniehow the thoughts feet and fairly close to
wiltiiiMe- clearer and the some kind of structure.
They have been taking
words easier. I don't
know why, and really it minnow's pretty condoesn't matter. That's. sistantly when a school
just the way of fresh was located. Jigs will
snows and walks and rab- work 'however, if you
don't make too fast a
bits.

retrieve As you- know.
the light jig can be deadly
on crappie, but it does
have to be worked slower
than a minnow
The only advantage I
can see to.this drawdown.
would be the warmer
water coming front Tennessee and Alabama The
tempera-Wee is 48-50
degrees now but it will
rise front both the
southern input and our
current weather conditions
•
remember from years
past that we could have
as much as 8 degrees difference between the
-temperatures at Pans
Landing and Kenlake .
At any rate. you can't
stay inside this weekend

briars on my pants.' This
is the way it used to be
I'm the hunter looking for
supper.
Down past the pig pen
and the pond. My rabbit
box is still cocked in a
runway next to the fence.
Through the pasture.
the cows rumped up into
the snow, watching us
pass like buffalo in a

plains blizzard. The dogs

stay close to me and eye
them cautiously.
Into the woods and
along the gully. There' a
good covey of quail here
Eric Benson, co-owner of Uncle Jeff's Sporting
somewhere that hasn't Goods, presented Rodney White of Eddyville•free
been shot into all year.
black powder pistol last week during Joe Keeslar's
Suddenly Scooter sniffs seminar.
into a treelap and gets ex-.
cited. I get ready and
kick the brush. From the
other side I see a small
_
brown - ghost slip out of
• er,44•4,,r4:•*
the cover .and disappear
behind a tree. The 20
gauge comes up. and an
instant seems like an
hour before the rabbit appears. he's now running
full tilt, dodging through
the undergrowth. I fire
the left barrel, and he's
still going. I fire the right,
and the rabbit rolls_and
then kicks his life away.
It's over so fast, in a
flash of noise and action,
Dale Futrell caught 10 gauger weighing 24 pounds
and then the woods are
at Barkley Lake Jan. 30.
quiet again. The snow is
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods photo
driving and covering the
fields. I smooth out the
rabbit's fur and then
place hint in the game
Bonaparte. who lost his
CALALLEN. Texas
bag. He's a young one,
and he'll be goi-xl fried in -- IAP — -Bonaparte the feet to a coyote trap
gravy
crane is walking tall earlier this year, was
We push on across the again, taking soine wob- flapping his wings as hefarm. I jump another rab- bly steps on new, plastic pushed off on the legs, a
bit out of a honeysuckle legs that boosted the crip- inure natural motion for a
thicket, but this one's too pled bird to about three- crane. Karger said.
shy. He dodges behind a fourths of natural
"Once we get
log as I send the first stature
something that functions.
charge his way, and I
John Karger, a San Anwe can get something
don't get a chance to tonio veterinary technilooks more norttoil.'
that
shoot the second.
cian who earlier this
said.
he
My legs are damp from month fitted Bonaparte
The legs, made of
walking through brush. with new feet from sucThe dogs are wet, their tion cups, said that the plastic pipe, are only a
her matted and their new, longer legs will help rough prototype of the
bed. It's light, and I can the only noises are the breaths like vapor from Bonaparte to act more legs Kanter eventually
hopes to fa to the bird
carry it under my arm wind and the scuffle of little mad bulls. Two naturally.

and pass this -beautiful
weather•• chance up.
Should you prefer to
chase bass around. try a
variety of crankbaits
along the rocky
shoreline's and points.
Much the same as you
would in the fall
One difference 1** the
size of the rock )4)11 want
to concentrate on It has
to be large enough rock to
offer a hiding p1:1••r for
the crawfish They are
trying to hatch eggs now
and this just happens to
,111
he a favorite fand
bass
It's also possible to fold
bass in some of .the•
submerged treetccps and
brushptleN
Li • t
-holding

There are a zillion lures
you can use to fish these
areas, but to save you
some time. I would suggest something that can
be worked slowly and
which will have action.
and natural looking
The water clarity in
.sccute areas may force
you to use light test line.
it
10 pentad or less. but
fish are, still
spooky. so take your time
anti work an area
thor4lughly before moving on
Be safe and watch
144. heir )ou're running.
there arc bars and
stumps y ou iii slit know
about'. Al'.'' keep a life
jacket on it hen moving'
nanny Fishing'

do

.

Survey looks at state sportsmen
Kentucky has a total of
1,052,n00 fishermen and
391.600 hunters, according to the recently
complete4 1980 National
Survey of Fishing. Hunting and Wildlife Associated Recreation
This survey. a joint effort of the U S Fish and
Wildlife Service and the
U S Bureau of the Census, gives us a good look
at the nation's sportsmen
with some interesting
figures emerging from
the many statistical
tables in the report
Fore one. thinic. the.
survey shows that the
average hunter in Kentucky spends is total of 18
days in the field each
year lie. apparently likes
to hunt a little better than
the average angler likes
to fish, since the average.
Kentucky fisherman
spends 16 days on the
water annuitity------ —
If your spouse is complaining about the money
you spend on hunting or
fishing,-yennight want to
see how you compare to
our average hunter.
whose annual outlay
came to $368, or the
average fisherman. who
spent
in 1980
Fishermen spent more of
this money on travel
$114) each than did
hunters, who used only.
$82 each for travel

r409

'The- total expenditure., sign
from f isher men am
A large number of K v ik
mounted to almost $N,e tuckY fishermen all .0
million, -and hunters Wally fistierw141111'11
?merit ieri tit he r $ 1 2 1 if; 6 per4-ellt p s.iII,stii'li'l''.million 'That's $384 are Irina Is' %% omen
million that Kentucky hulitcrs.on
pthrf
sportsmen contnbutc
hand, comprise Hob, .1 *1
the state's economy , %fib peril ent of (tic tot.1 1
$152 million of that being number of hunter s its
related directle to trae
tie ky,
Around 20 percent of this
Fishermen tend to start
travel moiler% cattle from young
percent es
out-of-state fishy, men perienc cci thcir first
and hunters traveling in fishing trip hefilre they
to Kentucky
were eight years old and
Out of Kentucky 's total
per4
population. 19 are es
thi•
rri• 1)
heti.re
etusrvely fishernien„ I _Milling - hunter's. -4.1'2 pg.
only hunt and 9 9 percent cent hall their fii st ts
both hunt and
pereenre
ith4 the spol t
means that AI 5 percent betweert:the ages of 1?
of our residents are sport- and L. the Lai gust single
smen, a little tat ahead of category and ota tuitisis
the national at ei age. the best tulle, most adults
which is 27 5 percent of - -feel, to introduce a
the total population, but youngster to the spoil.
quite a bit behind the
Among other things:
state with the highest this survey sits'as that
poreetsIttite of bunters hunting and fishing _reAlaska. main popular sports
and fishermen
with 54 percent
IA' Inch are 'enjoyed by
The District of (*.dam around giltr-iiitti I of all
bus has the lowest peria•ii- Kentul kians Hunting
44111) a nil f s
tage of sportsmen
g "also
10 percent of theist" living represents
111111i1
in the natiOn'S 4 ilinta I 111111i4)11 41,011.ir husincss in
hunt or fish The see-and Kentucky and intake' iris
lowest is New Jersey portant contrlii11110111 - 10
4 16 4 percent 1, -then the state's e•comiliii,
Massachusetts 16 8 per tourism tiuliisir

fish -rhos

.-- 44'
....•
*0 AN
I
a
3
1.7
4,1
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Bonaparte the crane walks again

Everyone's oing To

AMC-Jeep--Renault
Inc.

in Hardin Ky.

lkwasiad Kari* Ulm

Karger cut the legs
down by about four inches after Bonaparte had
trouble balancing at what
Karger calculated was
the bird's proper height
Karger said he eventually may rework the
suction cup feet and the
legs into more naturallooking appendages
Karger hopes to use the.
experiments with
Bonaparte to develop
workable artificial legs.
"I want to find a technique we can use on all
birds," he said
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Lineup shuffle good gamble for Greene Racers
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
MURFREESBORO,
Term
Ron Greene
wanted rebounds Friday
knowing full well Murray.
State's lack of board
work was one of the most
glaring weaknesses this
Near However, a lineup
alteration proved to be a
N114 r1s,IIull gamble for
the Rarer coach as MSU
pu nple,1 Middle Ten;i1:,,re 804;9
m.,%ing 6-6 swmgman
Glenn Green out front,
oaf h (;reene started
junior guard Brian
Stewart and brought in.
ma %NJ VC reserve David
Youngblood
6-7, 230
poun(Ls underneath for
only his second start in 22
games
The alteration brought

Green who got 26 points
discussed the strengths of
the Racers larger look
"It's an advantage to us
to put me out front that
way I can take on some of
the smaller guards down
low _Plus. coach
Greene was wanting us
to get more rebounding
and this way I think we
a tight-pattern shotgun did
Afterwards Greene
blast within a I5-foot

the desired results.
Murray, behind the 12board effort of Ricky
Hood plus ten from
Green, out-rebounded the
hosts 34-29 The additional heighth made a difference in scoring as
well.
The Racers' shot chart
in the first half resembled

'perimeter Except for
seven three-point goal efforts and a few rare
jumpers, the basket tight
pattern was repeated
again in the second half
The result was a 60 3
percent shooting night for
MSU Murray unproved
to 19-4 and 9-2 in Ohio
Valley Conference play
WTSU tumbled to 5-16, 29

said he was pleased with
his teams sharpness and
the realignment worked
well
"Right now our depth Ls
in guards we have to
decide which lineup is our
most effective
Sometimes we have tO sit
somebody down which is
not an easy thing to do."
r;reene said
The game itself would

have been a rout but for
Middle Tennessee's 44.6
percent field goal accuracy including I of 16
three-poipt shots.
Murray led 41-33 at the

"half and increased the
lead to as much as Id
before settling the final
score
Freshman David
Laftae and reserve Danny Mayfield provided
Middle Tennessee's
firepower with 14 apiece.
Murray's Lamont Sleets
was second highest
scorer of the night with
25
Hood, who fouled out
with 'only two points the
last time the two teams
wet, played 40 minutes
and canned 11 points Friday
By winnin /
1
4
• the Racers

g\

'Drained'Lady Racers beaten
liELS110101.
I rinn
There's more to
the loss than the final
,irl• 111111 ateti. %aid Mur
ray State Lady Racer
oar Ir. JUALII Smith after
her squad was thrashed
rula%
1 he Lady /lacers, you
see
ITIVIIIVI•11
lit
a
-numbers
with little

Tennessee
( lasses Friday, then
Without the services of ruling another four hours
several injured, ill or ab- to MTSU Smith admitted
sent regulars. Smith's her girls were physically
girls have been playing and mentally (trained
their last two games as
MTSU, fresh and
definite underdogs
rested, picked Murray
Fortunately at Arkan- apart behind the ai point
sas Thursday the Lady. scoring of Holly Hoover,
Racers took their hosts 18 from Eva Lemeh and
into overtime before win- three other double figure
111 sight
ning what Smith called, scorers
kini.! only eight
Murray countered
"there most enmtl01141
players the Murray
gallantly- with Diane
game
of
the
season
"
44.,1111•11
l'fl• ii
rruati'hfor
Oakley •s 2.5 points, but
Then, after riding a bus MSU lost the services of
(•021frf 1•111
Middle
four hours. attending forward Jennie Redwine

took a large step towards
two team goals: winning
20 games and making the
OVC tournament. All
ready MSU has 19 wins
and if Akron losses
tonight the Racers
mathematically will earn
one of the top four tournament berths
Akron won't be
eliminated. but the Zips
wouldn't be able to finish
ahead of the Racers.
Morehead '7-3u and
Eastern Kentucky i7-3)
remain tied for second in
the OVC while Tennesse
Tech 16-44. Akron (6-3
and Youngstown ( 4-71 are
still candidates to make
the four team cutoff.
With the ()VC tourney
just around the corner,
March 11-12, and as yet
none of the top four slots
are decided. Green said
he was. a little surprised
at this season's results.
''Morehead"and

Eastern weren't real hot
at the first of the year but
to fouls after only 28 they've come on strong
minutes and the lady lately. The way things
are going now it shows
Raiders rolled.
we've got a little cornpitiAt halftime MTSU led lion to be concemed
49-29 having hit 60 per- about."
cent from the field. MurMurray's next competiray was impressive with tion will include two road
48 percent shooting for trips- Saturday OVC foe
the game but the Auxin Peay hosts the
numbers were against Racers before the Murthem.
ray squad travels to
Louisville Monday, Feb.
Twenty-four turnovers
to Middle Tennessee's 14
MUMMY IT 1114
lir700 :
Hood 5 1-.1 II
and 13 steals by the lady
1 oungbiond 6 164 11 Sara 11,4M
Raiders to only one by Groom 12 1 I X 1/inis
Oa 2 .Saroart 1
1642 Totals 15 1 ION
MSU told the story
INMIMULTT101 t
0.0101 1 $43 laporotob 3 161 6
()wary 3 177 IF Path,11 13 Davt.
014 Maga 4 1
10 May-MN $ al/ 14
Flork.4 11411 %ammo I 1601 Totals 7,4 34
.
N
ON TOP OF THINGS - Ricky Hood pulled down J2 rebounds and picked up 11
italettror Morro, SI 43 Middle points to pace the Racers 8049 win over
Middle Tennessee Friday night.
Tenn 3$ I.vi.d ou1 Sone Total
lomat Morro. St 11 564416 Tann

Walker to play senior season
it', TOM SALADINO
Al'Sports Writer
\s
I
Al'
irophy winner
Hers( tail Walker squelched the sVI'ding rumors
that he was about to atcut an offer from the
I 'tilted States Football
League's N1•14 Jersey
Generals by amv•uncing
he was remaining at
Georvia and wouhi play
Hall

till'

fillild4/0

next

Sei11141

been offered as much as
116.5 million for six years
by the Generals
'Really, there was not
an offer I'd heard it was
116 5 million, then I
heard it was 815
, million, so I reckon that
was the offer, but there
really was no offer made
to me,- Walker Said at
the hastily called news
conference at the school's
athletic dormitory
However, the Boston
Globe',• quoting two
unidentified sources,
reported in Saturday 's
editions that Walker signed a contract with the
Generals and then backed out The Globe said
Walker signet' a threeyear contract for about 15
million Thursday night
with the stipulation that
he would have a 24-hour
grace period to think it
over.
The newspaper said
Walker walked around
the Georgia campus for

Ns I already stated at
the Heisman banquet (in
I /I.,
, 1111 planning
;a1 riiorning to Georgia
In my fourth season,"
the thrce-time AllAmi•ro an tailback told a
row,' of twine than 100
inembeis of the media at
a news I inferrm e Friday
The hullabaloo that had
itiuch of Athens
and
Georgia Coach and
Athletic Ihrector VirusIh.uls'v
near shock was
a published report that
said Walker, a junior two hours and
from WrightsY We had changed his mind:

then

Baseball looks at changes
NEW YoRK Al'
After 13 years of best-offive league championships, major league
baseball might be going
to a best-of-seven format
like that of the World

S. flu s
SIII4C1t to approval by
the players' union, the
new setup was announced
Thursl.ay by Commissiorwr Bowie Kuhn after
baseball's Executive
Council voted to expand
the playoffs.

championships, a best
four-of-seven series
would be a fairer way to
decide league championships It is a better test of
team strength, especially
the pitching "
Arthur Schack, administrator for the
Players Association,
said, "It's the first we've

heard of it We'll have to
study it "
If the new setup is approved, the league series
would start on the Tuesday
following the end of
Since 1969, the league
championships have been the season in at least one
a best-of-five, with one league, Kuhn said. The
division winner hosting World Series would
the first two games, then return to a Saturday start
the series switching sites with Game 7 eight days
for the last three con- later.
The Executive Council
tests Under the new forN
La
chaired by Kuhn and
mat, the sixth and
made
up of American
seventh games would be
In the city where the first League president Lae
M•cPhail, National
two games are held
"It is the feeling of the League president Chub
Council that the time has Feeney and club exarrived to take this step," ecutives Dan Galbreath
Kuhn said In a statement of Pittaixygh, Bob WI.
of San Francisco, Peter
"It Is not an overnight
decision There has been O'Malley of Les' Angeles,
Jewry Reinedoef of the
II west _400301010imment
scia. time
- in& Ohat Chkitio Whl;it lur: Bud
Selig of Milwaukee.
feeling continues to grow
Ballard Smith of San
"One reason that Diego, Haywood Sullivan
seems to stand out is that of Boston and Edward
after playing 162 games Bennett Williams of
to determine division Baltimore

'Signing a contract
would be in violation of
our rules,' - NCAA President John Toner told the
Globe, "and that would
make any student athlete
ineligible The student
athlete could appeal
Toner added that
"there is no inquiry at
this time that I know"
regarding Walker
The 6-foot-1. 222pounder admitted he met
with Generals owner J
Walter Duncan in Athens
on Wednesday night and
Thursday at the request
of Walker's attorney',
Jack Manton but said it
was only to end the rampant rumors
He also denied he had
orally agreed to a contract and that Duncan
flew to Athers to have
Walker sign an agreement
- Yes, I met with Mr
Duni•an. Everyone was
saying we negotiated,
which is not true They
New Jersey were sort
of like me They had
heard a lot of rumors that-

money."I'd heard

that I'd

already committed, I was
going, which is not true
So I think to settle both
our minds, we had to talk
I believe the only truth
you can get is taking It
from the horse's mouth,
and I think I am the
horse," Walker said.
Walker, dressed in a
blue running outfit, was
asked If he had agreed
orally to a contract and if
Duncan had flown down
in his personal jet to have

4 !MI

EARLY BIRD SPECIALS FROM
MURRAY RENTAL & SNAPPER
SNAPPER'S
MOST VERSATILE
LAWN MACHINE
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WITH THE

GETONE
TOUI314
TILLER

PURCHASE
OF THIS
21 INCH SELF

The SNAPPER tront
tine tiller will tackle the
roughest gardening
chores with ease -rating width can be increased from 26 to 36
with optional extension
tines The heart of the
tough SNAPPER tiller
is a chain drive transmission that s sealed in
lubricant for lasting

PROPELLED

him sign it.
-No, I don't know
anything about that All I
know is, I didn't see the
contract and I haven't
signed, because I reckoned I'd be gone from
Georgia) if I signed," he
said
Dooley, who spoke
after Walker at the news
conference, said,
"Naturally,I'm pleased

HI-VAC
YOU GET A

Power
See the SNAPPER
tough tiller at your
local SNAPPER dealer
today

FREE
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Weigh-le Bights At 2:30 P.M.
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I was going to play professional football, that I
wanted to come play," he
said, adding firmly that
he was never offered

"MOLDS ANY WALK BEHIND NOW UNTIL APRIL
$50

WEsoma
WHAT
WI
fri

SELL.

$25" NOUN ANY TILLIE NOW VIML APRIL

WE TRADE
FOR
- ANYTHING
"VOLUME
DEALER"
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rACE VT/ifVITRA

MHS falls
to Christian
County 69-52

Lakers victorious at homeoming 78-63

The Murray High
Tigers traveled to Christian County Friday night
where they suffered a 6952 loss at the hands of the
hosts ithich leave the
Tigers 13-7 on the season.
"They shot the percentage shots." said Murray
coach Cary Miller..
"That's what won the

attora9....„
.
111111116011

.
4-

At.zt

Miller said Christian
County Just simply
outplayed his team with
good shooting.
Jim West and Christian
County's Steven Joyner
led all scores with 17
points each. Only one
other Tiger broke- into
double figures, Al Wells
who dropped in 10 points
in the losing cause.
Jamie Johnson and
David McCuist4in added
seven and five points
respectfuly.
Murray fell behind early and went into the
dressing room facing an
11 point deficit, 31-20. As
the contest concluded the
Tigers were in even hotter water as they bowed
in the 17 point loss
The Tiger men will conclude their season Tuesday at home against Farmington.

noonatewywaL

4116

4'

1

low°

GO WEST - Murray High center Jim West led
the Tigess with 17 points although his team fell vietam of a 6942 loss Friday night at Christian County.
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Hendon's Service Station 4,
Gocd Service is a 42 Year
Family Tradition'
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Transactions
Plattamal Laser
CINCINNATI REDS Signed Ted
When, to
POgoef and Bill Dooley
ear-year cants arta
NEW YORK WETS Signed Testi
Garman and Jamie Orono, patrtom
and Han Gardrnturr shortstop. to one
year ratirects
E00211ALL
1401001 Ifsedan Lamm
BUFTALO HIIJS Named altber
*Calms spactal Warns reach
BRONCoS Named
Clark Wad deanstry harafteld ram+
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS Named-

DENVER
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HOME('OM1Ni; WIN
Senior-forward Jeff iiarrison. was one of five seniors Making their final anperance in front of it home crowd Friday night as
the takers defeated Lone Oak 20 G.arrison had
14 points during the win

.The 7-:30 p-411. 14NT
LEXINGTON. K
1AP) - Kentucky Coach game begins a three,j0e B. Hall --says- he'
s game homestand for Kenalways troubled when a'tucky. which is 17-5
- Kerrtucky-born basket- overall and 9-4 tri the
ball player returns to SEC
Rupp Arena. bent on
Cox "Is an excelliiif
defeating the Wildcats. - shooter and a tremendous
So it will be a ease in threat to get 30 tpotntst
point tonight when Phil on you if you don't give
Cox. Kentucky's Mr. him some attention,"
Basketball at Cawood Hall said "He's going to
High School in Harlan come back and play his
County, Teren.s as the heart out, and-that's11th-ranked Wildcats risk understandable.
their Southeastern Con•"Down through the
ference lead against years. the Kentucky
Vanderbilt.
players that have left the

AM* *WI 044l41* to other
schools alw as s have
come back and played
well against tl-S And vou
can certainly understand
their motivation." said
Hall
Cox, who leads tile
Commodores in scoring
with 14 7 points per game.
added 16 in the teams'
(yrst ineeting
Jan 22 in
Nashville, Tenn
hot Kt-ithuk had
percent of its %hots, off
setting ‘'aritlerbilt's 40-24
advantage in rebounds,
and the %V'bleats defeated

Pat hamar deroloe of football opera
National Hartury I envie
lima Carl Matti oneau ye low rm.11
N HI
the
Sylvia AV ortiati maistant public rata
aunortiman 4 K.. Iinawnan
of
bons *rector and Jae Spencer quality Ur Edmonton Oilers and
Ken
caMrol coach
rad) defenaernan .4 the is. Angeles
TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS Nam Kings for an Of Ire
during
at Chip Myers raolaw clock and a gain. at 1.41norton oh 1
Hoof[holler quarterbarkeaark
COLLEGE
UMW
BP N71.6.
untract
AHITONA WRANGLERS &gourd
limn I bocUTIOI basketball each
I*amen Hall. duaraorbark. to • two
El MUD* ST AT). Named Wayne
year reatrart
PHILADELPHIA STARS Sigma/
KANSAS Named Mike
Swot liairktosirs.Iporterisel
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detenave bort court
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By The Associated Press
Eleventh-ranked Kentucky, shooting for its
34th Southeastern Conference basketball champi9ruNp. carries a liegen*)ea over Aubtdvi
sett Mbistialappi into
day's tuItstatc.Ot SETTC:
tiori.
The Wildcats, 17-5
overall and 9-4 in the conference, have broken out
of the six-team scramble
for leadership by winning four consecutive games.
Kentucky entertains
Vanderbilt Saturday

night, Aubuen visits
Georgia and Ole Mist; has
a home encounter with
archrival Mississippi
State.
'Both Auburn and Ole
Miss ,have identical 14-7
and.7-6-records.
Elsewhere in the",SEC,
Phinds, is at Teruie.ssee
for a regionally televised
afternoon- game- and
Alabama visits I Amisiana.
State.
"Kentucky has hit its
stride and th playing the
best basketball of anyone
in the league right now,"

itt 1101111',
"I leVis- ;Wild

• • I *see a tremendous
race for second, third and
fourth positions in int.
SEC,"
etc said •- I've.
always believed that a lot
mate Dan Hudson added of teams would roil up
eight. Three players in with 104. 9.9 or sin
double figures. Mitch records and I think Ouit's
Cothrane with 17. Terry exactly what IA ill happen
Birdsong with 14 and as they finish the last five
John Solomon who added games"
There is a three-way
ten, carried the load for
the Benton squad, but deadlock for fourth place
could not overcome its' involving Mississippi
State, Tennessee and
stiff opposition.
Mary Taylor led all Vanderbilt, each with 7-6
scores with 16 points for league records. And
the winning Renton ladies Georgia, which shared
as Karen Stowe compiled the lead at the midway
eight points for the losing mark, is only a stride
behind at 6-7, folksier(' by
North Marshall girls.
Tonight the Calloway !Amman& State at 5-7
With all teams havmg
'girls host Benton, beginning at 6 p.m., and South either five Or six games
Marshall faces Mayfield remaining, the wild
scramble down the
in the tourney finals.
stretch will be to nail
down a berth among the
top six finishers and
secure a bye in the first
round of the conference
tournament at Birmingham next month.

CCMS girls face finals
The South Marshall
boys and Benton girls
each earned berths in the
Calloway County Middle
School Tournament
championship after *inninit•Friday night. South
Marshall, who entered
the tourney winless during regular season, swept
its' second_ win of the
week as it knocked off
Benton 4743. The Benton
women reversed the
system as it eliminated
the North Marshall girls
29-21.
Brian West had the hot
hand for the South Marshall boys as he dropped
In 23 points while team-

The Difference:

lower heating and cooling costs
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You'll love the difference between a heat pump and
conventional electric resistance heating system because a
heat pump heats your home for less money It produces two
units Of heat for every one unit of electricity it uses And that
means savings for you
The difference in a heat pump lies on how it operates
It prOvides heat by drawing the sun's warmth out of the
air and pumping it into your
home In Rummer, it reverses
Its operation to provide
central air-conditioning for
your home
Give us a call for more
WOrrnatIOn about porgyofficient heat Pumps You II
1OvidIellwonce

VE

sere

said Coirch C M Newton
of Vanderbilt
flies
.have quahts- players,
good depth and Are Well
coached Of rourse, they
are especially 'tough to
beat in Hupp Arena;*
Coach lion lteVoe of
Tennessee,. which tied
Kentucky for last
season's championship.
says the Wildcats are in
the driver's seat.
"Without a doubt. Kentucky is at a distinct advantage with only Ilse
games remaining and
with three or those games

Murray Electric Co.

401 Oen St.

753-5312

'
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Kite hounded
by reputation

the Commodores 1l2-;"; in
overtime
4.as will be aided by his
backcourt mate. Al
McKinney. a 5.4-point
scorer McKilifir 's hitting has pickid up tri recent games. 14111411 stitps
von from sagging tiff him
and keying fl9tre on 1 5,
Flail 294.1.1
RUE C (P5 91141 McK oine
won't be Hall's oril Katt-ferns- Amain r one -is-1i=
foot-8 - Jeff Turner. who
scored 21) points III the

- ?A- Mg I A: Calif .A1')
Toni Kite. !hounded by
.1 bridesmaid repaid too
ilOring his golf career.
!cis the chapell he's been
waiting for
The 33-sear-'0111 'texan.
41 n axle I of consistency
but nerds a winner. is
threatening to claim convictories on the
see nt
tour for the first time in
his oareer
I in 'kind of riding a
wave right now And
114Itile It lasts the rest of
DVIIN
iny life." said Kite, who
Vanderbilt and K en- It iok 41 3-strerke. teal into
tucks
today 's third 'round of the
Tor net- . the
$3110.000 1 s 11 / 9 - A tidy
modores sccuraLleadinti Weltea-ms San I ifee-oscorer at 13 3 points an1. t ipen.
S ii rebounds. is "a good
pea
his ;- -under-par
pimp shooter arid he's Iiiji ll-under at the 36also strting around the hole mark. tine shs
tlw
basket.'said flail
Loonies rectrrd 'set- us'
Hall said another winner ,JohnnyMiller last
threat Vial . be .Set.919" ,year_
. .
center 'led Young, who •
F feel like I'm • swhas been chipping in with inging as well as I ever
ii S points and a _Learn - have m my- life.-• said
leading 6.8 rebouoda, - - Kite
V a n rbilt Is 16-9
Ben Crenshaw. winless
overall and
tla• since 14114i, w as tied for seSEC, which ties the (om- cond with John nhtit and
modores with Tennessee Gary Hallberg with 136
and Mississippi State for totals
fourth place Mississippi
Four strokes back, tied
and Auburn trail ,K
with i half eleven iithers.
tucks by a gains. and a was Dr Gil Morgan,
half
whose ti4i put him in position to challenge. for his
third victors of the year
lie won the first two
errata of 1983, the Joe
i;aragioliii-Tucsou I )pe n
M4 )(7NTAIN.
Mill the Glen Campbellciliti.A
After two
. I A's Angeles open
ttil) S utIt( TornpliNhinvitt
Kite, who has never
hy sitting upstarts, OW
won two tournaments in
t S Alpine Ski Chamthe ?UMW year, had seven
pionships have -returned
birdies during his 32-33
to normal. With favorites round on
Torrey Pines'
Phil Mahre and 'Tamara North Course,
the easier
McKinney running away of the two p4ur-72 layouts
slalom
titles.
with the
Wmner of the Ring
Mahre, rebounding Crosby Pree-Am tivo
from a lackluster per- weeks ago,
Kite sat Out
formance the day before the
Hawaiian Open last
finished nearly four week and slid not plan to
seconds rdwad of the play the San
I hew,event
competition in the men's
'I'm glad I changed
slalom Friday- McKinney ins
mind," he said
coasted to victory in the
Kite started the day
women's event by more three strokes behind
first
than One second
round leader ,Ion Chaffee,
Mahre blew allay his who shot a 75
after an
competition... winning - opening
day 65.
'each slalom heat by - Kite. Morgan and
Dave
about two seconds.•- fachelberger, playing in
"I put two good, solid the saint'
threesome, put
runs together, which LS on a
remarkable show for
SOD iething I've had troua stirred-up gallery, fictble doing this season." wren them,
they fired 21
said Mahn.
birdies

Alpine skiing
is back normal
"WpEtt

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
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Join the
happiest pipe
smokers intown. Stop in
and try a
couple of
pipefuls of our
cool. bite-free
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Wildcats have won four straight

High School scores
bath Ca 47. Fleming Cov43
Belfry 011, Mullins62
Hel Co.67. Whitby Oa 64
Kell"iat 66,Brett0
Bowling(keen W. Edenanion Co. 77
Boy le CO 81, Garrard Co 79110T
Breathitt Co 1117,..Powell Co IS
Brea kinridga Co 76. Ohio Co 74
Kollin Central 74. Tnnitik Ca 41
Bailin EastS North &Mitt 66
Calvary Chrtsban 73, Connersville 119
•
Calloway Co NI, Lone OM 83
Campbell Co $4 Co, Catholic 61
Carrell Co la Eminence $7
Chrillaa Oa 116 Marray St
Car Chrottlart 61. Cov Intel 411
Co. Catholic 61.Campbell Co $4
Cow liohass114. NAN% 73
Coe Holy Crow M.Silver Grove 60
Darts= Co 1112, Central City 62
Hart CO 61
Eltaabobilavat
Ed Lloyd 71, Canner 43
Augusta 47
Eel St Henry
Nam 74. Coed* $.1
Franithn Co It Montgomery Co 61
rnmoldiarkwaposa 61. A/bn Co 36
Fulton Co M. Math 46
Graham 77.'ardent*63
Green Co 71. Glasgow 71
Hantert Co 17. Whiles hinny 63
Hammon Co M. UM 44
'
74Mktandoll" New Heights
Hopkinsrifle 011.?arluville Tenn 63

a

Auto li•pror• Tune li.‘•R'01,"."1"1"•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

29

•

homecoming game progrrssed the deeper itkopposition fed as the hosts
chalked up a 15 point viethrums outing
hirriell led the winning
attack with 21 points
while I Awett was nipping
at his heels with seven
field goals and six free
throws for N points Garrison also broke into double figures with 14 points.
ten elf which he earned in
the opening half. and Butterworth added six
The Laker,: Will
dude their regular
season next Fridas night
at Hickman County

Hall expects to stay on top

SCOREBOARD

Bars
Ballard Memorial 76, Heebner Co SI
Bards Bethlehem 64. West Anderson

they're rolling Were go' By CHRIS EVANS
.mg to hit It tounaments
Sports Wnter
In their final game on right when I think we
the Calloway County ought to '•
floor, four senior halters.
Pack said he could not
-- Craig Darnell. Jeff
have asked for a better
Keith
Butterworth,
group of players to work
Lovett and Jeff Garrison
with in his first season at
- incorporated their
Calloway County He said
talents for 61 points in a
&spite their small size
7843 homecoming vic- the
takers have won 14
tory over Lone Oak Frigames thus far and
day night.
deserve alot of credit
Coach Jack Pack said
They attempt to do
he was very pleased with
the talkers shooting 211 everything that we ask
for 54 from the field )52 them to I feel like it
percent ) as well as the doesn't matter who we
team's overall per- play, well be read,."
said ttw Calloway skipformance.
"I think were keyed up per "The teams are very
qual in the district so I
because we're going
down the stretch. 1 think think a lucks bounce here
we're keyed up because or a lucky bounce there is
its getting tournament going to determine the
time." said Pack eager outcome in the tournaments
for post-season_play
"...and good athletes will
The Lakers took charge
rise to the occasion
early and put Lone Oak in
"This is when sou've 'a deep hole by halftime,
got to roll, the last two 33-18 As the second half
weeks of the season, and of the Calloway County

.wort I•

fit

-row Teller %ItItit

Regular brushing removes plaque
(EDITOR'S NOTE — to develop the skills and
This is the second in a good oral health habits
series of articles on den- that wilt help them keep
tal health from the Mur- their teeth healthy all
ray Dental Society in their lives.
Plaque is the thin, colobservance of Notional
Children's Dental Health orless film containing
harmful bacteria that
Month.
Does it matter if my constantly forms on
kids wait until bedtime everyones teeth. Plaque
before brushing their is the major cause of dental diseases, including
Let-1,W**
If your children spend a tooth decay and penodonfew minutes ionce or tal or gum disease. If the
twice) a day in removing formation of plaque is inthe sticky film called terrupted once every 21
'*plaque- from their teeth hours, less harm should
and gum tissues, they wall result to the teeth.
How does plaque cause
be taking an important
step towards curbing den- dental disease' Some
tal disease'Hut it's even bacteria can use fermenbetter if you encourage table carbohydrates,
them to brush after each such as table or fruit
meal and snack That sugar, and almost imway they'll be most likely mediately form acids

which -attack" the tooth
charnel. A sticky matrix
may also be formed by
bacteria which tends to
hold the acids near the
teeth, prolonging the attacks on the enamel
After repeated acid exposure, the enamel is
brokeii down and
becomes decayed. Factors such as how often
you eat, the physical'
form of your foods, and
the length of time food
stays in your mouth
greatly influence the production of acid and sr
cavities.
If plaque is not removed daily, It will build up"
and turn into a hard
deposit called calculus or
tartar
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DIPN T
RAN INTO
MN FIST

Wom.ifl

With

ord% lisi. nyt

•••
1/1.:AN ABBY A saleaman of ruligirus hooks aas at mY
house the other day when my sister stopped by Th.- stiles
Stor%'' set up
man had a beautiful dimple% of Th.
on my dining room table I happen to like hi-,'r sai I had a
ran a herr in
N hand at the time .After the ..ilesman
At least
left, ms sister reigns took MP apart Sh. ',aid
You should have irliti hr.t the hie, when the salesman was
here"'
hooks and
I told her that I had a right to look at
drink beer at the same tome anti she said I didn't She
said -14.-t me out a here and don't
.amoin
,that I
am 5,..ur soder'. I agreed ti. that
TaM !*12 and she is 713, and ih.4%. ii thr.find time _wt. base
gone for five'dilys without speaking
Plea.U. give ma' %lair vtrwli
sISTERIN EIGHT
your mister
DF:A H EICHT:
.Judge not, that ye be not ji:dged.

0,NAT WAS 'IOLR
F!ST NINE, IN
TNE MICVLE
OF THE
SIDEWALK"

ei

8RCTHER HAP
MY SISTER A
VALENTINE THIS NEVER
WOULD HAVE WAHINE'

GIVEN

tcr,

• 4 410.4
414.

WHEN YOU ASKED ME.
OVER FOR DINNER,I
THOUGHT YOU MEANT
Al YOUR HOU6E
_

TkI
IS MY

Matthew 7:1:

Classifieds

with specialists as well as
A Inflammation of the treatment by a physician,
support and understan- breast and nipple is fairly it is important to look furding. Because of its common, but you should ther for a diagnosis by
designation by the Na- definitelysee a doctor biopsying the nipple. This
tional Cancer Institute as since the condition has Is a minor surgical proKentucky's Cancer In- persisted for four weeks.
cedure in which the paformation service, the
The nipple is an active tient is under light
Hopeline has rapid ac- part of the body. Any part anesthetic. The cells
cess to the latest cancer of the body that is subject removed are then ex.
Information, All matters to repeated friction is amined for cancer cells
are treated confidential- likely to become inflam- under a microscope. The
ly. Please write us at the ed, and the nipple is no outlook for patients with
following address:
exception.
Paget's disease is exCANCER HOPELINE
A poorly fitting bra or cellent if a biopsy is taken
Kentucky's Cancer
sensitivity to the fabric of early.
Information Service
which it is made are the
Do you have questions
McDowell Cancer Net- most common causes of about breast cancer and
work
breast rashes. An allergic other breast conditions?
915 South limestone
reaction also may result The Cancer Hopeline has
Lexington, Kentucky from use of perfumes or a number of brochures
40536
bath powders. It is impor- which can be of help to
Q. I have a rash around tant that -a relatively you. One explains how to
the nipple area of both minor in13qnati
be Rerform breast selfbreasts It has not gone distinguished
rom examination, a simple
away in four weeks Paget's disease, an -procedure that, performCould it indicate breast ulceration of the nipple ed once a morlth, could
cancer. and should I see a which may oeur when save your life. The princidoctor"
cancer is present in the ple behind ' it is simple,
ducts of the breast. Or- too: you know your body
dinary rashes such as best, even better than
7NAT 5 .16i4T' I'M NOT
described usually res- your doctor, so take the
IT WAS NO
YOUR
pond well within two time to examine your
SAIET BA8SOO5 SWEET
Necks to removal of the breasts regularly once a
PAUL-!
SA8800!
irritant and use of an an- month.
tibiotic ointment.
For more information,
Whenever a nipple in- call the Cancer Hopeline
flammation fails to go toll free I400-432-9321
away after two weeks of from 9-5 weekdays.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

HOUSE--

2. Notice
for

the

return of a

white

gold

diamond ring

753 1955

$100

Reward

Novo $ iiebert•st C.
1594444 for se
spireilosal message to
heights' year day.
Chlidnia's tope 1594445.
P 'on copy your
old family photos
*hole you wait &
you can take the
original print
home
CARTER STUDIO
AN

753 1291

JONES TAX
SERVICE
492-8662
fter 5:00 p.m. for
wittiness.
M&G
Complete Glass
Co has all types of glass
mirrors and plexiglass
Cut to all sizes and
shapes We install store
fronts, replace
aluminum doors.
closers, hinges, locks
and weatherstrips We
install
auto glass, fix
storm windows, storm
doors and patio door
glass Make up show
cases and picture
frames M&G Glass, 816
Coldwater Rd 753 0180

Fruces Drake
FOR SUNDAY,FEBRUARY 21:1, 1913
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POOR SA RGE
CAN GET
DOESN'T NE PAVE
ANY CLOSE FRIENDS CLOSE TO
TO GO PLACES
SA RGE

WE TAKES UP
ROT

SEATS

Vernons
Western
Store

Whit kind of day will tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To Had sat what the Oct. Zi to Nov. 21 )
A loved one will be disapstars say, read the forecast
pointed if you opt for privacy
gives for your birth sign.
instead of togetherness.
Myopic Plus
Children too seek your comOno rock of
Pliny.
ARIES
.04c
l) soloctod shirts sod
1Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 int
4 SAGITTARIUS
Buy a loved one a gift, but (Nov. 22to Dec.21) 44
jackets. Rodecod
Get a step ahead of the comdon't abuse credit. What you
to
hear about another may not be petition. Morning hours are
true. Mix-ups in nammunica- good for working on a project.
bons are likely.
Inter partners fray be under
TAURUS
drain.
Mrs. 1-1 Deily
i Apr.30to May 201 6C%, CAPRICORN
1-6 Sondes
in
their
acJoin friends
Dec. n to Jan. 19)
tivities, but watch arguments
Hobbies and creative purabout money. You're popular, suits delight you. Romance is
and your love life continues to a definite plus, bill you should 4111111=111•11111111Mh.
blossom.
avoid worrying about a work Pahl's 1810 Resionrant,
Grand Rivers, Ky. A
concern.
GEMINI
or**, place tor lunch,
MitIARIIJS
May 21 to June X)
dinner or shopping
Maintain a low profile for i Jan.30to Feb. 111)
Open 10:30 a.m., 7 days
Shop now for department a VIM*
career success. Sidestep
clandestine involvements. stare specials. Too much coinYou'll accomplish much from puny will agitate a family
MENU HIM IS III
member. Children may rebehind the scenes.
LUYIIIIMAY a Nal
qaire special attention.
CANCER
hams Owls% boi
(June 21 to July 22)
(C1 PISCES
MO MO silks IIbitSome reoponsibihUes arise (Feb. 19 to Mar.311)
ray
al 46.
Brush op on your crest*,
a dild or loved one.
cam Vk
Ms Is
, you'll have a hip skills. Local trips afford great
loins Ilibilme
py time mingling with others. satisfaction. Don't insist an
LO
year own way with a family
ady ler 31 ors al Ns
(July 23 to Aug.Eli
member.
pisa Is dos or lait.
Though romance looks pro.
11$ fair * a prod
mng. you'll have mixed
YOU BORN TODAY are pkon I ism VI pa
mulls reopardleg a career diplomatic by mahre and
lissetiel.ssds, Is
metier. A ekes tie may not be wort well in partnership.
imbibe
a id ol kV
hi the!mod forcempany.
Typical of your sign, you're
orpg.ruil able kn.
VIRGO
artistic In temperament, but
Moe all us 616 al I
(Aug. toSapt.
WI. at tunes can let security needs
FM lie an 61
Loved ones may object to a keep you from taking a chance
MEM sok. 11.6616
career phia.though news from on your greattvity Dare to
afar is atiandsting. Romance think big and you'll reach the
gill a Is
ectt-.3voidouse to your ad- heights inas aigtic
--11-ire
vantage.
endeavor. You're inventive by
NMInit
LIBRA
nature and shoOld trust your
(Sept 23 toOct 22 sarri intuition. You can succeed as
Imp
Regis% new projects, but • poet, actor, photographer,
watch
spending.
Avoid architect
musician.
or
=1,Stool
dubious &vestment schemes. Government, law and ptibbe
Milo WW2
Take what you hear today service may also appeal to
us
with a gain of salt.
you.
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Do you put off writing letters because you don't
know' what to say', send for Abby cOmPtete booklet
on letter-writing. Send 112 and a long. stamped C17
cents), lieIf-addreseed •'n% elope to Abby. Letter Book9003S.
let, P.O. BOIL 3/4923, Hollywood,

This question and
answer column is provided as a public service by
the McDowell Cancer
Network. Questions are
answered by appropriate
specialists associated
with the Network. These
questions represent sortie
of the inquiries made by
callers who use our
Hopeline. Hopeline is a
tolldree consultative
telephone service 41400432.9321i provided free of
charge to any Kentuckian
with a cancer-related
problem. Qualified
counselors answer every
call Monday thru Friday,
9 am.-3 p.m. Hopeline
counselors do not
diagnose cancer or
recommend treatment
for individual cases, nor
do they dispense money
to callers. Counselors do
provide consultations

411

119Drstarbanda

I nm is 42 sinir.old
trf..1.41
and tviii
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•
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DEAR SECRET: Go ahead and date, and give a
man the'rbarier jo know you and appreciate you as
a person — not a thing of heauty. After that's
accomplished, you can share your secret with him.
If hr's. man with mature judgment, it won't matter.
I urge you to learn to accept yourself, as vote are.
It may take some psychological counseling, hut it
will he well worth it, It's not what's on our head,
hut what's tn it that is truly important.

cancer hopeline

f,2 Actor Asnor

Icmw. utt,

ilEAR MIRY. Two months asp-. aftrr a %en; hang battle
against ('ancer. my hi-loved father died My mother and I
wAce with him until the Iasi moment When it became
apparent that this might happen near my birthday. I
quietly and respectfully asked my mother not to bury had
on my birthday And although this could easily haYr been
avoided. that's exactly what shr.did'
The thought of -celebrating- my birthday on the anni
yersaryut my father's funeral depress."'" me beyond my
abdit) to describe The normal prises. of grief doesn't
capsize me At
this isn't .1 nev. emotion But never
again will I he able to enjoy a ltsrthdav knowing it also is
the day nf my father's funeral
•
I cannot imagine why rn% moiler did this to me knowing
how I felt Whatever I've
to her she has certainly
evened ihc "woo. - and .it svoulan t bother me iine.bit if I
nei,er hail another birthday to 'iriebrate Perhaps some
insight from readers with .i saitmlar problem might help
TF.Akti
tit MN' BIRTH!) Y

gr.

;coma
56 Ancient
58 Snake
60 Binec vetch
f.it Rivet in Italy

0.94.<11

ii t4.404te

Daughter's Birthday Present
Will Cause Lifelong Grief

IS

40 1 .sle;w,

:411 (....k.r0ste
40 1 0,ploys

By Abigail Van Buren

'• •

I ,11.•
• ,1,1.10.(1
7`,

cm

DEAR TEARS: I think it's important for you to
confront your mother with Our pain and anger.
She may he able to justify her decision. .And there's
a possibility that in her grief she was not thinking
clearly. Don't bear this awful burden alone in silence. Share it with someone who counsels the
grieving and depressed, And write again to let me
know if you've been helped. I care.

DOWN

41.(.041 /7,'.

—
in •eu. 66.'ISM
Men are attracted to me. but ifh% awa*.•Trorn thfm
Why? killWilliStr I Illtra/ a rag. My own hair is baby fine and
hard 1•1 manage, and wearing a wig has been the answer
to my prayers. It's very natural looking and has vv.* me
a new appearance and new confidence People who
haven't seen me in a long time maryel at'how "beautiful1"v becionte
Abby, I amis., afraid a man will be turned oft of h... %rf
Seri me without a wig I get permanents regatarty. and
concerned
keep my - own hmr vielivrtismted hut I m
.shiout bring -found out- I seldom date
the only solution into take my thamen bat
far I haven't been able to
I VF.('.OT A SECRET

-z-

t.t.tictitallItIMsisturrtsy.trimmer14 Pal

k

or

g
1 FIN./ It & TIME• •etuntei Februar‘ 19 1963
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2. Notice

I. Help Wanted

Vernons
Western
Store
Shen Pun
Select peep of
boys Wrangler
Jeans. Now only

5.00
Hrs. 9-9 Daily
1-6 %inlay

fw yew wwwwleece.
Swifw hew ear Seise Ilept
WS be at we
Iris 6:311 PM te COO
se laways, Triewleys
Thursdays awl Meow
MOWS& 010111011111,
PORTUIC. CAINUAC
14065.1kb

3. Card of Thanks
CARD OF THANKS
We the family of
Clarice Parks wish
to express otbif
sincere expressions
to Tillmon Taylor
for his comforting
message.• the New
Concord Church of
Christ singers, the
West View Nursing
Home and nurses
and Blalock Coleman Funeral
Home. Also for the
beautiful flowers,
cards, calls, food
and expressions of
sympathy from
everyone.
Brother, Sisters
and family.
4.Help Wanted
E xperienced
housekeeper. 1 day a
week, must have re
ferences and own tran
spOrtatIon. Call 733 01139
or 8t16 7915
GOVERNMENT JOBS
- Thousands of 'acan
cies must, be filled
immediately 517.634 to
Cali
SS 0 , 112
716 142 6000, including
Sunday. Ext. 2003
Help locate a friend
John Hayden Futrell
Contact Box 85, Wood
burn, Ky 42170
Male and female don
cers, clowns and unique
Inquire at,
characters
753 9555, 10 5 After S.
753 1506
Expand
Management
ing Southeastern Co
offers a challenging
opportunity for a person
who can handle the
responsibility and cash
flow Of business
operations. Candidate
should have a business
management or
ownership baC kgrouad
or experience in
marketing advertising,
teaching, sales man
agement or public
speaking
Other
qualifications will also
be considered
Ap
plicantS ShOuld pOSSeSS
• professional attitude
and be prepared to
accept comprehensive
training. Call Jim Craf
ton person to person
c011itct Mon and Tuts
704403 2700.

IS. Articles for Sale

New Openings for
nationwide industries
no sales. will train
115.000 Dies a year FOr
info call 1 312 531 7051
est 1774A
We are now taking
applications for Avon
representatives • Have.
openings in the college
area and East and West
Call
side of Murray
733 Of/latter Sp m

9. Situation Wanted
House wanted on or
near late to rent to
lease with option to buy
Send pictures and de
tails to atpiplemeyer
Cross Or . Deilevitie
ill 67221
Local girl -needs temaie
roommate to Share 2
bedroom townhouse
apt References needed
Call after 60 m
759 9513

10. BusinessOpportunity

Black and white 19 inch
T V •150 Cali 437 4945
after S 200 m
Montgomery ward
washer and dryer
went, used ) months,
SISO
Cash only
733 1360
One good white and
black RCA T v
$SO
Call 753 1739

It Sewing Machines
For sate Singer Athena
7000 in cabinet all
baby lock
aCCeSSOrieS
1
commercial quality
yr old Both in excel
lent condition
also
many varieties fabrics
419 2449

15. Articles for Sale
Light pink Victorian
prom dress. size 7. good
condition 753 7513 after
5 00p m

Office desk and
Dick Copier
16" DtWeit saw
roller tables
Messy *sty 16"
sew
ocher dirt tampNP water pomp.
we 10 ft. eitenladders
shy more items.
753-1675
753-2615. or see
621 S. 4tit
*set.

COMC_ILE 4CARTS
sum
SOO CARTS
Sultstesi
allea)""Ic
MORDS•'TAPES•STERI:0
'
41111.mi1111
r'.-0r.
‘4111111110=
.watio.94941141e:
er war.
anow-ti

ClasselMaster
The Werbire liewilewe Ammer Meniellerterer

75 watt Marantz re
(elver, 1 Bose 301
speakers. Sansui turn
table and Sanyo cass
ette tape deck Will sell
together or separately
Phone 759 9099 or 753
1940 Best offer
A Lowrey Electric Or
gen. good COndition
1450 Call 437 4432

23. Exterminating

Pori*. & Thorison
Insoronce
Real (stifle
Souttisidit Corm Sq.
Alerrey, Kentocky
753-4431

21. Mobile Home Rentals
miles
12140 tra;ier I•
out south of Murray
Call atter 4 30 p m
753 4511
A 1 7or 3 BR
newly
furnished
natural gas
or eiectric neat Shady
Oaks 753 5209
Two bedroom trailer.
Call
East of Town
49 7767
Two bedroom house on
Call
10th Street
I
49 7763
Two bedroom mobile
home 1 ; miies south of
town $150 Cali 753 0692
after 5 00

MOUT
REALTY

601, •••••

304 N

Nil

753,475$
3 car s1.1
e,erir,t
. _heat. 1215 J
montn 753 9700
Name with barn and
pasture tor horses Cali
759 1731
,•‘00

Pasture for dairy
fords Call 753 0150

M.

Medel
3410

Ovr interest in you
pays off.

All Cisesusel Muses/ Awesome,TIMMS,
Room,Astioritars, Reduced

A BIG 30%
Cbsoci Our Nees %dere Tee Ile".
GPsof IssegRgiles WI*23 Yes. hp.

MURRAY APPLIANCE
AND TV
,,,„, G, nrctI I frit ()colt,/ In Murray

ft Mille Herne Salm
nits* sedreern test
Ilesseneei Mobile
Meow $AW. ,11.9 BOK
Oil 'MOM; diMnnslier.
shingle roof, brown
Miami% siding natl.
lent. condition, was
bought new. 111.110.
Call 713•1471- begassu
104.m.410.0.-

,473
a L
CAner
4
••
350 erg tie
freely 2 400 so ft
)0,
:sh atN• /O. :1•r
1 ,r W.
area
Y "9
.Jara4e
I 4 t)
patied Cr
.
heat pump anti •
Ago
y
••
Rust „ypress .on,1 o." 5 1 '.`
s •
2 'ear% old Cat, i's) 6:15
• Li74
tort vt.s
h eel.'
, ono.
..turomar„
-,o0o three bedroom 'Aan bran :, ! "en Ca "•
^Ome On 10 PluS acre%
•
O
:
[es SO ,
" of town 2111'_
•va,.eu rodo.pubic
1975 FOrg
*arit, supary Gtepsoa Cr
;:k
pr
Owner len,
on 1
E•
;:ro•

Pelt

'6.215 Ham,:ton tie.'
..,44 Pt'
i+4, •,
• • Un ve,1, '4 property
„ ri
co,
•i, the Selling /or tn,s
Cent'.
• ,•
'oc
'r'ree bedroom
syc0 e*.e
o rn e
e
0 1'
NtUdentl
u 1,
base
best ,•••• • ' '
V.,
44.47.44
stet r4
) 100rS and
Apt
_ .C
A
•• 1c n$
drapes
1975 Y. •
( erne.
retr:gerator
436 274S
VW be seen , nside to good
affen
appro., • ale
1)1500
14', •.•.
Vief Ou
Roberts Realty CO
„..011
*rig. •
'53' 1651.
1177 ,
•
g00,1
n er
Q
• "^
- n
`." f .5.11 if
4I
A
Sie*iy re
'• ; e le •
In ne.11
an eiitra
'
tho%e
a•g.• gar Inn
at

'
,Swat On

A 1 10

# •

t

• v

arta

1 n ,.1

Al

Dr amat.,

Appointments

mode

for yoer convenience.
tinge
sole
Sell
associates

evenin

ph•nes
Amoi BCCArty

12 n4
Norm hill 753 7721
Nyco ktsioth 753
753'41
Coy Spam
1531171
Amu ItiamIA

Lotsfor Salt

Tired of big utility bitiS7
We have a -nice 2
bedroom apt for you
753 3949
Two bedroom duplex.
quiet reSidenlial
neighbor. near Un
,versity. 1225imonth
7S3 5096

Residential lots zoned
R 1
Robertson School
District near Univers
11y All utilities. Paved
33. Rooms for Rent
street 5100 front foot
r7t 753 6532 or 753 1914 or
Sleeping rooms-7
753 2649
frigerator in hall. priv
washers Two acres located on
ate entrance
Mart,n Chapel Road
and dryers Zimmer
Cali 759 1710
man Apfs
5 16th St
753 6609
Will Sat: rift( e 1
acres
Septic
*ell.
fie( tr.,

34. Housesfor Rent

near

Murray

tk

In

••Ome

• /NI
e. On
y
Reaitors
• ••• e

$I 500

i.rm 447 6764

45. Farms for Sale
1 1 I Acres
tap Oroxintately 10 acres
Open ground 1 7 acres
tobacco bast 60 acres
wheat
1600 acre
901'757 3474
F
WORK OR SIT
BACK AND RELAX.
119 acres. spring fed
lisle plus remodeled 4
be troom ranch home
Good, tillable acreage.
sox at barns. corn frt.)
hay,
Shed.
completely
fenced Call CENTURY
.21 Loretta Jobs Real
tors at 753 1497 for your
Personal showing

46 Homesfor Sale
Brick duplex house with
3 blocks
basement
Irani SQuarft. 400 South
tan -Murray 247 1439

' Space
E iitr• Special.
w_ .1 not allow the listing
of tnis Gafesborough
hum*. but here are a
tea' 4 bedrooms 3 foil
Dien. study, large den
oeamed ceiling &
firi•criace, sunken living
County
Call nights /0 ,rn WV "bay window
(0.41,011 patio and OVA
313 3430491
.nstflated w gas neat
For rent x acres of
KOPPERuD
cropland at Crossland
OF AL TY today to see
• 01154
rest. 733 1222

and Bridles.
used

Merits

1
slater 4 te
14'4 (.1.•. l•
.
• •

The
• 111
tt

Chimes Pug Pegpiei,
RINIeach. Call 753-1438
AIrdalii puppies, •
weeks old or go I.
Champion blood Linn.
AKC registered, we'
mod and had, Own Cali
1-1•144119 • MOM, end.
weekends.
440P-gert collie pippin
Isgive away.NIP

$076.

'ys
•.

",pi

Malone

_

,
•••.,

anct

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
only 06 a square foot
normal cleaning

for

.1`

•OOM

!ern

and

Oa an nn On

hen

a •
Ir.!

call

•: or '1.1 967)

10k.
,

t•n15 - thta

Free Estimates.
va

739 1983

in it ng hnrre
A
r 0,t1,Ernent
hrtght
enth -plenty 01 • Q.Orvi br
,our • favor cr,,htf ,es
Eat' 00 the three
Pa'

Wail

•

• •

.

losers
There.
10411
galore for ..n1I.I.co
Now
ba(kritrd Play
reduced by 35.000 Lr
Century 21 snow
now by
ISJ 1492
Three bedroom. 2 -story
frame Muse Call tor
appointment only
436
/1127 after Sp m
Three bedroom 2 bath
brick nome on I: acre
lot in- good la ation Has
heat
paling
and w.00rl
burning stove
Heated
and paneled worksh00
Only 14/1 500 Cali span,
Realty Asso,
.. 75) 7714
Tnree bedroom.. •
Central heat
air t.ontl
ey
I.on
nookup'range
(1 ,1/4
riwasner. carpet, car
port outside storage or
eyOrkShop deep weft ail
on I' Acres and On 94
East 545000 76) 4091

THIS WEEK
SPECIALS
1910 Dodos Otani, 4
dr.,

el, automatic
rens. 32,400. 1979

Ford Fevre, 2 dr., 4
speed, 4 cyl. $1,100.
1971 Ford LTD, 4 dr.,

PS. PS, air,

2,400.
1977 ford Pinto, V-1,
eutentatic
treat.
$1,800,

14

,

1.77 ,

! r •I
P•, • ,tt
5 1 4S Cal' 484

_

4.Auto Services
import Auto Savage
v W
Datsun. Toyota
F tat. Opal_ Subaru. new
and used parts and
repair 474 2375

It Used Cars
1969 Pontiac Catalina 4
dr
runs great clean
interior, WS 437 4999
1970 Cadillac Coupe
extra clean
Devine
original Wart 733 7523

'WO

.
19S) Ford P.. Itgp
onitition
runs
good
great 51000 Cali 43/
1731
490
o
,
rt Pick up %horswheel baSie-71 good , ondi
lion
901 147 $6 01
year Tenn
Pur
_
.
1979 Chevy Van, red 750
V 6 Cali 434 7631

D$rect
tor
Buy F et Lightweight
t , bergiass
Scamp 13' & 16" travel
trailers & new If 5th
wheel Call now tot, tree
I SOO 346 4962 tor /11`r
[0'0( hure MIA save,

52 Boats-Motors
1 977
14' Bass Boat
Polar Craft heavy duty
boat and ?rider SS hp
4
trolling motor
v
Bass seats friectrit
start and shift: excel
tent condition 362 9091
17' Hyda Sport Bus;
boat. 1977 model. 115
Mercury motor
Call
753 1596
197? Marquis. le tr
Mercury 195. i/o hp
with trailer
114.500
314 663 3735

CHIN CHIN
CHIMNEY SWEEP
1124792
4354348

Wing: Vinyl, Aluminum & Steil
SO Yr. Werranty

MI ESTIMATES
CALL TODAY 751-1600
DAY/NIONT

tamale

I

ma`iet4
It's Our
Tenth Anniversary!

51. Camffrs

.7••••J.M.47

Aluminum Stern Windows/Dion

Iris 0•Ihtery es Pflemi4eSese in On

SO. Used Trucks

Compant

Standing Sea;Steal Roof

I,

75'$

53. Services Offered

Overhang: Mentions 30 Warranty
Bootleg: Steel IL Aloneness

*PRESCRIPTIONS *MIN FRUIT MINIS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BOUNDS Of COSMETICS
**MUSTER OSTOMT PRODUCTS

eet,,e.•
31 tt
I ,:eyr
'
nit

'•

WALLIS DRUG

31$ S. 12th
753.4) 1

47 Motorcyclet
I..? Honda 55'
,
tour
yi,nder with tarring
and luggage r& 1 MO
753 7791
1 9 10 Yamahn 4-00
r
v. I nthh.e.
Speiai It
Sliding 04,4 rest erith
rack it SO 1971 Honda
crash
350 new paint
bar $300 75)614
Warehouse Clean ,ng
Get seie(ted
Sale
motor(“,es an,' 3
Starting at
*heelers
55e
n0 warranty
Now at Town I Country
Yamaha 753 sore

F Jr,

HATCHER
AUTO SALES

and Ponies. The Saddle
Shoo. Princeton, Ky
3144193 day. MS 6354
AIM.

nr•••
•
V

e•t)..t. ,
,
lc., ,.if.
. .nne
e3t.
oi • •
•
• •

a second

Local references
Call Huth Outland
7S9 1711 or 753

Parat,l,t. room

V.LIsctSphes

Saddles
new and

Need

opinion.; . Build up
Residential
or

AbUrillant.e Of
and a *000
lreplai Cruc•
the inaraet
21 ,0re..
753 14 4:

bedroom;

, n
Large lot
Grove 2 i r,'. :it ft
frontage Or On. small
barn. water
electric
and septic System in
ciuded. Call.. 759 4915 or
435 4594 after Sp m

ROOF
PROBLEMS,

Pryt

va.rh

rne io.p mar
're. 'n,S nnme
harr"ef
one
Pr-Ouit to
.'.1
•• • ,,rnit to MOT
Jil
spaLioui_
'it) •Air
• • 4 111

• f

Sark 111111 Symort
WWI 753 1651

•

A
gas neat
or• et1 -tt "'C:o.t. 370-s
frOPrE- RUDRE AL. Y •75)1 122

e °nom

•

One or two bedrooms
apts
near downtown
Murray
733 4109
762
6630 or 436 2844
One bedroom
SOO
Month 1 bedroom 1100
month
Stove. re
water fur
irigerator
fished At Lynn Grove
Phone 753 7874
One bedroom furnished
apt
couple preferred
.492 8667 after 5
Smart neatly -tormstrect
bedroom apt inquire at
100 5 13th St
Three rooms and bath
lurnished
city
Cole
man Real Estate, 7$3
941911: Also unfurnished 1
bedroom

e
.5 ••

who 1.ke

ACF

8

I

),

- el e

•Y

I 4'

Alma's Strvica Ca
yoryl magi
aimimoi
tistes trim 111f11
Itleftwes Gil EMI I
iel WWI

.otared

L15'1- 0

31 Apts. For Rent

Three bedroom house.
501 S Ottawas/ter dryer
connection, basement
and upstairs 3185 per
month
Mrs Rena
Solomon R te 1. Gilbert
sviiie Ky 421144 or call
I 362 5063 after S PM
Three bedroom, range
refrigerator, newly in
sutated Near --ttnivers
ity 5275 CENTURY 71
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753 1492

(.11 1
ANS°.

•

n

'▪ SI 1'74

her

Nice three bedroom
brick. ctly
Coleman
Real Estate. 753 9898
Also two bedroom
brick, county

, t:
$44 1:

ng

▪

Nir
7 bedroom fur
msned apt Call 753 8299
days 753 6194 nights

'1 ,

(a

▪ sit

a ••••••• et at

For sale
seven foot
two horse trailer WOO
will buy Call 4892799 or
49-2306
IS. Business Services
()Wirier Horse Stanton
Joyce Noel's Tax SW
Standing in Pr incitOn.
vice
Prices start at Ky
Doc Bar. P0c0
17 SO ter Shaft farms MO B uono, Sugar Bars
waiting - copies mask Breeding. For inform&
on the 100f and ready No tiOn call Sandy B0411.
mill 469 2440
3450193 day, 345 6334
night.

MONIS TAX SEMI
.
NM 'Model ID
Ageless',
Term sad ether
reams. 1104 Peps,
759-1421

12th. Airrrey,

Ky.
Associates,.
Sales
Evening Phones
Pripart<• Ogee 753 5775
AMP 1101 753 1514
5.66, 16404y 415 /766
ley I
751 7417

Netlike***
Storeys Spec*
For Rent

Three bedroom home
south of Murray, $260
month
Deposit re
quireCI
Call Spann
Realty Assoc 153 7724
Two bedroom, 1 bath
located within walking
24 Miscellaneous
distance of downtown
Air Compressors. Available immediately
commercial S horse no Pets 753 0075 before
UMW, 60 gallon tanks. Sp m , 435 4325 after
IS 1 CFM per minute. SA rn
retail 11.295. special
$495
We deliver
901 749 0091 day or For Rent 100 or 110
mph,
tenable acres. Calloway
Firewood for sale.
seasoned $25 rick. green
Cali
@ISO available
753 7511.5.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD Call John
hover. 75303.35
Timothy and clover
ay. $150 a bale 492
6211

.

53 Services Offered

53 Services Offered

•

•

ato.

Officii Cow t• Caw
Ihreers fy
Ittirey•reer,
1•666.69 Soste•g• Seam !see
1117(44.0w I.
Illefroy laehoctly 47071
15112, /53 0114
s%••••.11419twee
1041 1111110M
S.,'.'
loaded

30. Business Rentals

B,)Cly

49. Used Cars

46. Haines for Sale

.

3k For Pinta Lease

ATARI

CROSSFIRE
TV/FM Antennas
from

43 Real EVA

25. Business Services

Nina,- forma. site 7". Orbit,. your little girl's
or made Easter
Matching irapes
540
and full spread Sr. Cell dress today For more
753 4186
information. call 759
1206 between S and
110
it. SPY* FUMiSt11119S

Doslributors wanted for 19. Farm Equipment
exciting_ new .
.highly
1949 IIN Ford Tractor
merketable product
Exceptional income Compiete17 overhauled
SI SOO 474 8091
potential for the GIO
getter For interview 1950 245 MF Diesel
and further information Tractor. less than 300
hours, r Tu4line *heed
send resume to Box P
New Enterprise. disc. 165 bushel .gravity
wagon w.11 ton running
Elesbenflown Ky
For sale or rent or rent gear, 1240 John Deere
p4antar, 2. row John
ert9ft 015t1019 - 90 buy
Located on corner lot on Deere planter. 2 row
Gore) roter-ybusy I Way - Street
Could be used for Harvest Handler corn
variety of businesses If elevatOr -*/34 HP tie(
froC motor
Call
interested call 753 1554
753 6656 It Instruction
Farm an Cub 'Tritct(rr
with belly mower and
Keyboard Instruction
•A I condi
Inchvidval keyboards' in
lion
753 2900 before
a class lab setting ens
Sp
m
753
5702 after
phasing basic plan
isic skills to prepare SO Itl
for private lessons All Heavy gauge disk
ages Special adult and blades, all sizes. get our
price before you buy
pre school classes
12 session courses Cali Also chisel plow points
and points that will fit
Suzanne Johnson
436
26/5 or Chuck's Music et+ breaking prows
Vinson. Tractor Corn
Center 753 3682
pony 753 4892
13. For Sale or Trade
John Deere 1240 4 Row
Drill Call 435 4155
Kerosene heater, 18.000
BTU Sunbeam, very MT John Deere tractor
good condition Last 18 With front row cultiva
nrs .0f1 one fill Price tor, good condition
3110 Call 753 3711 after 3730 733 3679' after
SA m
6 30p m
New tractor fires and
14. Want to Buy
equipment tires, also
Field setBurley Poundage for '83 used tires
vtce
Vinson. Tractor
crop. 753 0874.
Company 753 4892
Mobile home tires and
axle Call 753 2922
22. Musical
Wanted Burley pound
for '83 crop
age
759 9811
Call anytime,
Will pay'going price

FOR
SALE

31E"1E 30311:,

•
Appliance Service
Washer. dryers
treater, r•trigerator.
electric heal, arId
Aikiôw4!i" All' brands
...Waked 754 1312

We've Got
uper Specials I
This Weekend
F,I, stack

•••

ii

Buttermilk Pancakes
Ham & Cheese Omelette
$179
Oily
WiPancakes
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
W/Slaw
Ky. Country Ham
0.1,s1"
Sandwich W/Fries
8 Oz. Chopped Beef
199
Dinner
Baked Virginia Ham
Dinner
Specials geed Fob. 11th, Mb asil 20th
-Time ion flies I.Vhes Nen Having
,
Mal"
oil ton

BOSTON nal PARTY •

411 MORIN

7t-ce

P4CEI2THENIAR 41.k. 1.}.06111i a TIM'%. %mania.. rbruar, I, NO

Paste pleased
with test of
ire plan

Murray State earns double
recognition at dairy meeting

K>
(APi — Kentucky State
Penitentiary Superintendent Al C. Parke says he
Is pleased with the first
tag of the prison's new
fire plan.
All the inmates of
Cellhouse 1 were
evacuated within nine
minutes Thursday when
one of the 115 inmates piled some towels on his
mattress and set them on
fire. Parke said
The officer had to jerk
him out of the cell,- said
Parke, adding that the
smoldering fire produced
a great deal of smoke in
the cellhouse
The inmates.
evacuatect at 5 02 p in.
were taken to the prison
gymnasium and Were
returned to their cells in
about 90 minutes. the
superintendent said
Parke declined to identify the inmate saying
that charges would be filed against the Marl next
week
He said thai among the
charges to be considered
are wanton, endangerment and arson
The prison had installed fire extinguishers
each cellhouse floor and
air pack.s. had twen provided recentl) for
guards
There were no injuries
in the incident, he said.
although . one older inmate, suffering from
asthma was hospitahied
as a precaution

Murray State University won doubie recognition
at the 1983 awards program of the Kentucky
Dairy Records, Inc., at
the recent Kentucky
Dairymen's Conference
In Louisville.
Milk production by the
all-Jersey dairy herd of
38.4 cows was again the
higheit for the breed in
Kentucky in 1981-82, and
Oren Hull, dairy
superintendent, was
presented the production
efficiency award for
dairy herds of fewer than
50 cows.
Both. the 14,689 pounds
of milk and 742 pounds of
butterfat produced by the
herd on the university
farm were the highest per
cow state averages
among Jersey herds from

Waldrop to speak at annual assembly

fa y

The session will open
with registration at 2
p in Dr Waldrop will
spik at 3 p
A fellowship dinner will
be served at 5.30.p m.in
the church fellowship
hall
Dr Waldrop will be
guest speaker at the 10:45
am servo-es at First
Christian Church. He also
will meet with adult
clas.ses of Sunday School

GUEST SPEAKER
Dr. Dudley Pomeroy,
professor of Bible at
Clear Creek Baptist
School, Pineville, will be
guest speaker at both
10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. services Sunday at First
Baptist Church. A native
of Ohio, he is a graduate
of Georgetown College
and Southern Seminary.
He has pastored churches
In Kentucky, Ohio, South
Carolina and Georgia,
and also has served as a
chaplain In the Army.

Dr Waldrop served as
associate general
Minister with the Christian Church In Kentucky
from Jan 1. 1978. to April
30, 1981, before taking his
present position on May
1.1981.
He served as pastorior
IS years with congregations in Alabama and
Kentucky. From 1975 to
1982 he was a field work
supervisor for students at
Dr. A. Guy Waldrop
Lexington Theol6gical
for a "question and Seminary.
A graduate of Trananswer" session at 9.50
a m
The Elders of the Murray First Church will
meet with Dr Waldrop at
8 a.m. for a breakfast at
holiday Inn

_

sylvania University, Dr.
Waldrop received the
B.D. degree from Lexington Theological
Seminary. He has done
post graduate studies at
the University of
Alabama, University of
Kentucky. Lexington
Theological Seminary
'and the Menninger Foundation,
On May 30, 1982, he was
awarded an hourary
Doctor of Divinity aegree
from. Transylvania
University

J A MESTOW N, NI)
API - A woman who
says a nervous man in a
car asked her for directions to a blacktop,road
"probably" talked to
Gordon Kahl, a fugitive
tax protester being
sought in the shooting
deaths of two U.S. marshals, authorities said.
The Menoken-area
woman, who was not
identified, told
authorities the man spoke
quickly and frequently
glanced over his shoulder
at Interstate 94 during
their encounter earlier
.
this week.
She said she later
recognized the man as
Kahl from a photograph
'in the Bismarck Tribune.
Richard /flay, the FBI
agent in charge of the
search, told reporters

Hull is a 1949 graduate
of Murray State who
served about 30 years as
manager of the university farm before he became
dairy superintendent.

Friday that authorities
had received several
reports of Kahl's being
spotted, but would not
comment on the reported
sightings or on other
specifics about the investigation.
"I'm optimistic. I really am." Blay said.
Burleigh County Sheriff
Bob Harvey said Friday
there was a "strong
possibility' that the
woman did talk to Kahl
on Tuesday morning.
-Our assumption is she
probably did talk to
him," he said. "She was
very exact in her report_
to us. He was trying to
find a blacktop road, but
not any major
thoroughfare."
Meanwhile, a handful
of FBI agents and U.S.
marshals continued to

answer calls from tiko
toll-free telephone
numbers today as the
search for' Kahl. 63, of
Heaton. entered . its
seventh day. .
"We're getting a lot of
information, and, again,
how good it is will be told
when we find him."
Blay said.
Airport operators also
were warned to be alert
for anyone trying to steal
a small plane. North
Dakota Aeronautics Commissioner Harold Vavra
said Kahl has been known
.tofly a plane and wits.fined $2,000 by the Federal
Aviation Administration
for flying without a pilot's
license after a light plane
he was piloting ran out of
gas on takeoff on Sept. 5.
1981.

NO FINANCE CHARGE
FOR OUR LAYAWAY PLAN!

P.N. Hirsch & Co.

wAsmotts ommomf

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Own s New 1913 Chevette
for Only $99.80 per month

SALE STARTS
FEB. 22-83

+we

11.1,,,
Mimi
I,
Si
Swab it I. taw ailworiers Ili •If if

11013 40
04744 *I
kb, 0•6•••, 1604 0.41
,,
1 404 0,
%MOW Oraii

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

UK STUMP
REMOVAL

It averaged 13,725
pounds of milk and 638
pounds of butterfat in
1980-81

Sightings offugitive reported

DOUBLE PROUD — Oren Hull, dairy superintendent at the Murray State University farm, proudly
displays the results et the 19112 awards program of the Kentucky Dairy Records Inc. at the Kentucky
Dairymen's Conference in Louisville. He is holding a plaque he won as the outstanding dairyman fors herd of
fewer than 54 cows and a trophy representing the highest per cow milk production averages in Kentucky
among Jersey herds for 1991-42. It marked the oecond succesive year that the all-Jersey herd at Murray State
won the award as the highest producer in the state.

Dr A. Guy Waldrop.
general minister of The
Christian Church in Kentucky, will be guest
speaker at the District 16
Annual Assembly on Sunday. Feb. 20, at First
Christian Church, Mur-

was one of three
dairymen recognised 4or
production efficiency and
herd improvement.
Hull. who has said his
aim is to. have one of the
top 10 producing Jersey
dairy herds in the,nation,
took over a herd that
ranked 54th in production
among Kentucky Jersey
herds in 1978-79 The herd
moved up to third in 197580 and to first the next
year

Oct. 1. 1911. through Sept.
3s. 1992.
That honor earned the
dairy operation at Murray State a trophy for the
second consecutive year
as the highest producer
among Jersey dairy
herds in Kentucky.
Following the Murray
State herd was the herd of
37.6 cows of the University of Kentucy which
averaged 13.336 pounds of
milk and 672 pounds of
butterfat. State averages
were 10,290 pounds of
milk and 495 pounds of
butterfat
Hull. who haS been
dairy superintendent at
Murray State - since
August 1979, was
presented a $50 cash
award and a plaque. He

753-2617

&dew

641 S. Murray

oerawl

a•

STARTS TONIGHT

ilcampus

Campus Lights 1983
February 17, 18, 19, 20
Thursday - Saturday: 8:00 p.m.
Sunday Matinee: 2:00 p.m.
Lovett Auditorium
Murray State University
Murray. Ky.

NABISCO®
SWEET BUY FROM
CHERRIES

CHOCOLATE COVERED
Milk

Cordial Filling
Chocolate With

VISr
WriGHT
5 OZ

BOX

Thick & Thirsty

LIMIT
2 BOXES

BATH TOWELS
.

Asst.

FLEECE WEAR
ms

Solids

Fit for fashion

Prints

FORMEPut together a look
right tor you. Mix elastic
witii5t, side split shorts
with short or long sleeve V-neck
tops. For o different look pull on
the long pants with white piping
and back pocket. All pieces
mode of 80% Celanese
Fortrel* polyester
and 20% cotton.
Great fit'

22.
Slight Irregulars

Asst.
Colors
Plastic

Tickets available at
The University Center
and at the Door

IAMB Slid 1-4A-t- XL
•

ik

?IJ 43N

just a little different...
•

•

outior • booterwoh a Pow rorwri Inc
a arsadoird Cilares• Caipagason
•

P.N. Hirsch 81 Co.
Olympic Plato, Milffey" Hwy 641 H.75341779
'
•

•

•

The Weekly Entertainment 144

sr
.February 11. ISIS
THI ILHNAl.Ky.. LEDGER & TIMLS.Saturday.

1'414 2

MONDAY
2121183
5 00 A M
HoUr Magarine
'cithrus and eat Mitchell
w.th ai tor Robert Gull
lawn.. Dr Donna Mildvan
enif a woman who stetted
fief own personnel firm
IED

5:30 A.M.

_

• Butch Minds the Baby
A umbel safecracker lakes
Pius betty sot hog Nage Oil one
last bank lob
• Sign Off
-6.00 A
Those Fabulous
•
Clowns Richard Kiley hosts
this look at clowns from i.e
uses arid movies

-

m

_

-

O

7:00 A.M.

MOVIE 'Dragon
slayer' A INSEMIN lon!ff11.
Alove when he is called upon
hi slay a fearsome flying *a
ilia) SO Ralph Re hardson
Peter MacNichol Rated PG

o

12:30P.M.
- Those Fabulous

Clowns Rechaid Kiley hosts
this look at clowns_ horn Lir
cuses and movies
1:00P.M.
MOVIt. One Million
VOWS S C • A young man
dispelled from a „se v*go tribe
meets and falls in love with a
(lin horn a gentle sent.itive
tribe John Richards*. Ha
gni Welch 1967

•

is -

1:30P.M.

MOVIE: 'Dragonslayer A scxcerer comes
alive When he is called upon
to slay a fearsome flying *a
gon Ste Ralph Richardson.
PeteirMacNschol Rated PG

3:30P.M.

8:00 A.M.

1111 - College A black teen&

MOVIE 'The Strange
One' A military school cadet
terrorises lower classmen so
an attempt to discredit the
Son of an officer Ben' Gat
rata Juli49Wason Pet Mogi..
t.raiorip Peppard 1957

901 faces unexpected plot)
toms when he decides to
become•doctor

0-

o

8:30 A.M.
-

Spoderrnan

9:00 A.M.
4 - Phd Donahue Guests
are tba
- MOVIE. 'Super Fuzz'
•
A man estposed-to rockaticei
develops WParifeirrion pow
ems Terrence HO. Ernest
tfairgrane Joanne Ofu Rated
Pt;
Phil Donahue lernst
I 1,t.iliett, I.I.ek ...amines the
-taus and cons regarding the
safety of depu prover. used
as a_ three month Lontracep

4:30P M

o

Starcade
O MOVIE Super Fuzz'
A man exposed to radiation
develops superhuman pow
en s Terrence Hill, Ernest
Borgne*, Joanne Dna Rated
PC;

5:00P.M
▪
Carol Burnett
32 1. Contact
0 21
I Closed Captionedi

5:30 P.M.
Bob Newhart Show
Making It Count
0 21

live 104 women

10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE 'Palm Springs
•
Weekend' The college set
ftvitiles Palm Springs during
taster weekend
Connie
Stevens, Troy Donahue. Ste
phone, Powers 1963
i:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Dirty Tricks'
A Ham void hosiery prole's°.
becomes
involved
with
hoodlums and a TV news
Laster Elliott Gould. Kate
Jet.k son Rated PG
•

12:00 P.M.

MOVIE 'Walk Uke a
o
Aft., saves. a
Dragon

6 00 P M
2 3 0$ 0

News
Eyewitness News
GOTIP4 Pyle
(4)- Scene at 6
(I) - Business Report
- MacNeil Lehrer
Newt
Charlie's Angels
CBS News

•(5,
-

••oft -

8:30P.M.

• U.) -

Entertainmem

TVscr _ Family Feud
•(3)- Tic Toe Dough
•

- American Profession-

als

•_ Fraggle Nods Viso the
world of Frank,Rock under
moth the basement of antic.
invyntor
411 - Jeflisisosis

OM
+114
(0691,1...1AVIIK1 OLCSUIlit...CIO1 KATI% 011 81.0111
..isa al.Calan
f $„
71.4eUe Tillie...OM,MIMI Cell,II
V. 011,101.111...Wed a.i
csaos...c.s.an.vv5004.,
sat sty St cebiT Sail
latetant....1101111‘0.....111A Atte
'Kt Attiltint..
ttetii telt* 00

acceent....
...bleak I
OW Kr sus.
USK* vi 4

S...IIMKt US
iv,
S (SUP—
Illee•ot

Wet
oak..
t.v. eery
cl

is,

ACC Moe S.

1S..1.11
V11111111

.01110111

.11400111%m *

Cletat...its

•

7:00 P M
CE

That's
Moveable! Tonight
pro
gram features the First VI
deogame
Invitational
a
of
three
demonstration
dimensional television and a
grandmother
who
lefts
weights 160 min.)
•Lsj 0
- Charlie
Brown Speck* Is This
Goodbye Charlie Brown?'
t inus and Lucy move Sway
creating chaos en 'Peanut
lend (R)
O- MOVIE:'April Fools' A
Wall Street broker becomes
involved with a woman
whom he later discovers is
,his boss wile Jack Lemmon. Catherine Deneuvs. Pe
tar Lawford 1967
(I)
- Little House: A
New Beginning A strong
bond grows between Jason
COMO and an elderly women
who has hired him (60 min )
'Closed CaPhonedl
MOVIE. 'Thief A
woman and a master safe
cracker become involved in
She intrigue of the under
world James Caen. Tuesday
Weld, Robert Nasky 1981
Rated R
(1)- AN Creatures Great
•
and Smell
- Frontline 'Penis
gon, Inc As military expenditures increase. businesses
of all sires compete for thew
share of the pee 160 min
• Starsky and Hutch
• Westnionster Kennel
Club Dog Show Coverage of
-

•_
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'Philadelphian's
story
From the suburbs of Philadelphia to the castles of
Monte Carlo her life was like
a fairy tale Cheryl Ladd plays
the actress turned princess
in
Grace Kelly
an ABC
movie to air Monday Feb
21
Stator's'OW v• the roe,
to maa•last-trouts changes

to slay a Isersome flying dragon Se Ralph Richardson.
Peter Mac:Nichol Rated PG
(I) - Great PerformMOSS Wagner "s Ring Die
Wilkie' Act I Pursued by
his enemies. Siegmund seeks
shelter in the home of Ste
glinde and Hunding MO min I

•

9:30P.M.

iii - Between Life and
o
Death Tonight s program

so

the ,t(INfi.III) night it pre
tented from Madison Square

Garden Nevii York
hr s

NY 13

profiles victims of ALthem
mars dimwits.•progressive
form of sanity
10:00P.M.

•
I CI) GU CC0CC•
• - Eyewitness News
up - AN In the Forney

• - Nwss
O 21
•

larity when a friend goes on a
home run feteng1itesek

8:00P.M.

•a)a)

-

MOVIE:
Illooe Kali( Thisfilm traces
the Me of Grace Kelly from
Philadelphia society, through
her him came and her nutmegs so Print* Ranter of Monaco Chenr1 Ladd. Lloyd
se. Ian meessewl

-

- Business Report
Benny Hill Show

10:30 P.M.
cc - Tonight
O 2:

7:30P.M.

-SomePegs
emu
Patty and Lauren seek popu-

Show Johnny's ,guests are
Angie Dickinson. Melissa
Manchester and Charles Nekl")^ RiliffY 1R/160 min
Sanford and Son
CID - Barney Miller
The Lusty
Men' A cowpoke s wife suf
lers when he becomes a ro
die star and lets it go to his
hoed Susan Hayward. RobMadsen. Arthur-gait
pay 1952
Company
•- PA•A•111•H
(I)- Business Ripon
031) - Sign Off
MOVIE 'Only a
Scream Away A brides
marriage is strangely haunted
by a seises of mystenous vicidents Gory Collins Heykry
Mies. David Warbect 1973
11- Tremor John M.O.
•
Goruo is enraged vAssn
friend's anew is traced to a
weight reduction program
IFS 160 nun I

•(r) •

•aldo

ap• - M•Alrff
•
The 1077th Dawdles lar ••

items to put in a lime capsule.
(I)
- MOVIE 'Sidney,/
Shisidon's Rage of Angels'
Part 2
Frontline 'Pentagon, Inc As military aspen.
dittoes increase, businesses
of ell sims compete for their
share of the pie MO mon )
- Great Performances Wagner s Rang Die
Wafture, Act I Pursued by
his enemies. Siegmund 11410k
,
shelter an the home of SWgkride end Hunding f90 nen
- NCAA Basketball:
Alabama at %Mississippi

-

•
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ED

CP

•

-

Chinese girl horn the San
francesco stave market: a
man takes her to his home
town rind soon there is eau
bre Mel Torme. Jack Lord.
Nobu McCarthy 1960

•

MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
21 • Klan Legacy of
Hate
MASH
O

8:30P.M.

--

awsvh•rt
900P.M. - -4e•-

11 alp
•

10:45P.M.
-

Not Necesserey The
News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is riot

•

I I:9QP.talL,. _

(Et& •

COWS,

Lacey The dignity of a rape
victim is vioiated-when the
police eiresteun her MOWN
00
11 - TBS Evening News
- MOVIE 'OregonMayer' A sorcerer comes
elivii4Aten he is called upon

•

•-

- MOINI00

11111119y

•- spips•H
• - PIIS Lots Night
This kw talk show features
newsworthy'guests from es
ound the worlds of (mance
entertartment. business end

sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country

CID 0 i) - Sign Off
C-4;
- Romance Theater
0 News/Sign Off

11:15P.M.
-

MOVIE 'Shorty's
Machina' An Atlanta vice
squad sergeant encounters
pimps. call girls, crooked poi
nicient and drug clearers in
his everyday working world
Burt Reynolds. Rachel Ward
Brian Korth Rated R

•

11:30P.M.
O(j)O-Nighthne
- Last Ward
Up - Late Night with
GO
David Lettermen David
guest is Howard Wiseman
00 min
• - SEIM On
0 - MOVIE:'Cok•sibo
Short Fuse' The company
ettOrney se Suspected after
the corporate heed's kmous
ine explodes Peter Falk Wa
kern Windom. Ida Luoino
1972.

12:00 A.M.
- Lest Word

ID op- MOVIE 'Columbo
011011Widght' A murder wit
ness begins to doubt her own
eyes when the primary sus
pect in the crime, begins to
court her Paler Falk. Su:
arms Pisshodo.Mini Albert
1971
410 - Murlaril Cup Tomb

cri -

12:30 A.M.

2:00 A.M.
ff

- MOVIE 'Bowery at
Midnight' A dignified college
professor turns into a mania
cal killer at night Beta Logos.,
Torn Neal, Wanda McKay
1942
(4) - CNN Headline News

3:00 A.M.

•cip

-

MOVIE: 'Death
Poiicy' On vacation in Eng
land, an American woman
marries•suspicious man and
winds up fearmg for her life
Barbara Feidon. Robert Powell. Jessie Evans 1972
O - MOVIE- 'War Drums'
An Apache chief TWO. a
Mexican girl and hopes for
peace among his _ fr_ave
brothers and the white Man
Lex Barker. Joan Taylor, Ben
Johnson 1957
- MOVIE: 'TWO A
yeoman and a master safecracker become involved on
the intrigue of the under
world James Caan. Tuesday
Weld. Robert 'hooky 1981
Rated R

•

3:30 A.M.
- Tom in Tennis
4:00 A.M.

•

gp - Varied Programs
4:30 A.M.

- World/Large

•

News
(4) ap CI) - NBC News
Overnight
Jim Bakker

•-

1:00 A.M.
(I) - News
(I) - Three Stooges
MOVIE 'The Clone
Master' A biochemist clones
13 rspkcas of himself end
then uses them in an intorno
to thwart a mysterious Mot
Art Hindle. Robyn Douglas.
Ralph Bellamy 1978
- kiews/illers Off
• Tie - CBS News
Mghtvisitch
-

•

' 1:15A.M.
0*Orto,n•romnacidevelops superhunien powors Terrence He. Ernest
gorgiune. Joann
.Dru owed
PG

1:30A.M.
111
ai

- Foos so Foos
_ Cgs News
Niollstissoton ..1800

—
tem as a
'"""" r
woman who Is molting
her IlOth birthday by
-flashing" her fellow
en- **St.
patient•
El000rbore."NC WI the
medical aeries on Teo.doe.Fob.22.
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DAYTIME
-

•

-

•

•

-

•

Cable
Channels

10:30A.M.
- Richard Simmons
11:00 A.M.
- Soap World
SW -News
(I)5- Forney Feud
o - People Now With Bill
rush
- Channel 4 Magazine
- Just Men
'It - Young and the
Restless
11:30 A.M.
.2)13)5- Ryan's Hope
- Young and the
Restless
o 1.) - Sraarch For
Tomorrow
12:00 P.M.
0 .,2) CU
- A,8 MY
C hildren
Movie
0 i.0112 - ?tows
o - Independent Netwon
News
12:30P.M.
St CL e C2 - As the
World Turns
(4)- Search For Tomorrow
• - Days of Our Lives
•- Get Smart
1:00 P.M.
ci)5- One Life to
Uve
(4)- Another World
•_ Afternoon Movie
1:30P.M.
- Capitol
•(z)
_ Another World
2:00P.M.
dB CID (I) 5 -General
Hospital
- Guoding
•(1)
Light
0- Super/Nation Funtime
(4) - Fantasy
2:30P.M.
sp - Flintstones
(1) - Fantasy
•
Varied Programs
21)-•
3:00P.M.
(f) - Rhode
•
•cop - Wahons
(1)S - Edge of Night
- Pauriaters
CID- Goys of Our Lives
• - Sesame Street
_ Woody Woodpecker
- Tattletales
3:30 P.M.
• - Beverly Hillbillies
- Cartoon Festival
- Lamm It to Beaver
•
e (I) - ewes Bunny &
Friends
▪ - Andy °meth
•
CD- over Easy Posed

81311001100•00

5:00 A.M.
•C.21 - ABC News This
Pas:ornery
Hour Magazine
- TBS Morning News
(4) - Earn, Today
so(12 - CBS Early Morning
News
5:30 A.M.
4)- Ralph Emery Show
co 12 - CBS Early Morning
News
5:45 A.M.
- Weather
6:00.A.M.
0 1, - CBS Morning
News
- Morning Stretch
o SuperStation Funtime
0 - Early Today
- Jim Bakker
• - Carl Tipton Show
0 It - Breakfast Show
6:30 A.M.
L3.) - ABC News This
Morning
- I Dream of Jeannie
o(4) - News
•GID - Business Report
0- Jimmy Sweggart
6:45A.M.
•CL - News
7:00A.M.
•CU CI) 419 - Good
Morning America
- My Three Sons
13D0(i)- Today
so CC- Outen Tag
• 21) - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
•- Greet Specs Coaster
- CBS Morning
is
News
7:15A.M.
do CID- Weather
7:30A.M.
5- That GM
- Instructional
Poograme
0 - Weether
- Bullvankho
•
7:45A.M.
- Instructional
Programs
8:00 A.M.
- Cartoon Sr
•- pAovo.
Street
so cop Little Rascals
8:30A.M.
•CID - Claire Play
•- Varied Programs
9:00A.M.
Ritaard Simmons
- Now
ID CID
825.000 Pyramid
(I)- 700 Club
- PNI Donahue
0 - Donehue
•- Now Magazine
ci) - Instructkina
Programs
- Jam Bekker
•
• 9:30 A.M.
•c4)- Here's Lucy
sap - Laverne and Shirley
(I) - Electric Company
- Chace Play
10:00 A.M.
cr./
kipm
•OD•ce - Pries Is
Right
(I) - Uwe Soot
- Parry Meson
GD - Die WAN
of fortune
op - iressirsieept

o

capeonedi
▪ - Plineseenee

DWG A4Poin
• 4:00P.M.
cto - the LOW Works
alp - incredible Hulk
(X)- Addams Family
- Wady Bunch
•
(1)- Peopie's Court
(11)- Eight Is Enough
•
MO 111 - utile PlOgiee
the Prairie
Pitmen'
INT021) Neighborhood
- Scooby Doo
1:30P.M.
- IIA•A•11•H
- Beverly 14111billes
- Vaeled Programs
(1)- Wheel of Fortune

0 Ali 0 2t - Electric
Company
- hiltriOet Show
5:00P.M.
- Ulf* on 2
so
so (5 - Good Times

•

2
3
4
5

Nashville, TN
Nashville. TN
Atlanta, GA
Horne Box Office
Paducah, KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN
Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO

Viewers who receive
television sigmas vie
Mom Caldevisien Arnold
refer to the block scree*
dowel embers ht the occsagemyiwg

0

•

WNGE
WTVF
WTBS
HBO
WPSD
WBBJ
WDCN
WKMU
WZTV
USA
KFVS

Nea-asWe
Channels

it
.21

WNGE
WSIL
WSM
WTVF
WPSD
WDCN
KFVS
WKMU

Nashville, TN
Harrisburg, IL
Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Paducah. KY
Nashville, TN
Cp Girardeau, MO
Murray, KY

Viewers who receive
their teievisiee signals vie
Genesee Avoid refer te
the white screen chsimel
rienehers.

Listiep ere provided by
the TV statism*, 'dm
seesethees wake program

dilates
after
the
scheileies isms been seat
to the aewspeper.

3 2 1 Contact
o 21
. 1(

Hogan'• Heroes
Carol Burnett
4 Tic Tac Dough
- News
Sanford and Son
I Sesame Street
3

5

CD 5 12 Jeffersons
(I) Varied Programs
5 30P M
2 3 18 ABC News
FA

CBS News-

()

Bob Newhatt Show
NBC News
4 0
Varied Programs
0 21
CO Alice

iz News

•

—SPECIALSMONDAY
2/21/83

4.

— Butch Minds the Baby
5:30AM•
6:00AM•
— Thine Fabulous Clowns
12:30PM S — Those Fabulous Clowns
3:30PM 5— College
6:30PM 5— Freest* Rook
Cl)5 iz — Charlie Brown Special
7:00PM•
9:30PM 0(11)— Between Life and Death
112:45PM e_ Not Necessarily The News
TUESDAY
2/22/83
1 1:00AM5— Boy Meets GM
141110 Rock: Fleetwood Mac In Concert
2:00PM
3001M S — Video Jukebox
H-110 Rook: Fleetwood Mac In Concert
POOPM
— hawk The Ella Sakes Story
(l)
•
4115AM•
— Boy Meets OW
WEDNESDAY
2/23/83
1100AM S — Simon and Gerfuriliel: The Concert In
The Perk
6:30AM S — Freggle Rook
1030AN1S These Fabulous Clowns
1:80PM GI— Consumer Reports
IKOOPIN 5— Simon and Garfunkel: The Coneert In
The Perk
— Frew& Rock
&WPM•
4130PM•
— Bute* Minds the Baby
1480 Magazine
11:30PAI
7:0011A IN(I)11) — All-Star Family Feud
(12) — 25th Annual Grammy
•OD
Awards
(i)— Hower of it AM
111:00PM
.
• THUNMAN'
2/2/....
/83
41;7'
-

5.30AM
8:00AM
2:30PM
3:00PM
3'30PM
4.30PM
600PM

0— College
o Soy Meets Girl
021 — New Shapes on Education- HBO Megazine
0— College
0 — Frani* Rock
Winners
-

-

SATURDAY
2"28'83
5 30AM 119 — Consumer Reports
11-30AM S Consumer Reports
11.00AM 5'2 3 5 — ABC Weekend Special
3700PM 021 — GED Sore*
3 30PM 5 HBO Rock Fleetwood Mac In Concert
021 — oto Series
4 30PM S — Consumer Reports
7-00PM S — Rich Lorne's Robin Hood
10-00PM as_ MOO Rook: Fleetwood Mac In Concert
— NCAA Sasketball: UCLA at Southern
California
4 30AM
— HBO Rock: Fleetwood Mac In Concert
-

-

•

SUNDAY
2/27/53
5 30AM 5— 1480 Magazine
— HBO Magazine
1000AM
1030AM
•
— Fragile Rock
12:001M(I) — Women end the Catholic Church
VOOPM 5— Roy Masts Girl
11:3011la 5— Fragile Roos
100011A5— liven More Unexpureated Benny Hill

5-

74:10AM sp— Wee AilteIte;"71
8:30PM S — Net Neesesertly The News
— Evert Men Unexpurgated Wonny Hill
12:30AM
FRIDAY
2/26/83

•

li:OpAM

— Butch Minds the Baby

CUSTOM KITCHEN
CARRYS
CABINETS
75
USTOM WOODWORWINC,
59 i n
•
.TITT4,4,1.12,61mw
• riot. • •• oinut • Chuff',
Gun((/%1- 1. • Month • • •Bonlht u‘u% •Kochcn
Cohin, i Tops
Cus,rom P .11 Furrioturr 6, Furniture Rel.nighirig
COMPETITIVE PRICES
1212 Main
r).SPitit
DROP RY AND if
Mutray ky.
1.,*W

TIME..Saturda). Februan 11.1163

1111. Ml 8841.10..

TUESDAY
2/22183
•

5:00 A.M

Hour Magastrie
Pat Mt nee
with Cast Reim., bather
rips and Di WO
wen Railer

0

-

Roy Earle America s most
wanted r format Jack Pat
once Shelley Winters lee
Marviti 1955

Conan armi

11:00 A M.
• Boy Meets Gid Billy
Crystal hosts dui Wm,* at ttw•
it II•rbe

5:15 A.M.

O

MOVIE 'Marco Polo.
Jr Mdf14J sets out los Xan
situ where he reta-ues Pun
t PIS Shining Moon to fulfill.
iNgettliaf y prophecy
VOK_PS
PI Botat,y Rydaat
Arnold
Staott:liated Cu

7 00 A M

MOVIE
o
Rendezvous.

'Golden
A %flip laden
with (100 arid trews PM f)as
sen,pu 5 s
°Pon I of
twitp4ipt Ike+ s, armed enih a nu
Lear weapon Hut nen1 Hams
Drivel Janssen John ( ern,
dos, 19 / /

800 A M
MOVIE
Nobody's
Perfect Men horn a subrnar
one
UP SPISPI 'Jew a Rod

al

/ha from a" 56511W

.n 3

WW1 Audio 01

aye flout) 1111( Oure
K wan
Janie'. Whit
I otiii

ri. Fr,

830 A M
0

•

"

Haft
tioas tplriorir
(Auks when she suaPaCfs a
rughtclub owner of being her
husband, believed killed at
PearlHarbor Wendell Corey
Evelyn Keyes Nancy Gates
1953
- MOVIE 'The
Comeback Kid A burnt out
baseball player tekes the rob
of coaching 4 !POP. of $60491
kids
John Ritter
Doug
McKeon
-

•

:00 P.M.

-

MOVIE
'The
Command' A wet is waged
to settle the possession of
the territory known as
Wyoming
Guy Medium'
Joan Weldon James Whit
more 1954

•

• 2:00P.M: .
HBO Rock Fleetwood'
Mac In Concert Captured
Imo at the LA f orurn this
group performs old and now
hits
•

5-

Superheroes

Phil Donahue Holly
4
woii41 riairstylmi Jose Ebel
touts Phil in the DONAHIN
salon for 110SPCSI hatistyle de
monstratvins
119 - MOVIE •The Bad
News Bears A rag tag I nor
le•tjul. learn popiluoyell when
a gal pitches Kens the squad
Wetter
Motthau
T alum
014e1 1976 Rated PG
Donahue Dona
hut, (iPut ,iftpof step families
aoth Mal. •11111 floger Burt iii

0

12:00 P.M.

MOVIE 'Hell's
o
Acre' A woman

3:00P.M.

go

Video Jukebos

3:30 P.M.

- MOVIE 'Marco Polo.
•
Jr • Marco sets out for Xeri
'du where he rescues Pon
Less Shining Moon to fulfill •
legendary prophecy Voir es
Arnold
of Bobby Rydell
Slang Rated

-

4:30 P.M.

e-

Bewitched

04(11>15 of Stump-6y Step

io:ooA.m.
•_ MOVIE *I Died •
Thousand- Times' Story of

5:00 P.M.
•_ Carol Burnett
MOVIE
'Golden
Ittimiervous' A ship laden

•-

with gold and innocent psis
sengers is the obeict of
highjackers artheil With a no
clear weapon Richard Hams,
13avid Janssen, John Ccrro
dans 1977
2t - 3.2.1. Contact
'Closed Captioned)

o

5:30P.M.
6:00 P.M.
Si;. 3;0"4•- Haws
0(4, Eyewrtness News
Scene at 6
- BUsellItits RepOrl

0 21 -

MacNod Lahrer
Report
- Charlie's Angels
'12 - CBS News
•

el

6:30 P.M. 2, - Entertainment

Tonight

,$)ca 0, - Family Feud
•
T.0 Tac Dough
5- Andy Griffith
- Jefferson.
11. ;1; - MacNeil Lehrer
Report
21 - Kentucky Journal
e tr - M•A•S•H

•

o

7:00P.M.
II'ID'X
- HIPPY Dori
Jake s bride spots the man of
her dreams IClosed Cap
I•(1)•1 _ MOVIE
Well There Realty Be •
Morning?' The We of Holly
wood stun Frances Farmer ts
traced Susan Blakely lee
Grant. John Herod 1982
- MOVIE: 'Ensign
PILOOVIN. PUIVIal attempts to
carry on in the footsteps of
Mr Roberts. both in harms,Nig the Captain and trying to
keep morale high Robert
Walker. Burt Ives, Walter
Manhau 1964
(4)0 - A-Teem Thy A
Teem is hired to locate a
mathematician who was kid
napped to prevent him from
breaking every casino (60
men)
•

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

ELLS.STUDI

216 E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY.
OPEN TUB.-011. 9-S
- SM.9-12130 aosw MON.,

•4

(SIIIII0•10 reserve Me will
lo mail* fatlf-moncit•Changers

•

p

.f:.:

Susan Blakely portrays
Frances Farmer, a star of the
40s whose life took a tragic
turn; in
There Really Be
a Morning.- a CBS movie to
air Tuesday. 1eb 22

- Gornw PO'
(.4J -

For Wedding
hits
Invitations To Fit
Oil
(hit ail rril Your Personality
rv
I
oft'
LOOK 1 o atpart.
• IP Come In And See
rs\tt
This Unique Album.
_
Photo Invitations
::-'-'.ff,oraismolirmarasorevaimialmse
•

Hollywood
horror story

- Bob

Nowhere show
13 21 - Making It Count

•

- MOVIE The Bad
News Bears' A rag tag Little
League team improves when
•girt pitcher joins the squad
Walter
Matthau,
Tatum
0Neal 1976 Rated PG
• _ Word on Words
02t - Nova The Asteroid
and the Dinosaur (R) 160
'men 'Closed Captioned)
- Sternly and Hutch

Ells Baker Story This pro
gram profiles the kttle-known
civil rights activist, founder of
the Young Negro Cooper.
me League and first Execu
tiveDereetar of the SCL.0 160
mon •

•

•

7:30 P.M.
•(.1) cs)
Laverne &
Sheriert
- Constitution: That
Delicate Menace
- MISL Indoor Soccer
All-Star Genie COVIN•911 of
the fourth annual All-Star
game is presented from Kan
sat City. MO 12 hrs 30
men)

•

- 8:00P.M.
CID (1)
- Three's
Company
GO
- BarrEssence
Tyoer learns dull Haddon s
conglomerate is on Mint financial ground and Niko tries
to further his romance with
Tyger's mother (60 men)
American
•
Playhouse *The File on Jrn
Minch Second of 3 pens
An interracial couple rose
thew only daughter in England
and the U.S. 160 men)

•
- MOVIE: War Wagon'
A rancher aid four confect.,
etas try to bring down the
powerful men who robbed
them of thew land John
Wayne. Kirk Douglas, Robert
Walker 1967

5:30P.M.
.
•
(11) Ci)0- lob

Violet• romance leads to the
offer of•big promotion

1100P.M.
▪ (1)(110-New le Nen
The Harts discover Ihst a celebrated rookies is being
drugged and rapersoneted
by his aides
fiS0
)
(Closed Captioned!
Gu ip
SL ElsewElare
Racial trouble sera when a
Maak poem is given *qui
trestrassit with • white petient and Dr. Reels learns a

op-

m.sr Lir_
00 mm)

.•
-1600 Reek: Mee8Weed
Mee le Comm Cepowed
We et the LA knee. this
group pimiento cid and new
late
iparlale.•%eft The

9:15 P.M.
0- TBS Evening News
10:00 P.M.

0CL CI) GC0CU Ill
- Now*

rup
•

e CL - Eyewitness News
- Al in the Family

•

- MONNE: 'Bustin'
Loose' An es-con and a
middle class teacher travel
cross country whie bad guys
follow in hot pursuit Richard
Pryor. Cicely Tyson 1981
Rated R
•CP
- Business
Report
•
- Benny MN Show
1111 - NCAA Baaluttball
Pittsburgh at Seem Hall
•

10:30P.M.

•(/) e cop -

Tonight
Show Johnny's guests arc
Robert Klein and Julio Igle
was (60 men.)

•CID - Sanford and Son
- Sarney Meier

e - MOVIE:'Ilbontboir A
homeless girl marries a poor
Socilim fisherman to *wipe
her lot. only to find more linhappiness one dreary Intend.
Ingrid Bergman. Mono Vitale.
Rent° Comm 1960
Cl)- Three's Company

CE) - Last Word
(4)
(1)- Late P4ight xvith
David Letterman David's
guest is Hunt: Hall (60 min)
• _ MOVIE: 'National
lampoons Animal House'
College isn't all fun, but don't
tell the guys at Delta House
John Belutitts Tim Metheson.
Donald Sutherland
1978
Rated R
di
- Si9n Off
0 - MOVIE:'McMillan
& Wife: Night Train to L.A.'
When a police officer is murdered on•train en route to•
policeman's convention. everyone on board is suspect
Rock Hudson. Susan Son,
James, Paul Burke 1975

12:00A.M.

dp au•
- Last Word
so - MOVIE: lachtillon
& Wife: Downeinft to
Danger' A sports car rally is
rnarred by a wines of pranks
and freak accidents Rock
Hudson. Susan Saint James.
Van Johnson. 1974

12:15A.M.

-

MOVIE: 'Timbuktu'
An American adventurer
plays both the Arab and
French odis during WW
Victor Mature. Yvonne 13e
Carlo. George Donna 1959

•

12:30A.M.
CL -News
Ci) go__CL-NRC News
Overnight
•
- Jim Bekker

- MNIVS•11

1:00 A.M.

•

Lae Night
The eye talk show teatime.
newsworthy guests from wound the worlds of pokes.
entertainment. biomass and
Worts with telephone calls
from viewers wound the
counuy

• - sows
CL - Three Ileasges
e - Nerst/1140 OR
- cos Naive
II

- SNP ON
- MOV11: 'Ti. Wvow.
Men'Two people we cage*
in an meting web of mkt

•

•CV

- Poe

•

taken identity Non Fonds.
Vera Wm. Anthony Guinn

1957

5($- Quincy Ouincy becomes interested in the cage
of•bettered woman Eli

•

Si:00

01) - Quincy

ap- 14101111111.

CL - Sam" Miller
-

•

11:30P.M.

•CD•
- waft»

Nehemiah

1:30A.M.

sap- Atm MA at Law
- COS News
NiglseweeeloJIP
MOM-OW ON
GD - Remewee Meow
110 - MOVilk'A theweserhi
weeweitr- A kis, holds
hostages on die tunnels under
New York s Grand Conan
Station Rip Torn Rated R
-

feevraiSign Off ,

...4a0111L indoor boom
•
All-Star Game Coverage of
the fourth annuai Al-Star
game is presented from Kansas City 1.40 (2 hrs. 30
Min )

2:00 A.M.
(j)- MOVIE: '13resade's

till. MI HH

l'At.F.5

WEDNESDAY
2/23/83
5:00 A.M.
Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with actor Tom Wopat
Dr Rosenfeld and Carol
Hymns. who gives decorating tips
Simon and Garfunkel.
The Concert In The Par*
The famous duo perform
their biggest hits
6:30 A.M.
- Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of Fraggle Rock under
neeth the basement of an ec
centric inventor

•tj _

•

7:00 A.M.
MOVIE 'Star Wars'
An orphan, a renegade and a
princess battle the evil for,os
controlling the Empire Mark
Hama, Carne Fisher. Harrison
Ford 1978 Rated PG

gp -

8:00 A.M.
MOVIE. 'Indiscreet'
The oft again on again rorn
ance between a ravishing Fu
ropean actress and a wealthy
Cary
American diplomat
Giant Ingrid Bergman Cecil
Parker 1%8

-

8:30 A.M.

- Spiderman

•

9:00 A.M.
4) - Phil Donahue Guests
are tba
- MOVIE: 'Hondo A
covitioy discovers a endow
and her son trapped in the
middle of a deadly Apache
uprising John Wayne. Geraldine Page 1963
CCI)-PbS DonehueDonehue discusses accuracy in
media

•

10:00 A.M.

- MOVIE: 'American
Dream' A middle-class fa

•

frilly moves to a racially
treated neighborhood to tackle the realities of (awn We
Stephen Macht. Karen Cad
son. Hens Conned 1981
10:30 A.M.
- Those Fabulous
Clowns Richard Kiley hosts
Otis look at clowns from cw
cuses and movies

. r/oruars 19

.ky..14.11lif.H A !IMF •.•aturil

11) - MacNeil Lehrer
Report
0 21) - Brother Can You
Spar* &Job
415 ¶2-MASH

Professor'

absent
An
minded chemist invents a po
lion that turns him into the
'fretislaib4e
Buddy l.ove
Jerry Lewis Stella Stevens
Del Moore 193

7:00 P.M.
S 2.) CL ID - All Star
Family Feud Richard Daw
son hosts this special corn
petition between mete and
female 10 s (60 min
,`
12-25th Annual
Grammy Awards John Deft
vet' hosts tht year s show
honoring achievements in the
MUSK. Indvstry (3 firs

:00P.M.
S- MOVIE:'Juba,' A (Int
ter. falsely accused of being
interested in his best Mend's
wife, is forced to kill him in
serf-defense Glenn frett Ernest Borgnine. Rod Steiger
1956
1:30 P.M.
C
- Consumer" Reports
The Smart Shopper Show
Sports cars kitchen cleaners
and peanut butter are some
of the products examined

o

r

- NCAA Basketball

411

Arkansas at Texas

OW- Berg People 1
night s show features the

s•

.4)

Stuntmen s Rodeo a Best
Chest in the West contest
and a look at a woman who
delivert dead flowers (60

2:00 P.M.
Tin
Simon and Garfunkel: -MOVIE' 'Chanel
The Concert In The Park'
Solitaire' - Coco Chanel s
The famous duo perform
struggle for success in the
their biggest hits
high fashion world is chroni
-clod Mane Franca Pisan. Rut
3:30P.M.
ger Hauer, Timothy Dalton
- Freggle Rock Visit the
1981 Rated Rworld of Fraggle Rock underem- Help Wanted
neath the basement of an ec
- NCAA basketballcentric inventor

a_

•

Purdue at Illinois
- NCAA Basketball

4:00 P.M.

a_ Butch Minds the Baby

•

Providence at Georgetown

A retired safecracker takes
his babysitting charge on one
last bank lob
4:30 P.M.
- Bewitched
- MOVIE 'Star Wars'
An orphan a renegade and a
princess battle the evil forces
controlling the Empire Mark
Harrell, Came Fisher, Harrison
Ford 1978 Rated PG

o

•

5:00P.M.
- Coral Burnett
21) - 3-2-1. Contact
[Closed Captionedj
5:30P.M.

a- Sob Newhert Show
21) - Another Page

o

6:00P.M.
- Nsivirswatch:

7:30 P.M.
I) - Klan Legacy of

0
Hate

8:00 P.M.
C LI) A)5- Fell Guy
- Facts of Life
(4)0
Conclusion Blair tries to con
vince her half sister and Jo
not to become nuns (Closed
Captioned I
•
(F - Horror of It MI The
rich film tradition that brought
fear to so many millions of
moviegoers is exanwted (60
mm)
8:30 P.M.
- FamNy Ties
(4) 11
Ales tries to be a bog brother
to• Vietnamese boy

into_ life in a bordello
Nick Nolte. Debra Winger
• Rat..d PG
C. CL - Soundstage Don
Wopl Doo Wool ,The roots
of rock and roll are high
lighted in performances of
five of the top groups of the
50s 160 min/
Go - Andy Griffith
9:30 P.M
Gm Focus
NBA Basketball
Boston at Los Angeles

•

-

10:00 P.M.

ID (I)CD 01.)0GU
alp_ Neves
0(I)- Eyewitness News
- Woman Watch
- Business
(5)
Report
a_ Benny HIS Show

•

10:30P.M.
IJ Tonight
•CI)
Show
ex- Sanford and Son
(1) - Barney Millet
- MOVIE 'Green
Pastures' This fable of life in
Heaven and Biblical stories
gives moaning to Adam
Noah and Moses Rex in
grant. Oscar Polk Eddie An.
derson 1936
ge

-

•

•

•

TUESDRIFCONT
2:15A.M.
ia
- MOM:
itsairiesst Is as disoovniod

shos on Anadoon murdered in
Sion hid owns at
so airs•**id knee' load

ZirVi.
=4.
•
Phi,
.
M30&M.- OVIO:"The OnNivo
Tubs' Movies and solovn
tido their 1$114 WINS San

on me woo et mow sr
'snowsuit. OW/ MN*
Kan 11111$1118.-admodalkler
IWO"

3:15A.M.
•CID - Whit The
Agenda liolus* An old
women adtasellosso NS &meadow so Won* at on amnion Minh will dow hos •
aging bran at two on $$ a
young body. Nita Paws.
Joey Sonsbos. Marione Eaaostr-Sel -• -

4:00A.M.
di -Valid Pasimees
11CAA

P &N

at$oo Ndl

4:1$
o-Nr
i.
aissaa obi ow
suposindrator

t

Situ HIFIVIATT CPs
•

1100 MOM $ni

gielland Dap
tee lOure Hs If

PHONE 761,1492

Codosiors Doi
Slielesset$ Pot AM
Alosonino beads
Eior
•110•Ill SHITIN
ethosi44.
Peisiboht envenom
compriemme
Osovinv mews Aran out
MHO
INN haillittleal

kg=

sistassocr 'worn Nuratas
MUMS1131111
• a.dm*
ow arm.. pre 108.* row. tv.
woo ow woo wwwwww, wowiwapp
aprow•

O rt
MOVIE

“'••

Off
Houseboat

At) Italt.00t s v rtritttwry 1,11. lii
trtitt
ti if s A.1,111+11.4
.1 *1
tier irtrintety
( ii y
fairmly
ituvern

(4,011 St 4141•4 I Olin.
Illyro

O

191)H

Hart to Hen Tria.
Harts art. in ,Lortoor Mini a
4.re.) meet qty.?... them a Biel
12

dha station (1,) 160

Barney Miller
M•A•S'il

11.1 5 P M
- MOVIE 'Hondo' A
owboy discovers a widow
and her son trapped in the
middle of a deadly Apache
uprising John Wayne Great
(line Page 1953

•

nun )

Sign Off
- MOVIE 'First
Love' A young men foes in
love with a god who is having
an affair with an older Men
William
Kan Susan Dory

12:o0A.m.
-

UNA

Word

•

•

ito.* '•,.• •
12 30A M
3 New.
CD MOVIE CARA/Tam
;
tr,f .• +p.1

carSis

ttf

ft...

tr

Ashy.,

ot

1.)6H

Overnight
• Jim Bakk Of
12 -45 A . M
The
MOVIE
Seduction- A papules I V 4 t•
ft•let 'aryl her love III.vi'
Must oftlefid *MI a kraty
peeping non
1..14 A.yerts. Slo,orms Mi
tianatin Hatntl H
I

100f•p111

air

00 A M.
News
3 Three Stooges
Off
61 News,
go NHL JoOrnillim.iigtcIs
teat/ices i*Hritly
fliugiieii
news highlights and trerwhi
around the NatioriJi
league
12
la
CBS News
Nightwatch

2

Last Word
3
- Late Night wtth
4,0
David Letterman David s
quests /ow trance Alba Bel
laid and Andy Kaufman fee

)

•

1

1 1:30 P. M .
Nightline

al

•hi•lt•r • a

4 0 .S: - NBC News

O
3 Ntgrithne

0,I) ep ,t2

MOVIE
5
I he.i lass,
.
who

ter%
(14rtualt Iktuttllaisen

11:00P M.
5, Hart to Hart

4

Topper
ar.gels
hoe.

€1

130 AM.
2, - MOVIE 'Ambush
at Cimarron Pass' A Union
petrol terms up with an em
Confederate
and
officer

fb

Electrolysis
Permonont Hair Removal

lecnotity Sr

liodiet he So lasigulog Those tasiireinl nanny,Si,

•

.110,

drifts

•

•

•

Platter
patter

1

9:00 P.M.
- Eyewitness News •CU CV
- chmimity
°DIVES-New,
Blake struggles against Al
eats and Dan Cassidy flies to
a- Gamer Pyle
Singapore to identify the oil
(4)- Scene at d
rig survivor ISO min
•(I)- dominoes Report
Evening News
al
2
,
0
MacNeil-Lehrer
•
CI)0 - Quincy Condo
Itsoore
11:30A.M.
won Chancy unearths a new
Chedie's Angels
(4) - Three's Company
in the case of a wife who
clue
- MOVIE: *Cannery
Now.
al - COS
murdered her husband IGO
▪ $41•A•894
Roc/ Along Monterrey's de0:30P.M.
min
avoid waterfront • marine
cu - P55 Late Night
•
- Entertainment
biologist tries to forget his
This ism talk show features
- MOVIE 'Cannery
Tonight
post whole a young runaway
newsworthy guests from at
Row' Along Monterrey s de
ear)SW-Fatuity Feud
drifts into Ifs m • bordello
ound the worlds of politics,
cusped waterfront a marine
- Tic Teo Dough
Pock Nolte. Debra Winger
entertainment business and
biologist tries to forget Pus
Rated PG
sports with telephone cons
pest while a young runaway
C- Andy WM*
a- MO allogodno
1 2:00P.M.
1111 - JoNatoons
0 - PAM* Ilse Nutty

Groot Iwo'
- CNN Hoodlisso Noon

14111.3

.06

For Free Consultation
Contact Patricia Mullins, R.E.

1453-8856

•

64y
,
.
AM COM Plicate's

THURSDAY
2/24183
5 00 A M
a 5
How Magazine
Is•Iy (..olloo. and Pat MitChell
talk with Dick Vali Dyke. chef
Het)" Allen and a bettered
wile who lost 212 PISOrbillo

MOVIE
'The
Comeback Kid A burnt out

bas4.1,411 player takes the lob
of coaching •teem of street
• John Miler - Doug
bALK eon

7:00 A.M
• Video Jukebox
7 30A M.

o
Thing

/eh

bar• Hershey David Allen
Coe: Rated PG
- Phil Donshue Dona
hue discusses the pheno
myna of the homeless in the
United States
10:00 A.M.
MOVIE On Moonlight
Boy' A young lady with a
penchant for basetias and
singing frills ci kwe with a boy
who believes those a trivial
- paitwne 'Door, Doi. Gordon
Mar Rae JIN:k Smith 1961

movif

-Swamp

A half man halt veg..

swamp

11 :00 A.M.
MOVIE •Dregon
slayer A sorcerer comes
alive when he is celled upon
to slay a fearsome firm) dee
gon Sc Ralph Richardson
Peter MacNochol Rated P(,
12:00P.M.
- MOVIE' 'Boots
Melon.' A young boy after
waving home. meets a man
who trains him to. be a

O

latex, rnonstra rows hot? the
tvaaky waters of a Southern
ouis loonier+ Ail

twain*, Fiartmoa, tint..11 PI,
8:00 A.M
MOVIE 'Sebastian A
getout, who works in the (la
Ltxiony 51k 1.01)of British Intro
ligericeIt stow !err to •
young woman Deft Bogard*,
Susannah York till Pelmet'
1968
---- 8:30 A.M.
- Superheroes
•
9:00A.M.
(4) - Phil Donahue Meilen
dra Penny ierthde of HOW toMake love to Tech Other
gj

discusset• the latest informa
tion about mole and female
sexisality

-

MOVIE 'Take This
Job and Shove It • Blue collar
workers stand up to brewery
bosses Robert Hays Bar

•

basebaii piayir takes the pt.)
of CO/a Noy a team of street

0

_

•

o

fockey

William

Hoklert

Johnny Stewart, Stanley (2w
menus 1952

O :5

-

•

Rater

Doug

- Sesarne Street
4:00P.M.
o 21 - Mr Rogers'
Neighborhood
4:30P.M.
o Bewitched
0 21 - Electric Company
5:00P.M.
Burnett
- MOVIE 'Oregon
stayer' A sorcerer comes
alive when he is called upon
IC) slay a fearsome eying dor
gun Sir Ralph Richardson
Petro MacNicriol Rated PG
o 21) - 321. Contact
'Closed Caption/pal
5:30P.M.
- Bob Newhart Show
21 - Presents
6:00 P.M.
- Neves
C3/0 CU
- Eyewitness News
- Portrait of America
keyed&
- FIC•ne at 6
Business Report
21, - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report'
•- Charlie's Angels
• - CBS New.
8:30P.M.
(2) - Entertairanent
Tonight
- Family F•ud
•(i)
(3) - Tic Tic Dough
Jefferson.
•cu - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Kentucky
Considered
(12 - 64•11•S•H
•
7:00P.M.
ID (I) CU 18 - Condo
James discovers KIkI s be
loved Thunderbird has been
stolen
CD•CO - Magnum.
•
P•I
- NCAA BasketbaN:
Indians at Michigen
(4) in
- Fame When
Dons gets • bump on her
head. She eniepries herself in
Os at a fantasy School for the
Arts OD owr I
- moint • 'Bustin'
Loose' An es con and a
middle class leacher travel
cross-country while bad guys
follow in hot pursuit Richard
Pryor. Cicely Tyson 1981
Raged
- Outtersee
- Sneak Previews
0
Jeffrey Lyons and Neel Cie
bier look at the fame 'Table
For Five end 'Return of Captam Invincible '
- sursky mid Nutt*
•
NSA Seeketball:
Wyman',at lisusion
-

• hostile and domineering
nanny Bone Davis Wendy
Crag) William Dix 1986
3:00P.M.
MOVIE
The
•
Cornebeck Kid' A burnt out

struggle 101 success in the,
high fashion world is chroni
clad Maori Francs Pisier Rut
tint Haufff
Timothy Dation
1981 Rated R

excavations that link a Greek
island to the lost continent Of
Atlantis 1977

3:30A.M.
NBA Basketball
•
Boston at Los Angeles
4:00 A.M.
Varied Programs
4:30A.M.
(2) - Health Field
•
- World/Large

o

-

•

We're Open
fj6 HOLLAND
I. MEDICAL -15
The Rued he Nene Habit

Supply II Medical toolpeasat
4
*Featuring*
sTSd
-e811% et I

hissant

me we

SI peen et
Celia.fee Yee le 011113.
11 111
"
Sarfetkieraft bielloolkeiewe WNW

Bea Arthur plays the much
harried proprietress of a
beach -front
hotel
in
Amanda s. • a new ABC
sitcom to air Thursday Feb
24

Cat
01

move+,

Slatrons Nitionfir
lo mall• las?-mmuf• CPtervos

o
o

•

CI,

-

S

-

•

2:45 A.M.
(2) - MOVIE 'Lost City
of Atlantis' A new look at
the world s oldest geographs
cal mystery through recent

Bea by the
sea

•

•

- MOVIE •The Nanny' A
disturbed child is cared for by

•

'gat

*Wheel Elgin
•Cemelese
Mein 'Cease
•Seppeet semilese
wed esesb.

lohr

o 21

0

1:00P.M.
111 - MOVIE 'Super Fuzz'
A akar', exposed to rialsitson•
develops superhuman pow
ens T01100(.0 Hell Errwst
Borgruoe Joanne Dru Rated

WEDNESDAYcon
%Omer of tee 1114.11 to warn Off
in Apache attack Scott
Brady Margie Dean Clint
I astwood 1958
- CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
1) - Sion Off
3
4 - Romance Theater
•- News/Sign Off
2:00 A.M
.4
CNN Headline News
2:15A.M.
MOVIE 'Windom s
Way' A doctor in • remote
Malayen village lige% 1,, ;way
ant the oppressed natives
from going Communist Peter
hn,h Mary Ure 1958
2:30 A.M.
- MOVIE 'Chanel
Solitaire' Coco Chanel's

o

& TIMES.Saturday. February 19.1983

I lit %IH H,ky

rkfit b

•

•

•-

7:30P.M.
(I) cp
- Amanda's
Amends s party plans we interrupted when the has to
pass off sorns-coumry bumpkins as society
• L - Tennessee
Ouedetwenmen
•a faigreks
•

8:00P.ft

•maD-0-,..".1.4Aise
for Comilert Mentrdiscorgre
Ow she was adopted

•OD•CID - smassi
Oman A baronet ilwestens•
new aniusernsm perk. 00
mei)
COgiaD-Oheme A Omsk
WO
,Ed went* to Miry lee

sweetheart who worked as a
former streetwalker
SD CU - Sneak Previews
Jeffrey .Lyons and Nisi Gs
bier look at the films Table
For Frye and Return of Cap
lain Invincible
ig tu - Mystery! Agatha
Christie Stories Magnolia
Blossom Theo deserts her
husband and later learns he is
involved in a scandal 180
mon I [Closed Captioned'
in - NCAA Seaketbell:
Wake Fewest at North
Carolina
8:30P.M.
fp (I) (I) ai - It Takes
Two Sam believes he is
going to rite
CC ari)- Cheers Sam of
teas to help the Coach. who
has been taken by•hustler
•- Not Necessarily The
News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is not
al (I) - Pertiolki

10:30P.M.
•cu S CE) - Tonight
Show
eg (ID - Rockford Files
(4)- fierney Miller
- MOVIE: 'The Drums'
An English garrison in India
fights off Indian fanencs with
the help of • nerve prince
Raymond Massey. Sabo. Valens Hobson 1938
(4) - Three's Company
- MOVIE:'Making Love'
A young woman must face
the knowledge that her husband is in love with another'
man Kate Jackson. Harry
Hamlin Michael Ontkean
1981 Rated R
- M•111•11•H
CP - PBS Lige Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from at
ound the worlds of politics.
entertainment, business and
sports with telephone calls
from viewers around the
country
9:00P.M.
0 - won OR
'East of Eden'
la OU CU•
- 20/20
The story of frustrated love
Knots
existing between•father and
Landing
his two sons James Dean.
ig - TSS Evening News
Juke Hems. Raymond Mee(4) la (I) - Hill Street
soy. Bud Ives 1966
Owe Evidence surfaces
00- Ouiese Chency gets
against Joe Coffey in the in
involved in•lawsuit after he
vestigetion of the death of •
auitionees an accident 'victim
suspect and C.apt Fiorillo proas a variablenu donor 011 00
Poses menage to Joyce 00
nwt)
men)
ai - movie:'A Stranger is
11:00P.M.
Watching' A lobar holds
(I)- Viewpoint ABC News
hostages in due tunnies under
inanenes crime 1•1 America
New York's Grand Central
190 mon )
Station Rip Torn Rated R
(I)- Sarney Maw
- ktrAlrli
Chnstie &ones Magnolia
11:30P.M.
Blossom ' Theo deserts her
Viewpoint ABC
husband and Wet bents tie Is
News examines crane n
involved on • scandal. 00
America 10 mm.)
nen 1 1Closed Captioned]
CID - 1E40
KIT
GP CM- We Night with
Meld - Letesnisse Owners
P.M.
guest is Richard LIMO IGO
Willem' Werbelisii

.11•11100.

•

•

0-MOVIE:

•au ra as _

•cr - ietriftro .A9sths

•

swim-

• et -

chglesT30

..... •

ale-

mm)

12:30 A.M.
(I)- Eyewitness News
•
CL -News
GID
- NBC News
Overnight
- Even More Uneripurgonad Benny HIS The British
comedian returns with a new
group of comedy sketches
Jim Bakker
NBA Ileaketball:
Milwaukee at Houston
1:00 A.M.
CID - Now.
CBS News
Nightwstch
(1)- Three Stooges
- News/Sign Off
•
- CBS News
II c
Nightirench
1:30A.M.
• (1) - MOVIE:
'Hamonsrerviith Is Out' A
young intern is seduced into
Pulping a crerwially insane
man escape front an asylum
in exchange for his promise
to make turn rich Elisabeth
Taylor. Richard Burton, Peter
Ustinov, Beau Bridges 1972
al)
•
CID ON
- Romance Theater
111. - MOVIE: 'Thief' A
woman and a master sale
crock* become evolved in
the intrigue of the underworld James Caen, Tuesday
Weed. Robin Prosky 1961
41,- News/Sien ON
•

•-

_

• CL -

2:00 A.M.
11.- MOVIE:'Sweet Smell
Of Sissoess* A powerful
New York columnist grant
Kis and of • fawning press
agent So break up his writer's
romance with • manage+
Sun Lancaster. Tony Cures.
Swan Amnon. 1167.
- CNN resits Sews

3:30A.M.
•-

MOVIE: 'Swamp
Off
Thing' A hall min had vege(f5 - MOVIE 'McCloud:
tation monster rises from ths
Three &Ma for New York'
murky waters of a Sommer++
Three meg arrive from Me%
swage Lass Jourdsn. Aid- dsn,'
olot,_
Kiang Serbesu Rated PG
16:0014.1.
'
.
revenge Dennis Weever
CID ap GD0CU0
J C Cannon, Diane Muldeur
Track Si Field Meet
- teews
1975
4:00 A.M.
- Enawkriess News
12:15A.M.
• Lucy
- NI In the Finely
- MOM:'Samson and
gp - Mission Inipeselbis
Toe -Buenos. the See Seem' Samson bat
amid
4:30 AM.
ties a ferocious prate bend
11.- sonny NW Show
(i) - Health Field
who unmercifully attacks •

..- Wselonlessier Kennel
°gib Deg SherW.Common of
the dosing night is presented
born Msdisen Dime Ger-

CID

•

•

I

3

•

...M•••Iqpp,g11.P.•••.•Ip•••••IM
••=1.•11110.

•

ships of the Spanish Main
Kirk Moms, Margaret Lee
1960

••••••

THE MI 14041 •k..11:111:111 & TIMES,satunlai, Prhruar. Is 19113

FRIDAY
3:00.M.
HBO Magazine
*t; - Sesame Street
..3:30 P.M.
- College A black teena

2125/83

•

5:00 A.M.
0 EL - Hour Megezins
Gary Collins and Pat Mitchell
talk with Alexandra Penney.
Dick Van Dyke and wine ex
pert Harriet Lembeck
- Butch Minds the Baby
A retired safecracker takes
his babysitting charge on one
Last bank lob

_

•

ger faces unexpected prob
lems when he decides to
become a doctor

•

5 -30 A.M.
•
- College A black teen*
ger faces unexpected prob
lems when he decides to
become a doctor

•

8:30A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Hondo A

cowboy discovers a widow
and her son trapped in the
middle of a deadly Apache
uprising John Wayne. Ger&
dine Page 1953

8:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'The Juggler'

•

A once-famous fuggier. a
Jewish refugee. goes to Is
reel to rebuild his life and overcome bitterness from life in
• concentration camp Kirk •
Douglas. Milly Vitale. Paul

Stewart 1953
- Boy Meets Girl Billy

•

Crystal hosts this look at the
Singles scene

8:30 A.M.
•- Spiciennan
9:00A.M.
(I) - Phil Donahue Guests
are We
- MOVIE:'TM Shootief
A dying gunman seeking

•

4:00 P.M.
0 (2I) - Mr. Ropers'
Neighborhood
4:30P.M?
- Bewitched
- Friggie Rock Visit the

o

•

world of Fraggle Rock under
neath the basement of an ec.
°KWIC inventor

o

Electric Company
5:00P.M.
•- Carol Burnett
MOVIE 'The Bad
News Beers' A rag tag Little
ekt) -

_

•

League team improves when
a girl pitcher loins the squad
Matthau
Tatum
Walter
O'Neal 1976 Rated PG

ft -

3-2-1. Contact
CD
'Closed Captioned'
5:30 P.M.
- Bob Newitert Show
Tony Brown's
Journal
6:00 P.M.
ID CID CI)CD Cip
- N•ves
ap CI) - Eyewitness News

es cto -

- Winners
(4) - Scene at 6

(.1) - Business Report

0 21) - MacNeW Lehr*.
Report
- Charlie's Angels
News
•411
8:30 P.M.
(1) - Entertainment
Toright
•
cip
Family Feud
(I)- Tic Tao Dough
Andy GrifSth
•
- JeNsrsons
▪
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Comment on
0
•

- CBS

WIC* in his final days is

hounded by rivals John
Wayne. Lauren Baca& Ron
Howard 1976 Rated PG
•CID - Phil Donshue Donahue talks with Seri Robert
Dole.
10:00 A.M.
- MOVIE: 'Critic's
Choice* The vide of•vitriolic
*wits critic writes a play and
her husbend agrees not to review it Bob Hope. Lucille
11•11. Maniyn Maxwell. Rip
Torn 1963

•

•

ex_

_

Kentucky

• - W/14194
7:00P.M.
salcu in- Simon Ben

son gets Kraus's help to keep
1 1:00 A.M.
•local manufacturing plant
- MOVIE: The 'Bad
business (Closed Captioned)
News $ears' A rag-tag Lade
CP 0(51- mks. of
Loewe team improves when
Huard So and Luke,r,on
•girl pitcher pine the squad
OD liamerd. 190 pan.)
Weller Me11111114 Talkint
- mow: •Osssrer A'
•
-074sal 1976 Rated PG
carefree bachsior, his golf.
12:00P.M.
nand, and a shaggy 250 lb
ls al
dhw
- MOVIE: Moo Perils
Z
St Bernard prove to ever
'The story of Pearl
yens in the Styles A.that a
White. queen of the silent
St Bernard isn't always•Inmovie serials.from her inausds angel Marshall Thomppicious beginning to success
son 1970
at the Follies Semen 110111$
,of
CI) - Power
Phonon. John Lund 1947
Met*** Star Moths* and
WM break into • bank to
100P.M.
help 1•Vyrnore's spinster
O - movie: 'Oils*
aunt ISO nun)
Rondostrous' A Mir laden
MOM: Vends' A
.in. gokl and innocent pew
aimilboy dloomors 'widow
saws is the oboes of
mid her son owed in the
higlfooksrs owned with•remiddle of • deadly Apache
skier*upon.flishord Mods.
updelng. John Warm.Oar*
Owl* JosOosn:John Cow
tanePme. 111113.
•
dim 1977.
'CL0.WLJaNdie
Pod Mks Is
CsW A
Jokiria • en we
isidoollers andidine
.
ebbs wispID itielk*OA se
vosok's wigs. ^
edismassedit Most *NNW
Odeon Mar* MORI •-$ninieri NMI Minsk
Csostosies.
OW •
- PM OM IrillOstoollsool
wore 1172.
230P.A.
7410P.M.
qad
Elea
arratamer

•

•

-

•

Murray the cop with a lady of
the evening

(1)020 - Wall Street
Week Louis Rukeyser anis
tyres the 130s with a weekly
review of economic and in
vestment matters

8:0()P.M.
- MOVIE
W

▪

*The Warriors' A yang
leader plans to untieon the
gangs into an army 511011(1
enough to take over New
York City Michael Bock
Remar
James
Thomas
Wastes 1979

Tough and ready
The
,lith

I OH
,
'Al eel . 4,3.1,1(1%

op 4ta _

al
Dallas Bobby
and Pam plot against each
other 160 men
(4) (1)- Knight Rider' M.

T

oo•

tleto 1,, 11.11
.1of
War, 'y
I riday Int) .
-0.1

OOA

Aftt

the. (3.0

!

*!!!!

.n

Wt. it

I.

. ,I1 ool
Moo h.,

chael is in danger when a kid
napped
girl
reprograms
KITT so it can be used in ri
robbery 160 min
0(1)- Nova The Asteroid
and the Dinosaur (R) 160
mm)'Closed Captioned'

0 20 - Enterprise Hard
Ball Tonight s program is
amines the hard realities of
the baseball business I
!Closed Captioned] ,
MOVIE: 'Young
Warriors' The relationship
between a World War II set
geant and one of his young
recruits, a bitter, introverted
soldier is explored James
Drury. Steve Carlson. Jona
than Daly 1967
GO - Friday Night Boxing
Coverage of professional
boxing is presented from Los
Angeles, CA 12 Ns I

•

8:30 P.M.
- MOVIE:'TM Shootiet'
A dying gunman seeking
peace in his final days is
hounded by rivals John
Wayne. Lauren Becall. Ron
Howard 1976 Rated PG
021)- kohl, Business
9:00 P.M.
•($).51- Falcon Crest
Everang Nowa
Remington
Simile Remington and Laura

•

•

(4)

(c -

inyitotigets the apparent mut
der of • fermi, artist IGO

min
- Enterprise 'Herd
▪
Bak ' Tonight's program em
amines the hard realities of
the baseball business
[Closed Captioned)
•fp - hat Betty
Specials
' 9:30P.M.
Mlles In
•
Antorken An (Closed Captioned!

(I)

iticlelf1S WWI 11i Leg ripoliers it,
his everyday working world
Burt Fieynorns Rêctw,I VVenit.
Brian Keith Rated R'

- Scald Gold
- PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from ,er
mond the worlds of polite
entertainment business and sports with te4ephoriee ills
,

frENTI viewers 4f(mitid
LOtiflify
021 Sign Off

4 CNN Headline News
0 MOVIE The GfOOVIII

O
Bost of Midnight
Specials
MOVIE ;Embryo'
•

!eke" their lie ks iii thes satire
on the world of popular an

(12 _

Victoria born at age 24 is
almost the perfect scientific
creation Rock Hudson But
bars Carrera Roddy M. Dow

all 1976
1 1:00 P.M.
'3) - Nig/aline
4) - Barney Miller
11:30 P.M.
- 1449htiow
0
•(1) - MOVIE To Be

Announced
,1 1) - Last Word
(4) (4)- wry Network
- M•A•13•H
- Sign Oh
- MOVIE 'Spirits 01
The Deed' Three stories

•

•

betted on the works of Edgar

Allari Poe are presented
1969
12:00A.M.

•alp - Last Word
- Nightline

•-

•-

1030P.M.
la ID 0
- Tonight
Ilkdos
•CID ..Pledderd Files
- Illoossy NNW
r
eTil
A0VIlb
dre. laskime and
Tow Molittiss N.
his Mingo as•rnonsrch and
the drew Iwo he‘tiod he hla
isplood in des hisdrottis PISANI Jerson. Jana Ilusinsn. Roderic
Node. 197j.
GD - Throe's Comesay

•-

MOVIE: IlltorWs
Mooldnir An Adonis vim
owed orgasm at.oilgals.crooked oaf-

111101 t
tilltOtte
co"%toot%
Iti hen, I i fltIbt 1.1% ,1y It,
,A
ttomit4$0111. #4111‘ sic*
,glopyt%I Ylonololy Pei. k lAS
Hefts-410 1 et.
Aollfi Than
1955

12:30A.M.
- Wrestling
- Pd0V1E 'National
Lampoon's Animal Mows'
College ant all fun, but don t
of the guys in Delta House
John &Plush., Tern Matheson
Donald Sutheriencl 1978
Reted Pt
- Last Word
Nerws/Sign Ott

•

'I,? S

Mo. tt.05 tt
I, of moo, ,
4

ig•itti

tit Ist

t.lti

tit iti If' rt
Litt itI•it

1'0

Tube 111141)vver‘i jti,t IetrymInt

ter tainrisent Chevy Chase
Ken Shapiro Richard Beirar
Rated R

300 A.M.
IP 2 - MOVIE 'Death in
Den1113 Water' A form,,. 11101I1

3 45 A M
MOVII The Shootist
olooroor 1,01 •,,
tw, 111,31 it
II
to-o,00lotoml toy tit. Ott
‘11,1.1)C1.• I .11.1/•1, 11.1. .111 /1..,
"I /I, H A N., I Ito ,
lit ow
otrooloop

4 30A M
•2 MOVIE Death In
Small Doses Aft 111vmS1,t).1
till tereeoyeets ilite441
Wises Peter (yeses Milia
Power a

()it.,

ttttt

95/
O World large

'Spotlight on Murray'
begins new season
on university channel
•'Spotlight on Murray,"
a half-hour show for and
about Murray and its people, began a new season
last week. Dr. Frank
Blodgett. supervisor of
the program, said he's
expecting an exciting
show this spring. Upcoming features include a
diactuision on the MSU
theatre production
'Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf' that will be performed Feb. 24-26.
The "Spotlight" will
also be turned on the Ted

Billington home, one of
Murray's most unusual
residences. And, finally,
Kent Forrester of the
MSU English department
will deliver is weekly
movie review
"Spotlight on Murray''
Is hosted by Steve Hayes
and Ginny Park Hutson,
both Murray State
students from Pliducah.
The program is aired on
MSU-TV cable 11 at 6
p.m. on Wednesdays and
11:30p.m. on Fridays.

• -

1:00 A.M.
up (I)- At The Movies
News
01
Overnight
.
SW.
ap
- lyinviwisso News
IS

I..'.

iii.

It /tit

the,

•

10:00P.M.
0CI) CID OD0OD
0
- News
O(I)- lyottoloitOss News
Al In **Sow*
- likrehress
0CP
Report
lorwor Hill Show

2:30 A.M.
News
ei 2
3 Sign OR
O MOVIE' 'The Purple
Plain Ito At 1A/ II Boon...*

- fervosalsa Off

2:00A.M.
IDCD1110D - OrION
- Twee Sessgss
Rermrsoo Theodor

GID

ttiitnitill••••••

414.I

t rbruary I.11113

TED MI 11414 hi .

FUN IN

eur town

COMMERCE CENTRE

ROY STEWART STADIUM

DAKOTA
&.'6tI

Unique dining

Atmosphere.
Senility Buffet
Friday Seafood Menu
UNIVERSITY CENTER
Op.. 11 AW Doily
Chetteet et 16th & five Foists

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDMOUSE
SOT SCOUT MUSEUM

CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

INERT E. JOMNS001 THEATRE
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

WEST RINTIOCIfl M

Pitts • Solids
Semlwichis
Spaghetti
lesegita

Wednesday
Spaghetti Special
hitt Net Delivery
°pee Ii AM Dolt
PAGLIAIN

Optn 4 p.m. Sundays

Flit.

v MURRAY

•

1.1.11)14.1i di 11%1E%. "jturi4a

irtiruirt14, 1413

l

our town

-kn,

q

R,.,tati rant

I Hie Alarm

Daily llicheos Speciai$2.95
11-3 P.M. Mostay-Satvday
iclides Sip *hat lIce Wu Cent

Chmese and America. Soaday Batlet $5.50
wiiti
0064 Sas Mors 6•

Child s plais 12 I slier

5

Sip. In Set is. lip.

Ildobseek Mow Nei Served Its. Sip.
Mgr, 641 See46

awn

Cony 044 Orders Wilkens

ISJ 4411

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY TIIF ATRE

"Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf"
Febreory 24-26 p.m.
Directed by James I. Scbempp
For reservations, cell 762-6797

CoverelShoppisig Gm«
Arm's,hem the %Deism

THE MI RR A 1

1't 1 4 lo

LEDGER & T1111F-14.SatUrday.Fetsruary 19.1993
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By Des Levois
HOLLYWOOD • When she
was growing up in Memphis.
Tenn, Dixie Carter dreamed
or becoming an opera singer
who would one day perform at
the Metropolitan Opera
House -Rut I ripped my
throat as a cheerleader .in
high school. she recalls 'So I
becanw an actress. instead

rtmandis deanery
9 • it. Act.vnt•re• IIi Good Muse
ta.. Vas Saes, Flom' the popular
royfieri amposr situ
Spin Lan Where the jam
3 II p
nine
am web Kathy l'asm
Enniennona
•p it. Pam not Ptalhansiona Mas
in, Sbestalinera ruanarts lee d bas
tabs•worn teenrirtro es 1 far Vein
C
and terrilearii rid Symphony no
ram
IS p in Ian newt Aft Town Res
las lin* brawl
Clark Tares.Cannel
Maly.Maar/ a
••In Adesettrrs
Finns Fanners

elan
al In
an• per
brullar eistrienen tar nen inn ass
parfanosar•
1 31 p
Inesli Lary Ti. Ms at
NATO e101as Per.psdinrel artinUst
• pinIllorwrie Orchestra Khoo
Tenveledl cesdarts es alamississia
Pereades Carialas Overton.
S•sod herraterert ne

(U.S -series 4 Monday nights.
8 30 to 9) that spoofs Southern
'aristocracy with the subtlety
of a meatgrinder
-Filthy Rich" is taking its
third swing as a network
series, walking a tightrope
once more because of its
birarre concept and the
fierce, mixed reactions it
elicits As part of the show's
-unusual- genesis.-there were
two pilots We made the first
a one-hour show - in
pilot
thr spring of 1981." she says
Apparently. the network
wasn't sure of its feelings
Some executives liked the
• concept Others despised it"
As a result, the series
wasn't picked up for the 1981,82 season Instead, the net-

TELE-PUZZLE

(

mane

~Ward Matipmbers la•arni

•

work ordered a Second pilot
early in 1982 This time. it was
a half-hour episode and CBS
wanted it to be "less bizarre."
according to Miss Carter
After the second pilot was
made, the network still had
reservations It failed to make
the 1982-83 fall schedule 'But
CBS had a lot of bucks tied up
in the two pilots and wanted
to get some of it back." Miss
Carter says
Now, the show's ratings are
disappointing again, only an
18 share Its future remains
cloudy Meanwhile. Miss
Carter has been tied up on this
project for two years During
this stretch, she had numerous
opportunities to do other projects

,
;

4

3

Ihxie portrays the self-cmtired wile in Filthy Rich a
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Murray Cable 13 News
Introducing Racer Trivia
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Sponsored By:

s

ACROSS
32 Mr Guinness insigne
4 Shown plays Lauren
'A TV clown
on Square Pegs
35 Role for Sorrell Bootie
10 Eight is38 To—with Love
13 Masada star
39 Ruby or Sandra
11 Commercial
42 Played Ed Norton
15 Miss Remick
44 Joan Van -18 —rummy
45 Chill —
17 At home
47 Miss Zetterling
18 Twirl 0 and U
48 Miss Day s sign off
20 Daytime soap
49 Mr Gorshwin
22 Sign a contract
50 Mr Mine°
22 Role for Amer
4144go•
52 MI
Played 5?423 on Barney, 53 Is Barney Miller
Miller
55 (eyed Miss Kitty
25 Across
57
26 Gomm* a Break star
ajandth—
58 Where the—Are

31 That is
29
santoro 2 Neighbor of III
3 Mr Brynner
• Ella ot Josh
5 How sweet
6 Prefix with stop
Ringixalcome
• Wylie or Donahue
9 Charles Raid rola
10 Mr Holtman
11 —Smart
12 Giver's: to
IS After Moo
21 Clock 121/112Wida
22 -A rose— —Mee
27 Played Ow
211 Author Torstoy
29 Sorooge's word
30 Freud word.
33 KAMM On Lobo
34 Mortill911001
38 lItta—eophei
37
pisys
36 431006 Mar

DOWN
39 Lyruia Carter role
40 —Cid
41 Lancnostar or tillaavvitil
43 Louise and CoNi
43 Servocalromon
46 Rol* talus
49 Lupine or Cantor
51 Chaincy's milieu
54 Miss Malone's sign off
59 Nogathre
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MOVIES—
MONDAY •
2/21/83
7:00AM 0— Vrogonslayor'
8:00AM 0— "rho Strange On.'
9:00AM S-'Supor Furl
10:00AM ED — 'Palm Springs WookoricT
1100AM0— 'Dirty Tricks*
12:00PM0— 'Walk Like• Dragon'
1:00PM 5 — 'Ono Million Years B.C.'
1:30PM 0— 'Dragonslava"
•
4:30PM S — 'Super Fuzz.
7:00PM U — 'April Fools'
Thief'
8:00PM
'Grace Kelly'
AD0(1) — 'Sidney Shadon's Rego of Angels Part 2
9:00PM S — 'Dregonslayor'
10:30PM S — 'The Lusty Mn'
S 'Only•Scream Away'
'Sharky's Machin'
11:15PM
— 'Columbo: Short Fuse'
11:30PM
'Columbo: Deed Weight'
12:00AM0
1:00AM
The Clone Master'
1:15AM 0— '$uper Fuzz'
2:00APA ED rip-'Bowery at Midnight'
3:00AM 0
— 'Doath Policy'
-'War Drums'

a_
a ca)cufs-

0-

, ks..HA/44M & I IMF.'. ••atunla

a

FRIDAY
2/25/83

a-

— most
TUESDAY
2/22/83

rtikru•r%14 140

7:30AM S — 'Swamp Thing'
8:00AM 0 — 'Sobastian*
900AM 5- 'Tokio This Job and Shove It10:00AM5 — 'On Moonlight Bay'
11:00AM0— 'Dragonslayer•
12:00PM0— 'Boots Malone
1:00PM
— 'Sups. Furl
ED — -The Nanny
3:00PM
— "The Comoback Kid
5:00PM CO — 'Drogonstayor
700PM 0— 'Bustin' Loose'
9-00PM 0 — 'A Strang*. is Watching
10:30PM0 — 'The Drums
— 'Making Love'
CD — 'East of Eden'
11 3opm
— 'McCloud Throo Guns for New
York'
12 ISAMU — 'Samson and th• Soo Boast
1 30AM 0
— 'Hammorsmith Is Out'
— Thief
1 00AM
— 'SWIM( Srnal Of Succoss'
'Swamp Thing'
3 30AM

0.30AM S-'Hondo'
8:00AM
— 'TM Juggler'
9:00AM 5— 'TM Shootist
10:00AMO — 'Critic's Chaco'
11:00AM
'The Sod News Soars'
12:00PM0— 'The Pools of Pauline'
1:00PM S — '13oldon Rondo:you.'
'Say Goodbye. Meow* Cola'
5:00PM O — -Ma Sad Mows flaws'
7:00PM 0—'
— 'Hondo'
eroopeq
'Th. Warriors'
'Young Warriors'
8:30PM 0— Th. Shoots(
10:30PM S-'Nicholas and Alexandra'
'Sharky's Mochino'
(13 — 'Embryo'
11:30PM di(E) — To Is Announced
— 'Spirits 04Th. Dead"
12:30AM
— 'National Lampoon's Animal House'
2:30AM S — 'This Purple Plain'
'TM Groove Tubs'

5_

ip-

a-

ea —2
O

- Death in Deep W•tor
The Shootist
Death In Small Doses
2
.

SATURDAY
'2 26 63

6 00AM
7 30AM

- Challenge To Bs Vree
— Roden
— Super Fuzz
900AM 0 — 'Triple Cross
1000AM0 — -Cannery Row
11 30AM0 — "Treesur• of Siiirr• Medr•
1200PM0 — The Comeback Kid
12 30PM
2 — .Dawn Rider
1 oo p
(r) — Frankenstein Must Be 13.1.1,0y.d
1-30PM 0 2 — 'High Noon
200PM 0 — Chalking. To Be Free
2 30PM 0 — 'The War lover
5-00PM 0 — Super Futz
800PM 0 $ 5 12 — Zorro the Gay Made
0 — Cannery Row
900PM 0 6 — 'Gentleman s
po oopm ED
AgremnHati
10 30PM 3
UnderCurrent
11 OOPP•10
The Naked and the Deed
0 — A Stranger is Watching
11 15PM0 — To Be Announced
11 30E4010 2 — 'lob & Carol & Ted & Alice
12-00AM 4 ' — 'Mutiny On the Bounty'
SUNDAY
2/27,83

al-

5:15AM
— 'Maroc Polo. Jr.'
7:00AM 0— 'Ooklon Rondezvous'
8:00AM
-'Nobody's Perfect'
9:00AM
— Thit Sad Nowa Soars'
10.00AM5-1 Died a Thousand Timos'
12:00PM
— 'Heirs Hell Acre'
— 'The Cornebook Kid'
•
1:00PM
'The Command'
3:3011•4•
—'Memo Polo. Jr.'
5:001M•
— 'Golden Rendervous"
Thor* Really Be a Morn.
7:00PM Sap. —
Ing?"
'Ensign Puhrer'
- 0— Tho Sad Prows Deere'
&DONA
— 'War W000n'
10410PM
— 'Bustin' Locos'
10:30P61
— 'Stromboli'
— 'The Wrong Mon'
•
11:311PIAS — 'Netkinal Lampoon's Animal House'
•121— 'McMillan & Wife: Night Train to
LA.'
*MeMillen
Wit* Downehtft to
12:00AM
Denier'
11111kAll0— 'Timbuktu'
1:30AM 1111 — 'A Strang*, is Watching'
Groat Low'
2:00AM
Violet Aniorioan
2:13Aki
300AM
'The Groove Tube'
3:15AM 1111
— 'The Atomic Iran'

3 00AM
3 45AM
4 30AM

•004141 0
Star Wars'
8.00AM 5
T•it• This Job and Shove It
9 30AM 0 _ •Th• Molly Maiguires"
10 30AM5— 'Abbott and Cattalo in It Ain't Hay'"
1100AM 0— 0rogonalayoe
12-00PM 5— •Sportacus•
2700PM
'Hondo'
'A Gun in the Housii•
100PM
3.30PM S-'Star Wars'
'Great
Guns
etye•
man
p
6.00pm o

a_
0(2:—

8-00PM

0(1)(1)_ 'Starlight

This Plano that
Couldn't Land'
5
'9 to 5'
4 0 e — 'Cocaino One Man's Seduction'

512—

Hey, Cablevision
Viewer!
Are You Watching...

alp-

apau --Dtmui...
ID-

SO

WEDNESDAY
2/23/83

DRAGONSLAYER —
A ferocious 40-foot dragon menaces
sixth-century Britain in a thrilling fantasy with magic, mystery, adventure
and romance. A family "must see".

SO
7:00AM
— *Star Wars'
8:00AM
-'IndisenM4'
1:00AM
— 'Hondo'
10:00AMS 'Ameriton Dream'
11:30AM
— 'Cannery Roof
12:00PM
— 'The Nutty Professor'
1:00PM
'Jobe
'Nor Wars'
4:30PM
—1:9111191Soktaire'
7130eta
— 'Connery Roo(
eGOPM
-'Green Pastures'
10:30PM
- Ikamelsoef
11:151M 5—Rondo'
— 'First Love'
11:3004140
1100AN0
12:30APA
- Versarribu'
12:441A1110 — 'The Seduction' ,
'Ambush et °macron PINS'
1:30AM
— luipmeopopp wey
2:15Ahl
t.30AM
-'Chanel Soittaire'
2:4SAM •4'j)— 'Lest arip of Atlantis'

A STRANGER IS WATCHING —
Innocent victims ore disappearing in
the tunnels of New York's Grand Central Station and only Rip Torn knows
why.

Ile

•

in-

CHALLENGE TO BE FREE —
A gripping wilderness adventure pitting man against man in th• brutal
Arctic. Based on a true story.

•

•

a_
ci -Topper'

ea,
u
•

THURSDAY
2/24/13

•

•-'The Comeback Kid'

500AM

MI
SO
SO

CABLE
VLSI

N

SO
•

MURRAY
4. • •• AA •

.s

Coll 753-5005

law

!HI MI RR 41. It

l'11,i

SATURDAY
2/26/83
5 00 A M
2 •Moine Com d
TBS Niorning News

113

5• 30 A . M

0 2.

Hare • Lucy
Consumer Reports
0
I tw. Sinart. %floppy.. St.r/W
% kti.ttrf

Spt01!

MO [WM.i1
of Ibis

tUdIMPISI.
JO' st,(TW

ocSot.IS...rvosituorycl

6 OCI A M

a

2

Health Field
Mornings on 5
3
Laurel Si Hardy
o Between the Lines
4
Sign On
MOVIE 'Challenge To
Se Free After I, dbf.i 4 lari
ED

5

1.•1

tr apgrvl fives 4 I(iS% thy•
pot %imp,' byj leartiof

t.

ujk er

,ymf

Marork
/Litte

hflomen
141%4

1415

•12

Mate

Agriculture U S A
Children s Gospel

3 -

Deputy Dewy
Vegetable Soup
- Farm Digest
12 US Farm Report

6:45A.M.
o #, - Weather

s

News

700 A . M
0 2 3 0

Woe

rise from the
depths of the earth spread
.r,r) rtestructson Kenp Sa
'rum.
wars
Stwaiewa
1951
4ØØ-StwrtTales
- MOVIE •Super Fuzz'
A Mat% et/posed in radiation
develops superhuman pow
eis
Torrence HA Finest
yts

•

Bo,(ir low

455

J laf NW Dr LI

RAted

Spiderman

8:00 A.M.
4

Hour

4
IR

historic flying Morhylet

Meatballs a
0 0 Smurfs
- SSA Gan Heroes
Jimmy Houston

0

SuPtli

F Fiends

0 12

PoPere,
Olive Comedy Show
cD Romper Room

8:30 A.M.

0 5 0 it

Bugs
Bunny/Road Runner Show
•- Lone Ranger

9:00 A.M.

511 2, (3)•-

Scooby.
Scrappy Doo/ Puppy Hour
- MOVIE 'Tropi• Cross'
A double agent pulls out all
the stops in his missions
(-tossing from Germany to
I rtiOand Chnstopher Plum
mar Y Lit Brynner Gen F robe
196
011) - Why In the World
0- Daniel Boone

otriostic,s44e4

J.

-

The Dukes
Gary Coleman

Show
0 - Consumer Reports
T hr. Smart Shopper Show
Sports cars kitchen cleaners
end peanut butter are some
of the prbducts examined

ea

Cutting remarks

10:00 A.M.
2, 3 0 _ Mork

Si
Mindy/ Laverne & Shirley/
Fon/ HOW
:5 0 .12 - Bugs
BunnyfRoed Runner Show
4.0 .5. - Incredebie Hulk
and Spoderman
_ MOVIE 'Cannery
Row' Along Monterrey • de
crepid waterfront a marine
biologist tries to forget his
past white a young runaway
drifts into Me in a bordello
Nick Nolte Debra Winger
Rated P(i
- G(D Course
0
021 - Interaction
_ Wild. Wild West

George Hamilton plays the
swashbuckling title character
in the, popular film spool
trtled
Zorro. the Gay
Blade ' CBS airs the film
Saturday Feb 26
(Stehone reserve the Front
to melte lest•mmlute changes

•

10:30 A.M.

Spaghetti,

6.30 A.M.

o

7.30A M
3
Pac

0 5 0 12

tidied 1.

Perspective

2

4

Men/
Little Rascals/Rich,* Rich
0 12 Pandemonium
0 MOVIE 'Roden Pre

)1111ITIv

6 15A M
4

9:30 A.M.

05 0 12 _

florttstone
-4 CB 5
F umpire
O Super Heroes .

ea 2

Saturday. February 19,19413

&

O 21

- Interaction

11:00 A.M.
0 'V ,1 3;•-

ABC

Weekend Sftikisi

•1) as

fit - Gillioart's

Ptanet
"4) Q cs; - The Jinsons
0 (.1) - American
Government

21, - American Gov't
Survey
- Wrestling

•

11:30 A.M.

0(1)(1)

-

American

Bandstand

•(5)e

- New Fat
Albert Show
O - MOVIE 'Treasure of

Sierra Madre' Greed. psi

ousy and suspicion pursue
three hard-bitten men in thee
lust for gold Humphrey Sogen Welter Huston. TOT
Holt 194$
- Flesh Gordon
CCI
American
• (1) -

Lome Green's
(.4)
Wilderness
CD
- Miller Supwcroes
Finals
News
0(1- Focus on Society
ID 21' - Understanding
Human &shay
al- MOVIE:'Frenitenetein
Must Be Destroyed' An evil
doctor and his associate
work on brain transplants un
Iii the associate goes insane
The doctor then uses the associate s brain as a Iran
splant Peter Cushing. Simon
Ward. Veronica Cartsbn
1970

-

•

1:30P.M.

- mow:

•ap
'High
Noon' A small town marshal
must faceakillet who he sent
to pnson five years earlier
Gory Cooper. Grecs Katy,
Otto Kruger 1952

•- Getz* Adonis
•(I) - Young Peoples
Government
Spode'
0
- American Gov't •
- Public Affairs
&Amoy
•al)- Focus en Society
12:00P.M.
- Understanding
511 - Blackstar
Human lishey.
(1)- Harald Anslay
2:00P.M.
• - MOVIE: .Thip
INN
Dime Outdoors
Camphor* Kid' A burnt-Out
VIE:'Charing.,To
baseball player u*es she lob
After kaling a ranof coadvng•teem of street
ger.•trapper Rees across the
kids
John Amer. Doug
Arctic pursued by •team of
McKeon
trackers and Marmon Peke
O CL
Atop the
Memel. Vic Christy, Jimmy
Feriarpost
Kern.. 1971 Rated G
Second
(11) - Armadas:
-•
•CID - Nselibille an die
Century
Need
lebeitY's
•
- Spertsbeet
Ilueinees
•
CL - Umderstapding
- Twilight
-• Zone
Iftinsmi
▪ (11 - Nen Shentalle •
a _ Making It Count
Shaw .

O

February
Color Special
$5"
I OFF
INOMPAIM

:

12:30P.M.
• - MINIM 'Down
Mist' John Wayne.
, Merlon
Ekon* 19311
Cii S- NCAA
Seekedtall Notre Dams at
DePour"
(1) - Sig 10 Basketball
Premien
(11- NI Canoe Plehlifir
- Larry Lewis
11
Crusade
▪ - Hogen's Name
ap - Americo. Second
Century
O tv - Everybody'•
Swinges
•

1.i.

%It LC.MATES NOVI,
PADUCAH, 4414356
Ile Appointment

to LA
(I) is cu - NCAA
Basketball: Louisiana State
at_ Auburn
• (s) - magic of
Decorative Ptng
o 21) - GEO Series
NCAA Basketball:
Memphis St at Florida St.
3:30 P.M.
(.1) - Munster.
HBO Rock: Fleetwood
Mac In Concert Captured
live at the LA Forum, this
group performs old and new
hits
-

•

6:00 P.M.
1111(1)0 Cl/ - News
- Memories With
LitIAMBOCII

Welk

- Scene at 6
- Hee Haw
el
0
woridCt - Babb,/ Jams'
cti) - Sneak PISVOIDWIl
Jeffrey Lyons and Neal Gabler look at tn. films 'Table
For Five and 'Return of Captain Invincible,'

•- Danc• Fair it
•- NCAA Basketball:

Fairfield at American
Univervity
CD (I)- Lap Quilting
6:30P.M.
Elf)- G(D Series
- Teddy Bert's
•
Nashville
4:00P.M.
- Eyewitness News
Wide World 111 -101)
NBA
Basketball: New
•
of Sports
at Adores
•aD - Glen Campbell Jemmy
cuPoint
CCShow
°A. CI) - This Old House
• CID* - Tennessee
Posed Capoonedl
Outdoors/nen
O21- Firing Line
O2t
- KIT Sohol.
•- NCAA Sairkedball:
Challenge
Memphis State at Florida
Nashville on the Mood
Baste
7:00P.M.
4:30P.M.
T.J.
cu - Gunsmolui
CID aD
•
•
- Motorweek Illustrated 4111CID
• -%lbw& and
•- Consumer Reports
'The &nen Shopper Show'
des in•rocs to disarm•desSports•cars, kitchen dinners
tructnre birthday gh
and peanut butter are some
non)
of the products examined
(I) al
- DIMrent
•ap - MIMI*
Straka) Arnold's pen to
Painting
help his handicapped friend
ID
Adeni-12
odium to pubic school back 5:00P.M.
fees. !Closed Captioned,
•- World Championship O - POW+ Little's Robin
INtestling
Hood The master impres
(1)- That Nashville Music
wave* twinge the Sherwood
- MOVIE 'ewer Pun' Forest characters to Ida
-

•

Coloring & Highlighting

OlUIPIC WA,
MINIRAT. 1s4142

3:00 P.M.

(f)- Rood
•

•

1:00P.M.
- Road to Las Angeles

2:30P.M.

011ew

DoralEastern

Gad

col ID - Pro Bowlers Tour
- MOVIE The War

A man exposed to radkation
develops superhuman powers Terrence IM, Ernest
Sorgnine. Joanne Diu Rated
PG

•

Laver' During WVVII the captain of a Flying Fortress and
his co-piot find therneelves
attracted to the WW1 gin
Robert
.
Ann Fieki
11.4ina".

1962

•- Don DeVoe
▪ - Ilhopervilth
- Uederstanding

Sobers.
ID D - kleking it Comet
ac - NCAA Seakellidk
•
bassinet-11k Lamle mt
Southeast Missouri St.
Human

(11) -

wow,.

▪ ap - Portfolio
0 - Prost*
S.Kung Pv
(111 - News

▪
0CC- Nee New

(j)- Firing Una

• - Uft On Earth The
Invasion of the Land • Ancestors of the amphibians are ea
entlheirlF5 1130 min )100414)d

CapoonsdI
•- Austin

City Umits
7:30P.M.
j
f
ecum-entiri
tood News-

_ Sam SIMMS

is at odds with Grand/MI*
ferellOn when he reNeeill 10
accept the relationship of Ed

(I)- At The Movies
ward and Kale
GU al - NBC News
Peet Close the Country
ID - Roland Martin
ap cc - Tony Ilrowit's
11:00P.M.
Journal
•CD ape- Lave Soo
co (DI - CBS News
CD•(111 - movie.
111 -

.40.11111i.

P4(;1: 13

1111

SATURDAYcotir.
'Zorro. the Gay Blade Zorro
and his eHernenate brother
are portrayed in this comic
spoof of the legend George
Hamel-ton, Lauren Hutton
Brenda Vacarro 1981
C4D
- Mama's Family
Mama and Eunice are at
rested when they get into an
argument at the Bigger Jig
ger
1111 - MOVIE: 'Cannery
Row' Along Monterrey s de
crepod waterfront, a marine
biologist tries to forget his
past while a young runaway
drifts into life in a bordello
Nick Nolte, Debra Winger
Rated PG
0 CC - USA/Mobd Track
and Field Championships
World class athletes corn
pete in this motor sports ev
ent telecast love from New
York s Madison Square Gar
den (2 hrs )
21.) - Undersea World of
Jacques Cousteau
- NCAA BeekettieN:
Louisville
at
Western
K'mucky
411 - NCAA Basketball:
Georgetown at Seton Hall

o

•

8:30P.M.
AD ID - T*ocher•Only
Diana and Principal Cooper
switch places for a day

8:45 P.M.

(2)- Entertainnwrtt This
•
Week
O (5)- Guns/rake
($) -UnderCur
rent' Small town girl marries
a rich young man and later
suspects him of being a man
isc Katharine Hepburn, Rob
Sri Taylor. Robert Mitchum
•••1946
CC - Saturday Night Live
NCAABaelietball
Georgia at Kentucky
,12 - Dance Feder
•
C11)

0

-

11:00

P.M.

MOVIE: 'The Naked
and the Dead* The story of
combat in the Pscifec and the
war of resentment between
officers and men Aldo Ray.
Cliff Robertson. Raymond
Massey 1958
- MOVIE:'A Strangers
Watching' A killer holds
hostages in the tunnels under
New York s Grand Central
Station Rip Torn Rated R
020 - sign" Ott
•32 - Beetcit_Micinight
Specials

•

11:15P.M.

- MOVIE
Announced

To

ap

-

Be

11:30 P.M.

Fantasy
Island A singer wants to get
his break at the Cotton Club
and a woman gets revenge
on her college peers ISO
man)!Closed Captioned'
_ TR8 Weekend News
(4)
- FamIly Tree
Kevin discovers that Annie
12:00 A.M.
had another life before him
CC- MOVIE: 'Mutiny On
MO min )
the Bounty' The crew mut'
MOVIE:
ties against tyrannical Cap'13endentans Agreement'
tain Sigh on a worldwide sea
A crusading feature writer
voyage Clark Gable. Charles
encounters challenging is •
Laughton. Franchot Tone
penances while posing as a
1935
Jew for a revealing sines •
- News/Sign Off
Peck,
Gregory
Dorothy •
- Soturdsy Night
McGuire, Celeste
Holm
Uwe
1947
12:30A.M.
- Wittig/I 'Agathe
(1)-t America's Top Ten
Christie Stones Magnolia •
- Visions Unlimited
Slossorn' Theo deserts her
husband and later learns he is • _ MOVIE. 'Chanel
involved in a scandal ISO
Solitaire' Coco . Chenel's
man)Posed Captioned)
struggle for success in the
Pugh fashion world is chroni10:00P.M.
cled Mane Francs Paler. Rut
GI CI)
GD
CD
gem Heuer Tamottey Oelton
1961 Rated R
Eyewitness News
Oft
-Timm

•

Hill

It nest

Pre

develops superhuman pnw

is

3:30 A.M.
MOVIE
2

American in Paris

An
Ai

•
- ARC Neves
•es, - U4A/Melial Track

MONDAY
2,21/83
7:00PM 0- Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show
- NCAA Basketball Alabama at Missis
800PM•
ai001
1200AM
- Muriani Cup Tennis
3:30AM 0- Year in Tenths
TUESDAY
2/22/83
7.30PM 410 — MISL Indoor Soccer All-Star Game
10:00PM
- NCAA Basketball Pittsburgh at Solon
Hall
- MISL Indoor Soccer All-Star Game
1:30AM•
4:00AM 0- NCAA Basketball Pittsburgh at Seton
Hall
WEDNESDAY
2/23/83

o

NCAA Basketball Arkansas at Texas
— NCAA Basketball Purdue at Illinois
110 — NCAA Basketball Providence at
Georgetown
- NBA Basketball Boston at Los Angeles
9:30P M
1:00AM
- NHL Journal
3:30AM 0- NBA Basketball Boston at Los Angeles
7-00PM

-

•

•

THURSDAY
2/24/83

- NCAA Basketball Indiana at Michigan
- NBA Basketball: Milwaukee at Houston
I:00PM•
- NCAA Basketball: Wake Forest at
7-00PM

•

North Carolina
9-30PM• Westminster Kennel Club Dog Show
12:30AM
•
_ NBA Basketball Milwaukee at Houston
3-30AM•
- Michelob Invitational Track 81 Field
Meet

-

..•11=1Mmo,

I ash.,
"It,'

•

4 00 A M
Rat Patrol

1`.

• ,1 1

7 OOPPOI •- Pro Ski International
800PM•
_ Friday Night Bixiinl)
12 30AM 3 — Wrestling

Tour

SATURDAY
2 26 83
1100AM0 - Wrestling
12 30PM o 5 0 12 - NCAA Basketball Notr•
Dame at DePaui
3 — Big 10 Basketball Preview
100PM 0 6 - Mifler Suporcross Final.
200PM O
Sportsbeat
2 30PM 0 5 -- Douai Eastern Open God
3
Pro Bowlers Tour
IF) 12 — NCAA Basketball Missouri St
Louis at Southeast Missouri St
300PM 4 0 0 — NCAA Basketball Louisiana
Stets at Auburn
— NCAA Basketball Memphis St at Fior
oda St.
4 OOPM fl 2T0 -. Wade World of Sports
— NCAA Basketball Memphis State at
Florida State
5 OOPM•
_ World Championship Wrestling
5 30PM 0 2 -- Sportsbeat
6 OOPM•
- NCAA Basketball Fairfield at American
University
6 30PM 0— NBA Basketball New Jersey at Atlanta
800PM 0 I — USA/ Mobil Track and rebid Chem
pionships
0 — NCAA Basketball Louisville at West
ern Kentucky
— NCAA Basketball Georgetown at Se
ton Hall
1000PM0 21, — USA/Mobil Track and Field
Championships
10-15PM0- Wreetling
10 30PM CD0 - NCAA Basketball Georgia at Ken
fix:11y
---

•

•

SUNDAY
2/27/83
12 OOPM Q 5 0it - NCAA Basketball Teams to
be Announced
0- Richmond 400
1 00F744 0j• 3' — tan. Fowl:mil Prev14PA,
4)0 4 — NCAA Basketb•II Tennessee at
Kentucky
ft. — Sports America
(1)(11)al — U.S.A vs. the World in Arna
1:30PM
tow Sowing
- Dorsi-Eastern Open Golf
CID
001PM•
2:
ilide-Wertd of Sports
-----11$01411-ligertsWo•fd
Q)
4:00pra
Sports Sunday
- NHL Hockey: Minnesota at Chicago
7:301N/1
1110ANI 2— NHL Hattkerr. Nlinnatata at
— Foot Looker Claw° Trask & Flekl
.00Ahl
Mort
Chicago41

eaDsimp— cos

SOFTSHELL
SUNDAY
SOF TSMM $1 59
TACOS

1:15A.M.
(r)- ARC tams
•
1:30A.M.

af)-

.••••

iii

News
Eyewlerreas
:0&M.•- St1P1 Off

and Field Clieniplenekige • - Nom
World dem Wilms corn •
(ID - Sign Off
111 - Three IMeoges
Pete 111 WM MOOT IPOrfe event WNW We kern New
- Nows/111.•• Off
York's Median *man (MrA.M.
2:00
S due I2 11111)
MOVIE:'There's•
- MOM '14eher A
Ohl in My Seep' An intorno
teem oF professore. WPM
rsally Nimes cooking auii
capture wild own*.RP
,1 • young
T
Mangle Gums Farm
and takes her on a
"alma* ix. valid •Ici
madcap tour of the French 19
Jahn Wavle. Hardy Kruger,
wars Gado Hearn. Peter
Ms Martins& 1942
al.... 1970
S
•
_ MOVIE: 'Time Unit'
atNCAUL Southern CallOot• •
The mei clan Ammon mil.
ode
iary officer suspected of Rd°
10:15P.M.
taborating with the etwarrry
CID - AC News
wmii••POW in North Ko

••••••

k •lt

0 Agriculture U S A
HBO Rock Flereetwexid
lidec In Concert
e: .•••
,se ei... I A . :r •
.

.1'

FRIDAY
2 75 83

Offer Good 4 • Do, No Lori',

•

•

it I

.1,••••,

1

•

Captured
We it the LA Forum, des
grOup performs old end new

113

k ,•.•

4 30A M

"

oth,

—SPORTS—

•ap - son

- HSO Reek: Fleetwood

Mac In Cowen

1•••
r

I. -.1 '..•I.••

•

-News
elm-

1

Hat art

J0.1111'11"

•

•

9:00P.M.

inners ir

Win it,i,,ø

.1

•- MOVIE 'Super Fuzz
A man exposed to radiation

O-

•

airs

2:45 A.M.

(14 ) - MOVIE: leab &
Carol Ted & Alice' A mar
tied couple, enlightened by
their •xperience at a sensitsv
ity institute, try to share everything with each other and
their best friends Natalie
Wood. Robert Culp. Elliott
Gould. Dyan C.iiinrion 1969
(1)- Solid Gold
•
-

•_ TBA
op

Richard INialmark Hi
chard Basonart (Satires
Michaels 1957

- Wrestling
• 10:30P.M.

•

TIMI."..ssitinlay.Erliruari 19 1983

KR4 . ks.. 1.11)4.1.R
ea

••••

••••••

101111••

•••••

—TACO JOHN'S
TRAY CHIC — George Pepperd tri•• to fak• out emu
underworld figures by mesqueteding as • welter In
the episode of -The A Team.- NOC's new adventure
*wise Mel Mrs Tuesday. Feb. 22.

MEW ••••111M.

•

753-9697

ler

SUNDAY
2/27/83

10.1

5.00A M.
0 Week In Review
530A M
Here s Lucy
la HBO Magazine
600 A.M.
Your Business
O
O :s. Mornings on 5
World Tomorrow
0 MOVIE "Star Wars'
2

Ii

s

o

tof(001411

/erst.,1.1114.

104olm 4.00. 0..110 1..1/w
rtvt1.•

or

000-0 0-

0441,0

ky . IFILFR & TIME.*:aturday. February MING,

THE. %II RR

1.11.1 11

,o

0,0/..•..
44,110

dr
/H 14.1,4•,1 ii

Southern III
Weather
I
6 30A.M.
Fac• to Face
2
Cartoons
It Is Written
Accent
II
t2 Perspective
6:45A.M
4
Farm Digest
7:00A.M.
World Tomorrow
0 2
Jerry Fewell
o 5
.3 - Amazing Coate Bible
Class
o Cartoon Carnival
:4) - Community Worship
0(0, - Montag*
- Christ Gospel Hour
•
•(I, 0 21 Sesame
Street
America's Bieck
-

04140.01 Pi I

- Young at Heart
Trinity Tabernacle
CD • Undersea World of
Jacques Cousteau
(13 21 Sesame Street
• Show My People
8:30A.M.
James Robison
6
Reborn
3
4;0 Day of Discovery
0r Paducah Devotion
as Larry Jones Ministry
9:00 A.M.
0 2 - Kenneth Copeland
05 -Oral Roberts
Kingdom Living
3
0 Lighter Side
4 - Silhouettes of The City
am Rev David Pout
tolysiturvi Agatha
o I
tins tie Stories Magnolia
-

-

Klussom
Theo (*spirts her
husband awl later Seems le. is
involved on a sr endal (60
min !Closed CaPtIonocli

ID 21 - Mr Roger,;
Neighborhood
- Ernest Ansley
•
•It Jerry NAV.*
9:15A.M.
Hamilton Bros
0.0

413 12 - Oral Roberts
10:30 A.M.
012 4, - Baptist Church
a
_ Face the Nation
13 - This Week with David
Brinkley
_ Freggte Rock Visit the
world.of Fraggle Rock under
neath the basement of an ac e

Cocaine
connection

•

entrk

olventof
-

When a co-worker (Pamela
Beftwood) introduces a realestate broker (Dennis
Weaver) to cocaine she
doesn t expect him to get
hooked in "Cocaine_ One
airing
Mans Seduction,
Sunday Feb 27 on NBC
,
ght
iSterSOIli
to mak* W04,1011400 chariots

Christopher Close

Up

_

Way of Life
MOVIE 'Abbott and
Costello in tt Ain't Hey' A
champion horse IS misiak
wiry cpyron away Abbott
Costello I uwene Poem,
1943
81 12 Jim Whittington
Religion
11:00A.M.
,6 - Newsroakers
- Virgil Ward's Fishing
- MOVIE Dragon
slayer' A sorcerer comes
.040/40 when he is called upon
to stay a fearsome flying dra
on Su Ralph Richardson.
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o A)• - First Baptist
Church
O 21; - Over laity (Closed
Captioned)
6)12 - Its Your Business

•

•

1 1:30A.M.
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Preview
- NCAA
(4) 0
Basketball: Tennessee at
Kentucky
do - Boy Aio•ts GM fidly
Crystal hosts this took at the
singles scene
- Andy Griffith
•(1)- Sports America
021; - American Gov't
Survey
1:30P.M.
(i) 14) U - U.S.A. vs
•
the World in Amateur
Seeing Coverage of the
USA vs the USSR is
Presented from Las Vegas
NV (90 mon )

Ford 1978 Rated PG
- America: Second
Century
- MOVIE: 'Greet Guns'
•
The boys in the Army get to
be targets at target practice
and a pen in the neck to the
sergeant Laurel ai Hardy. •
Sheila Ryan, Dock Nelson
1941

•-

MOVIE: 'Dragonslayer' A sorcerer comes
alive when he is called upon
to slay a fearsome flying dorgon Si Ralph Richardson.
Peter Machlichol Rated PG
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0(1)021)-fAasterpiece
Theatre "Winston Churchill
The
Wilderness
Years
Churchill spells out the den
ger of Haler (60 min
[Closed Captioned'

•- Slack Pulse
8:30 P.M.
e _ Bryant Productions
9:00 P.M.
e _ TBS Weekend News
(ID
American
File on. Jill
Playhouse

o

Hatch The life of Jill Hatch is
examined from her late teen
years to 1981 (60 min I
'Closed Captioned'
21) - Joe Hall Show

o

e - Jerry Falwell
9:30 P.M.
o nx Denny Crum Show
10:00 P.M.
e - Jerry Falwell
G1D
- News
- Even More Uneripur•
•
gated Benny HIM The British
comedian returns with a new
grotrp of comedy sketches
(1) Legacy of
Hats
21) - Threat of Nuclear
War
- Wrap Around
10:15 P.M.
0Gip0 - News
10:30 P.M.

o

•

MON and Co

(1)- Ron Greene Show
•

▪

- 8J and Gospel

-

• Jack Van Imp*

10:45P.M.
- Rockford Files
Norm Stewart

O

MOVIE. •Escape From
Zatwasn' A rebel leader in an
Arab oil state escapes along,
with some fellow convicts as
they make a dash for the bor
der Sal Mineo. Vol Brynner, Madlyn Rhue 1962

SOAPSCOOP

-

12:1 5 A . M .
- Andy Griffith
12:30A.M.
- News/Sign Off
•
1 2:45 AIM.
(1)- News
•
•

- Pop! Goes the

Country
1:00 A.M.
CE - Directions
CC - CNN Headkrw News
•- MOVIE: 'Thief' A
woman and a master safe
cracker become involved in
the intrigue of the under
world James Caan. Tuesday
Weld. Robin Prosky 1981
Rated R

NHL
Hockey
Minnesota at Chicago
1:1 5 A.m.
cp•
(tz - CBS News
•
Plightwatch
0CD•- WW1 On
1:30 AM.
(2) - Jack Anderson
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2:00 A.M.
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(i) - ABC News
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MOVIE: The Snow
Creature' An expedition to

;

the Himalayas succeeds in
bringing • Snow Creature
back to the U S where he is
capes Paul Langton, Leslie
Damson, TefU Shenada

5 /• V
.
.• raw,/ • 88
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14,41 "
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Show
11:00P.M.

e

ci) - Now,
- OPefl UP
(4) - MOVIE: 'Casey's
Shadow' A horse trainer ac •
quires a young foal and he
and his three eons stake el
thee hopes on it Walter Mat
thou. Alexis Smith 1978
- MOVIE: 'Star Wars'

•

An orphan.•reneged* ends
princess battle the evil forces
controlling the Empre Mark
Han.Carrie Fisher,Hermon
Ford 1978 Rated PG
e - MOVIE: *Distant

•rums A swamp fighter
leads a form into the Florida
Evorgiadas. turning the tide
of the Seminole Indian wet

2:15 A.M.
OW- Sign Off
3:00 A.M.
111 - moviE 'Dragonsawyer' A sorcerer comes
alive when he is called upon

Vb.

QUALITY HOTPOINT
PRICED'
SPECIALLY
PAIR
LAUNDRY

to stay a fearsome flying dra
gon Sr Ralph Richardson
Peter Kocher:hot Rated PG
3:30A.M.
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Rat Patrol

4:00 A.M.
World/Large
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Track & Field Meet
-
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e - Its Your Business
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•- ARC News
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tv commentary
By FRANK BLODGETT
Last tune I started to
tell you about my favorite
public television peograms, beginning with
the ones I consider to be
good entertainment. For
instance, I enjoy the
movie review and film
clips on "Sneak
Previews," seep on KET
Thursdays at 7 trith a
repeat at 6 Saturdays. I
do find, though. that I
prefer the former
reviewers who have now
gone on to successful
('onunercial TV syndication
For nostalgia buffs I
suggest "Matinee at the
Bijou" on KET at 5 when
else) Saturday afternoon.
You'll see. a complete
movie program just like
kids 30 years ago used to
see on Saturday mornings before television.
There are cartains, coming attractions, short subjects. sometimet a
newsreel, always a
chapter of an old serial
and, of course, the
feature movie. It's
generally a Roy Rogers,
Gene Autry or Johnny
Mack Brown western or
the like. You can call this
entertainment or call it a
history lesson. I think it's
fun for all ages.
For those who complain that there's too
much British drama on
American public television there's "American
Playhouse" at II
Tuesdays. This is the secondjession of am ambitious (and expensive)
project to produce both
old and new American
plays for television. This
season there are 22 new
productions such as
Thornton WIlder•s
classic. 'The Skin of Our
Teeth," broadcast live
from a theatre in San
Diego and a family
drama from offbroadway a couple of
seasons ago starring
Milton Berle as a dying
old man trying to keep his
four sons together as a
family by the use of his
last will and testament.

High on the list of more
crucial entertainment
found on public television
13 the ambitious multiyear BBC project of producing all of the
Shakespeare plays.
They're done with typical
BBC taste and magnificent British acting. While
you may not find
"Cymbelline" of "Percities, Prince of Tyre" as
interesting or as much
fun as "The Taming of
the Shrew" or
"Macbeth," you must admit that Shakespeare's
works have had a major
influence on Western
culture.
Then there's the currently running production
of Wagner's ring cycle.
Where else but on public
television can you get
grand opera on a more or
less regular basis?
"Live from Lincoln
Center" also provides
concert fans with weekly
outstanding orchestral
and vocal performances
available no where elite
but on public television.
As for informational
programming, over the
years "The McNeilLehrer Report," seen on
KET weeknights at 6:00,
has proven to be an au
thence getter as it explores one major news
related topic per program, This summer the
show will expand to an
hour and add irome actual
news coverage to become
the first hour-long network news program in
America.
The new series
"Frontline," Mondays at
7, is anchored by NBC's
Jessica Savitch, who is
also the principal
reporter. Each prop=
Is i hard biting investigative documentary.
The flat program dealt
with "F'rontline's"
charge that the National
Football League is soft on
gambling and the second
was a documentary about
the killing of a group of
communist sympathizers
by members of the Ku
Klux Clan in Greensboro,
North Carolina in 1979.

Bookmobile schedule

Both programs were well
documented and made
powerful statements.
The long running
science series "Nova"
will show and tell you
everything you ever
wanted to know about all
aspects of science often
with incredible

program helps us try to
understand the world outside of our daily existence. Again,there is no
commercial counterpart.
And if you want to know
everything about the
coming day's weather,
you need to watch "A.M.
Weather" at 7:30 each

microphotography. , It's
an oasis for those interested in science reporting on television.
The same holds true for
the periodic "National
Geographic Specials"
which had to retreat from
commercial television
several years ago. Each
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weekday morning.
Sometimes you have to
hunt for these public
television shows since not
all stations carry them at
the same time — or at all.
But these programs, as
well as several others I
didn't mention, are well
worth your trouble.
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A SPECIAL MESSAGE TO FOLKS WHO ARE RETIRED:
Now you can have your social security checks
sent directly to your account here. ITS SAFE...
ITS AUTOMATIC...IT'S CONVENIENT. Stop in now
and arrange for direct deposit of your social
security check. W.do all the work.

lo'BankofMurray
"THE FRIENDLY BANK':
Momber FDIC

